
Most gave Galento, the Falstaff of the Brown Bomber, Joe Louis, the finest heavyweight of his generation. Monninger. Recalls the June night in 1939, when Night–Tony Galento v. Joe Louis.

Questions Spy vs. Spy; Snappy Answers to Stupid favorites, including: the misadventures of the grossest cartoon ever; and much more. Deluxe Edition. By the Usual Gang of Idiots. Ripped from the pages of the magazine that inspired the hit Cartoon Network show, this new collection features all your MAD favorites, including: the misadventures of Spy vs. Spy. Snappy Answers to Stupid favorites, including: the misadventures of Spy vs. Spy. Well illus. in color. Deluxe Edition.


FACING THE GREEN BAY PACKERS. Ed. by Chuck Carlson. A veteran sportswriter takes Packers fans inside the locker rooms, onto the sidelines, and out on the field with opposing players and coaches and covers the most dramatic moments, most intense rivalries, and most unforgettable games from Green Bay’s pro football lore. 184 pages. Sports Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

Insanely Awesome Mad: Deluxe Edition. By the Usual Gang of Idiots. Ripped from the pages of the magazine that inspired the hit Cartoon Network show, this new collection features all your MAD favorites, including: the misadventures of Spy vs. Spy. Snappy Answers to Stupid favorites, including: the misadventures of Spy vs. Spy. Well illus. in color. Deluxe Edition.


Live Right and Find Happiness (Although Beer Is Much Faster). By Dave Barry. Barry has learned much wisdom, and he is eager to pass it on to the next generation, and the generation after that. In this uproariously funny examination of what one generation can teach another, Dave passes on home truths to his grandson and to his daughter. Illus. 225 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95


Handbook of United States Coins 2015, 72ND Edition: The Official Blue Book. By R.S. Yeoman. Offers clear, easy to follow grading information for each series, and prices dealers are paying in multiple grades per coin. Includes historical information and specifications on each coin; actual-size photographs of hundreds of coins; detailed mintage records; collectible Blue Books; and more. 270 pages. Whitman. 5½x7¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

Facing the Finger Lakes, Fourth Edition: A Great Destination. By Katharine Delavan Dyson. Uncovers the where, the how, and the when of visiting this most lovely destination. From the region’s 11 beautiful lakes to its quaint villages, from its spectacular gorges to its numerous wineries, this trusted guide takes you on a detailed sojourn through every facet of Mark Twain country. Color photos & maps. 238 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95
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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardcover unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
2814099 ROMANTIC ENGLISH HOMES. By Robert O Byrne. From Dorset, Devon and Cornwall in the west to Suffolk on the east coast, from Kent and Hertford in the south to Northumberland and Staffordshire in the north, this lavishly illustrated volume reveals a unique collection of 14 houses, the majority of which have never been open to the public. 1276 pages. OICO Books, 8%½x11½. Pub at $35.00 $11.95

2850567 ELISIE DE WOLFE: The Birth of Modern Interior Decoration. By Penny Sparke. The author presents in-depth profiles of 29 prominent de Wolfe projects for important and discerning clients. Rare and original photographic, color renderings, evoke the sunny, airy elegance of de Wolfe interiors. A de Wolfe room was created not just with an eye for detail and the perfect aesthetic, but with comfort and livability in mind. 327 pages. Acanthus. 10¼x12½. Pub at $85.00 $14.95

6763707 HOUSE BEAUTIFUL–BLUE: 350 Inspiring Ways to Decorate with Blue. By Lisa Cregan. Filled with hundreds of ideas that professional interior designers have successfully used in their own rooms, this is a complete guide to decorating your space with any shade of blue. Fully illus. in color. 272 pages. Hearst. Pub at $19.95 $4.95

6942008 INSIDE THE NOT SO BIG HOUSE: Discovering Interior Design Details That Bring a Home to Life. By S. Susanka & M. Vassallo. Focuses on 23 homes incorporating such details as dropped ceilings, built-in shelves, pocket doors, window seat cushions. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 210 pages. Taunton. 10¼x10¼. Pub at $34.95 $4.95

6789578 A HOME IN PARIS: Interiors, Inspiration. Text by C. Synave, photos by G. de Laubier. Discover the rich diversity of Parisian style through a look inside the homes of the most respected designers and artists in Paris. Fully illus. in color. 217 pages. Flammarion. 7¾x9¾. Pub at $34.95 $11.95

6825451 HIDDEN PARIS. By Carolina Clifton-Mogg. This lavishly illustrated volume opens the doors to some of the secret interiors, both old and new, the classic and the quirky, and sheds a light on how Parisians really live. 224 pages. Gibots Smith. 9½x11¼. Pub at $40.00 $14.95

6780067 IN WITH THE OLD: Classic Decor from A to Z. By Jennifer Boles. This medley of 100 design essentials from the past enlightens and inspires while exposing curious facts and timeless decorating advice plucked from great tastemakers, including Billy Baldwin, Sister Parish, and the Duchess of Windsor. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub at $34.95 $7.95

6952739 SHE SHEDS: A Room of Your Own. By Erika Kotite. Do you ever dream of a quite place where you can get away from it all and let your creative spirit thrive? You’ll find dozens of stunning examples of private spaces that will inspire you in your own pursuit of a room of your creative spirit thrive? You’ll find dozens of stunning examples of private spaces that will inspire you in your own pursuit of a room of your own along with tips and advice. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x10¼. Pub at $25.00 $17.95

6969070 THE COUNTERPOINT BOOK. By Anne Piccirillo. This volume is your own personal showroom, in which you will discover today’s cutting edge and most popular surfacing materials for countertops, including glass, ceramics, laminates, repurposed materials, soapstone (including extreme engineered stones), metals, and wood. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub at $29.99 $14.95

6939767 PERFECT ENGLISH. By Ros Byam Shaw. The twenty-one mansions described in this book are some of the most prestigious in London and in towns and cities across the United Kingdom. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 10x11¼. Pub at $40.00 $29.95

2852195 NEW YORK SCHOOL OF INTERIOR DESIGN HOME. By Ellen S. Fisher with J. Renzi. An introduction to the design and interior decor of 20 houses in the city, Los Angeles’s wealthy bachelor rock stars, actors, producers, and financiers have established a slightly different and excruciatingly exacting bar for the designers who serve them. This bold architecture showdown dream is made on screenand off in this sumptuously illustrated volume. 142 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub at $34.99 $16.95

2795388 HOLLYWOOD BACHELOR PADS. By Carol Kipling. From living rooms with stripper poles to showers with commanding views of the city, Los Angeles’s wealthy bachelor rock stars, actors, producers, and financiers have established a slightly different and excruciatingly exacting bar for the designers who serve them. See the bold architecture showdown dream is made on screenand off in this sumptuously illustrated volume. 142 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub at $34.99 $16.95

6909620 EVERYDAY MONENT: A Giverny-Inspired Gardening and Lifestyle Guide. By Living Your Best Impressionist Life. By Aileen Soeman. Monet’s garden, home, and paintings provide inspiration for styling any home, from floral arrangements, to dinner, to decor, and beyond. This stunning volume reveals the secrets behind how Monet’s gardens in Giverny inspired his work, as well as his inspiration for beautiful Monet’s lifestyle, both inside and outside of your home. Fully illus., most in color. 198 pages. DayStreet. Pub at $26.99 $19.95

2801469 DESIGN WITH JAPANESE OBL. By Diane & Ann Wiltshire. This volume abounds with ideas and examples for the obi as a dynamic element in the wardrobe. The obi is as intrinsic to the culture as the kimono and can enhance your own personal style with both elegant and casual ways in which worn and tied. Modern obi designs can complement interior design is virtually unlimited. Features over 100 full color photos that present the obi in varied settings. 96 pages. Tuttle. 7¼x10. Paperback. Pub at $17.95 $7.95

6943365 ONE-DAY ROOM MAKEOVERS: How to Get the Designer Look for Less with Three Easy Steps. By Martin Amado. An ultimate guide to creating a gorgeous home that reflects your best, most beautiful self. Amado, a design expert, reveals the three-step method he uses to create dramatic room makeovers for his clients in only one day, giving them the perfect look for less. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Page Street. Paperback. Pub at $22.99 $17.95

6822218 MAKING AMERICA MODERN: Interior Design in the 1930s. By Marilyn F. Friedman. A valuable resource for design professionals, historians, and enthusiasts, chronicling the development of modern interior design in the United States in the 1930s and featuring interiors by 50 designers including Virginia Conner, Donald Deskey, Paul T. Frankl, Tommi Parzinger, Eugene Schoen, Joseph Urban, and more. Fully illus., some color. 239 pages. Bauer & Dean. 8½x11. Pub at $50.00 $37.95

6815219 PERFECT ENGLISH TOWNHOUSE. By Ros Byam Shaw, photos by J. Baldwin. Examines the inimitable and timeless English style in a variety of Georgian, Regency, Victorian and more recent townhouses. A collection of these British townhouses and the homes of the influential people who have lived in them will give you a tour through the British way of living. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x10½. Pub at $39.95 $29.95

6434427 ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSE INTERIORS. By Jeremy Musson. Photography by Paul Barker and Country Life. A renowned historian explores the interiors and decoration of fourteen great country houses of England. For the first time, houses known worldwide for their exquisite architecture, including Wilton, Chatsworth, and Castle Howard, are seen in intimate detail. Wonderful artistic innovations in fabric, gilding, carving, and furnishings, this volume is must-have for designers, Anglophiles and country house enthusiasts. Color photos. 272 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x12. Pub at $60.00 $39.95

2843749 VICTORIAN TEXTILES. By Brian D. Coleman. Discover how to complete your interior decoration with the use of textiles. This book presents the most important steps in the design of textiles. Includes helpful descriptions of the varied uses to which textiles were put in the Victorian home, and advice on care and conservation of vintage textiles. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Taunton. 8¾x11¼. Pub at $49.95 $24.95

278324X ALL NEW KITCHEN IDEAS THAT WORK. By Heather J. Paper. Papered. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Taunton. 9x10½. Paperback. Pub at $24.95 $17.95
**Architecture Details**

2784950 ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS: Spain and the Mediterranean. By S.F.J. Cook III & T. Skuce. A collection of photographs taken in the 1920s, which were commissioned to record original Spanish architecture and details for use in designing homes and buildings in California and Florida. Many views of distinctive domestic and public structures are included. 144 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $12.95

6969224 THE FIREPLACE DESIGN SOURCEBOOK. By Melissa Carbona. Feast your eyes on some of the hottest fireplace designs and techniques around! Many of these designs are found in the homes of famous architects and are included in the 140 pages of this book. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95

6833209 THE ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL. By Edward R. Ford. Well illus. 328 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. At $40.00 PRICE CUT to $7.95

6935370 TAUNTON’S TILING COMPLETE: Expert Advice from Start to Finish. By M. Schweit & R. Nicholas. Get your tile project done right with advice from tile professionals. This reference is filled with trade secrets only a pro would know, as well as detailed instructions and step by step illustrations. Covers tile selection, tools & techniques, project preparation, planning a layout, and more. 234 pages. Taunton. 9x10½. Paperbound. At $29.95 $4.95

6863523 DESIGNING A HOUSE: The Illustrated Guide to Planning Your Own Home. By J. Bok. A complete, concise step-by-step guide for prospective homeowners who want to play a role in customizing their house plan. Each stage is illustrated with easy to follow diagrams and photographs. A complete guide that includes advice not only to the layman, but also to the student of architecture. 144 pages. Overlook. 8½x11½. Paperback. At $13.95 $4.95

6942768 STANLEY TRIM: A Homeowner’s Guide. By Steve Cory. A comprehensive and visual guide packed with detailed information that will allow you to tackle any trim carpentry project with confidence. Includes introductory chapters on trim styles, tools, materials, and techniques. Projects include baseboard and picture rail, door and window trim, crown molding, wall treatments and more. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Taunton. 8½x11½. Paperback. At $24.95 $4.95

6935427 WORKING WITH TILE, REVISED: Taunton’s Build Like a Pro. By Tom & Lane Meehan. Leads you through the process of designing, choosing, installing, maintaining, and repairing tile anywhere in your home. It’s your guide to choosing the right tile for your needs, planning and installing a backsplash, tiling around your fireplace, and much more. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Taunton. 9x11½. Paperback. At $21.95 $3.95

6935206 ENERGY-EFFICIENT BUILDING: The Best of Fine Homebuilding. Collection of 29 articles which demonstrate how to make your home more energy efficient with information on materials and techniques, including how to test for a house air leaks. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Taunton. 9x11½. Paperback. At $14.95 $3.95

**Home Building & Remodeling**

6753183 THE HAND OF THE SMALL-TOWN BUILDER. By W. Ted Pfeffer. 198 pages. Godine. 8½x11½. Paperbound at $40.00 $11.95


6747469 THE COASTAL COTTAGE. By Ann Zimmerman. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Gibbs Smith. 8½x11¼. Paperbound at $35.00 $9.95

★ 6833788 BACK TO THE CABIN: More Inspiration for the Classic American Getaway. By Dale Mulfinger. Fully illus. in color. 250 pages. Taunton. 9x11½. Paperbound at $34.95 $26.95

6935273 HOUSE ON A BUDGET: Making Smart Choices to Build the Home You Want. By Duo Dickinson. Offers an inspiring but highly practical guide to creating a unique and imaginative home on a real-life budget. Highlights many useful design elements, then takes you through 20 homes that have been created using these principles. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 9x11½. Paperback. At $21.95 $4.95

2823535 BUILDING SHEDS. By Joseph Truini. A highly visual guide that offers complete instructions for building five different styles of sheds, including a small timberframe garden storage shed; a low-maintenance vinyl-sided shed, and a post and beam barn. Learn to construct on-grade and frostproof foundation frames, and walls accurately, and more. 218 pages. Taunton. 8½x11½. Paperback. At $24.95 $4.95

★ 6664172 HOME BUILDING AND WORKSHOPPING IN COLONIAL AMERICA. By C. Keith Wilbur. Sourcebook of 17th- and 18th-century construction reveals the expertise and foresight of Colonial builders who created structures that could withstand decades, even centuries, of wear and weather. From choosing trees to perfecting firework on a gracious staircase, this volume traces every step of construction. Well illus. 122 pages. Globe Pequot. 8x11. Paperback. At $16.95 $12.95

★ 5892120 BUILD YOUR OWN GARAGE MANUAL, FIFTH EDITION. Planning and constructing the home garage of your dreams is a daunting task, but you can make it a reality by following the instructions in this essential do-it-yourself guide. Includes all the tips and techniques you’ll need, plus 175 emic pre-drawn plans. Whimsical crown molding, clever waste bins, and much more. 299 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8x11½. Paperback. At $14.99 $6.95

★ 6940859 HOUSEBUILDING, REVISED: A Do-It-Yourself Guide. By R.J. DeCristoforo. Extensive coverage of how to build a house, nail-by-nail, from selecting the land to laying out and planning your house, framing, installing windows, plumbing, heating, and cooling the finished product. Well illus. in color. 702 pages. Sterling. Paperback. At $27.95 $19.95
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**9569393 CRAFTSMANSHIP AND CONSTRUCTION, SIXTH EDITION.** By Mark R. & Rex Miller. Thoroughly revised, this guide takes you through every step of home construction: how to select tools, put foundations, build walls and floors, and install tiles—even handle electrical wiring, plumbing and insulation! Logically organized by building stages, it clearly demonstrates each technique. Fully illus., some in color. 778 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8/¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $69.95 $59.95


**4841663 LEARN TO TIMBER FRAME: Craftsmanship, Simplicity, Timeless Beauty.** By Will Beemer. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Storey. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


---

**Home Improvement & Remodeling**

**6935389 TILING: For Pros by Pros.** By the eds. of Fine Homebuilding. Gives you the technical expertise you have to plan, layout and tile throughout a residence. From simple to elaborate, it covers a huge range of tiling projects. 140 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

**6882439 TIN CAN HOMESTEAD: The Art of Airstream Living.** By N. Lawyer & B. Bashaw. Find inspiration with this step by step guide and ultimate resource for living small in your Airstream trailer. Immerse yourself in the ultimate symbol of vintage wanderlust and the classic touring vehicle, its resurgent popularity coincides with the tiny house movement. With complete step-by-step instructions and checklists, this guide will take readers through all stages of remodeling. Color photos. 216 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**2825899 SPECTACULAR KITCHENS OF TEXAS: Inspiring Kitchen and Dining Spaces.** By Jolie Carpenter. In this gorgeous collection of color photos you’ll see hundreds of impeccably designed primary kitchens, along with a variety of catering kitchens, sculleries, butler’s pantries, breakfast nooks, dining rooms, and more. Fully illus. 240 pages. Signature Boutique Books. 11x11. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

**6969208 FENCES, GATES, & WALLS.** By E. Ashley Rooney. Adding a wall or fence to your property—whether for privacy, security, or protection from noise and headlightscan be a major decision. This inspirational gallery of color photos will help you select a wall or fence that suits your property. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

**2840979 BLACK + DECKER DIY ROOFING.** Ed. by Mark Johanson. Replacing the roof on your house is an achievable job that can be done by anyone. If you are comfortable working at heights and don’t mind some physical challenges this book at your service. This resource guide and consider the many affordable options that await you. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6812899 THE VISUAL HANDBOOK OF BUILDING AND REMODELING, 4TH EDITION.** By Charlie Wing. This comprehensive volume is the most complete and detailed guide available for home-building and renovation projects. Includes information on design, site and climate, masonry, foundations, plumbing, wiring; ceilings; measuring and finance; and much more. Fully illus. in color. 678 pages. Taunton. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**6594247 POWER FROM THE WIND, REVISED 2ND EDITION: Achieving Energy Independence.** By Dan Chiras. Distills decades of Chiras’s experience designing, installing, and maintaining small wind energy systems into an accessible, easy to understand guide for individuals and businesses interested in installing these systems. Provides the information needed to make intelligent and economical decisions during purchase, installation, and operations. Well illus. 318 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


**6812880 TILING COMPLETE, SECOND EDITION: Expert Advice from Start to Finish.** By R. Nicholas & M. Schweit. This revised and updated edition is filled with trade secrets only a tile pro would know, as well as detailed instructions and over 900 photos and drawings showing how to do it right. Details. 268 pages. Full color. 9¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**2810425 ALL NEW BATHROOM IDEAS THAT WORK.** By David Schiff. Packed with hundreds of inspired design ideas, practical solutions, expert buying advice, and the latest information on efficiency, as well as high-tech options for the bathroom. Includes comparison charts and case studies that show you bathrooms that work in a range of sizes and styles. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. Taunton. 9x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

---

**Home Maintenance, Repair & Projects**

**5939288 CONCRETE FLATWORK: For Homeowners and Contractors.** By George G. Laszi. Here’s all you need to know to plan and complete small concrete pavement jobs around the house. Included are footpaths, driveways, patios, sports surfaces, and indoor floor slabs. Garber offers guidance for all the basics: ordering concrete, adding joints, curing, and more; and more specialized topics as well. Well illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**6869297 POPULAR MECHANICS HOW TO FIX ANYTHING.** Covers the essential household repairs that homeowners need to know, from easy fixes like tightening screw hinges to more involved projects such as building a basement. Throughout the text, Garber poses questions about the trickiest fix—its, including how to deal with recurring ceiling cracks and getting rid of garbage disposal stench! Fully illus. in color. 190 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2837684 DIY MADE MODERN.** By Ben Uyeda. Everyone is capable of making useful things. The 30 projects here do not require special skills, prior experience, or even a garage full of tools. This guide will take you through the process of making furniture, from where to buy materials (or scavenge) to make the most out of the tools you own. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Running Press. 7½x9¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $7.95

**6863411 HVAC AND REFRIGERATION PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE.** By R. G. Kleiert. Walks you through the preventive maintenance process for residential and commercial HVAC and refrigeration systems, using plenty of detailed instructions and clear photos and diagrams. Useful icons throughout the book indicate the degree of difficulty for each procedure. 386 pages. McGraw-Hill. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $80.00 $59.95

**5669715 PHOTOVOLTAICS, REVISED: Design and Installation Manual.** By Solar Energy International. Producing energy from the sun using photovoltaic (PV) systems has become a major industry. This book is an overview of PV system components, including PV modules, batteries, controllers, and inverters, along with the information you need for successful installation and maintenance. 329 pages. New Society. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**6976182 ENGINEERING FOR CATS: Better the Life of Your Pet with 10 Cat-Approved Projects.** By Mac Delaney. Conceived by aerospace engineer Delaney, here are ten ingenious DIY projects that will address the quirks of cat behavior head on, with results that will help both you and your cat to live happier, healthier lives. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

---
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6936164 THE BACK TO BASICS HANDBOOK: A Guide to Buying and Working Land. By Abigail R. Gehring. When you live–farm, suburb or even city–this handbook will show you how to embrace a more self-sufficient lifestyle. Discover how to: plan, plant and harvest your organic garden; enjoy fruits and vegetables year-round by canning, drying and freezing; build and install alternate energy devices; and more. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6936415 THE HOMESTEADING HANDBOOK. By Abigail R. Gehring. Whether you live–farm, suburb or even city–this handbook will show you how to embrace a more self-sufficient lifestyle. Discover how to: plan, plant and harvest your organic garden; enjoy fruits and vegetables year-round by canning, drying and freezing; build and install alternate energy devices; and more. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

6938504 THE SELF-SUFFICIENT LIFE AND HOW TO LIVE IT. By John Seymour with N. Will. A n inspir a tion al rev olution of the tw entieth c entury pos sibl e. Whether you’re just starting out and looking for new, sustainable, and self-sufficiency living comes this much-loved manifesto for living “the good life.” With this comprehensive guide that covers everything you need to know to go off the grid—and even if you can’t live in the country—you can discover steps to start living green. Well illus., most. in color. 408 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

2798735 THE FRUGAL HOMESTEADER: Living the Good Life on Less. By John Moody. A fun, inspirational, and educational guide filled with a lifetime of learning that comes along with becoming a homesteader. Whether you’re just starting out or looking for new, affordable ideas, approaches, and techniques, or you’re a small scale farmer in regenerative agriculture, this manual will help you succeed. Well illus. 205 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95


Help for the Handyman


69385214 THE ENERGY-SMART HOUSE. From the eds. of Fine Homebuilding. Become more energy smart by learning how to: conduct an energy audit, upgrade your attic insulation, install replacement windows; choose the right refrigerator; and buy the best windows. Includes expert advice from the leaders in the field, and articles on methods, materials and technology. Color illus. 288 pages. Taunton. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

6938365 FROM FENCE TO FIBER BUILDING: Build and Repair Fences to Keep Livestock in and Pests Out. By Rick Kubik. Whatever the type of fence you need–wood posts or steel, electric mesh or barbed wire–this comprehensive guide offers instructions for planning, installing, and repairing your fence, taking the guesswork out of one of the most critical farm or homestead jobs there is. Well illus. In color. 176 pages. Voyageur. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $6.95

693824X THE WORKSHOP HANDBOOK. By Scott Landis. An amazing tour of ingenious woodworkers, this guide offers solutions to creating a woodworking sanctuary in whatever space you can afford. Contains over 20 detailed floor plans for a diverse range of workshops. Offers a wealth of essential mathematical rules and calculations, and a number of illustrative figures you need to make straight forming tools, re-flute torn cutters, and many more. Well illus. 309 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6858112 MODERN PIONEERING: More Than 150 Recipes, Projects, and Skills for a Self-Sufficient Life. By Georgia Pellegrini. Whether you’re a full-time homesteader, a weekend farmers market devotee, or just looking to do more by growing your own, this guide will help you hone new skills in the kitchen, garden, and great outdoors. It includes over 100 garden to table recipes, small-space gardening advice, DIY projects; and more. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $5.95

6937973 TRADITIONAL TOOLMAKING. By Franklin D. Jones. This invaluable reference provides an in-depth record of the skills and techniques that made the mass production revolution of the twentieth century possible. Includes detailed descriptions, essential mathematical rules and calculations, and a number of illustrative figures you need to make straight forming tools, re-flute torn cutters, and many more. Well illus. 309 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6936915 THE WORKSHOP BOOK. By Abigail R. Gehring. Discover the pleasures of a healthier, greener, and more self-sufficient lifestyle. This handbook reveals how to: plant a vegetable garden, craft trees, raise chickens, and make treats such as Blueberry Peach Jam and chocolate chess. Detailed illustrated instructions and tips will walk you through each project. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

Hand & Power Tools

6937037 FINE WOODWORKING ON PLANES AND CHISELS. Features 29 articles from Fine Woodworking magazine where expert craftsmen explain how they choose, sharpen, and use every kind of plane and chisel. Includes advice on tool maintenance, plus plans for making your own wood-and-iron planes, and a thorough discussion of sharpening. Well illus. 90 pages. Taunton. 8x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $3.95

6735819 TOOL SCHOOL: The Complete Guide to Using Your Tools from Tape Measures to Table Saws. By Monte Burch. Whit every tool right the t ight buil d e r needs is i ncluded with a lot of information on how to choose, sharpen, and use every kind of tool there is. Well illus. 234 pages. Skyhorse. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

695456 TRADITIONAL TOOLMAKING. By Franklin D. Jones. This invaluable reference provides an in-depth record of the skills and techniques that made the mass production revolution of the twentieth century possible. Includes detailed descriptions, essential mathematical rules and calculations, and a number of illustrative figures you need to make straight forming tools, re-flute torn cutters, and many more. Well illus. 309 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6940145 HAND TOOL ESSENTIALS: Refine Your Power Tool Projects with Hand Tool Techniques. By the eds. of Popular Woodworking Magazine. Explains how to choose and use hand tools to refine your power equipment, re-sharpening, properly marking, drilling and more. Rediscovering the value of these tools in your woodworking will also give you a better understanding of how your power tools work fully. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

Woodworking, 8x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95
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Hand & Power Tools


17.95


684297 WORKING WITH HAND PLANES: The Best of Fine Woodworking. Fully illus. in color. 364 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

8.95


9.95

6978118 TRADITIONAL FINISHING TECHNIQUES: The New Best of Fine Woodworking. Also published as Handyman’s Guide: Essential Woodworking Tools and Techniques. Reprint of the comprehensive guide to the tools and techniques of woodworking which has been a favorite of both amateur and professional woodworkers for over a century. Readers will learn to make almost anything using only hand tools. With nearly 3,000 illustrations it is an invaluable resource. 760 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

4.95

Plumbing & Electrical

LIMITED QUANTITY 697224 TAUNTON’S WIRING COMPLETE, SECOND EDITION. By M. Litchfield & M. McAlister. Filled with trade secrets only a pro would know, as well as detailed instructions for understanding electrical planning, purchasing, wiring, lighting, motors, fans, rough-in wiring, appliances and more. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

6.95

590790X ULTIMATE GUIDE PLUMBING, 4TH EDITION. By Merle Henkenius with S. Merle Johnson. Fully illus. in color. 1,200 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95

17.95

673099X TAUNTON’S WIRING COMPLETE, REVISED EDITION. By M. Litchfield & M. McAlister. Filled with trade secrets only a pro would know, as well as detailed instructions for understanding electrical planning, purchasing, wiring, lighting, motors, fans, rough-in wiring, appliances and more. Well illus. in color. 268 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

12.95


14.95

6283103 DO-IT-YOURSELF TOMBSTONES AND MARKERS WITH DALE POWER. With 64 pages of detailed instructions and diagrams, creating beautiful stone monuments with complete step by step directions, from preparing the stone and sandblasting the mask, through the sandblasting process itself, and finishing touches that will make your monument uniquely your own. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

6.95

2842793 72 CRAFTY SCROLLSAW PATTERNS. By Barbara G. McKee. Original patterns range in difficulty from simple to quite challenging, with unique stand-up puzzles, holiday decorations, and imaginative project designs perfect for all skill levels. Fully illus., some in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

3.95

2843544 ROUTER CANES. By Dale Power. With a detailed primer on tools, equipment, and techniques for creating small boxes, decorative furniture, and much more. Demonstrates seven exquisite projects, from a lidded box with finial to a miniature spinning wheel. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

20.95

Stonework & Masonry


7.95

Woodworking

6978053 FINISHES & FINISHING TECHNIQUES: Professional Skills for Simple and Beautiful Finishes from Fine Woodworking. Comprehensively covers smoothing and preparing surfaces before finishing, changing the color of wood with dyes, pigments, and stains, polishing finishes to a high gloss; repairing damaged and worn finishes invisibly; and spray-finishing tools and techniques for the small shop. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

3.95


9.95

5795757 TRADITIONAL PROJECTS: The New Best of Fine Woodworking. Choose one of the period joinery projects and hand it down to one of your loved ones to become a heirloom, such as a Harvest Table, Sheraton Bed, Shaker Tall Clock, or a Corner Cupboard. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 154 pages. Taunton. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

3.95

684005X MAKING GREAT FURNITURE: 25 Inspiring Projects from Top Makers. By Ian Hall. Fully illus. in color. 182 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 10½x12¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

18.95


21.95
Woodworking

**6723653 MAKE YOUR OWN KNIFE HANDLES.** By Chris Gleason. With simple construction techniques, this accessible guide walks you through the basics involved in making custom handles, including selecting the wood, prepping it for the blade, and assembling your new custom knife. Sixteen pages. Taunton. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**6978321 WATER-BASED FINISHES.** By Andy Charron. From information on the new generation of environmentally friendly water-based finishes to the final steps of application, a compact source of information dedicated to this subject. 156 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**2782723 THE HANDY SHOP Reference: Useful Facts and Figures for Every Woodworker.** By Tom Begnal. Stop wasting time and turn to this reference for the woodworking facts and figures you need. From calculating odd joint angles to choosing the right hardware, finish or adhesive for your project, this quick reference compendium puts the answers at your fingertips. 115 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95


**6826016 SIMPLE & STYLISH WOODWORKING.** Ed. by Scott Francis. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6870798 MADE WITH SALVAGED WOOD: 35 Contemporary Projects for Furniture & Other Home Accessories Created from Recycled Wood.** By Hester van Overbeek. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


---

Do-It-Yourself Advice

**6936902 WATCH REPAIR FOR BEGINNERS: An Illustrated How-To Guide for the Beginner.** Watch Repairer. By Harold C. Kelly. First written in 1957, this is an ideal guide for anyone who wants to know how to fix their own watch. With detailed black-and-white illustrations, this time tested manual is a must-have addition to any horology lover’s collection. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**6980043 FARM ENGINES AND HOW TO RUN THEM: A Simple, Practical Handbook for Experts and Amateurs.** By James H. Moehring. This is the most complete and up-to-date handbook available, and a must have for anyone seeking to add a custom touch to their home. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Linden. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

**6951759 CRAFTING WITH WOODEN CRATES & PALLETS.** By Natalie Wright. Offers twenty-five do it yourself projects with step by step instructions, accompanied by full-color photographs that explain how to incorporate veneer into furniture and boxes. 320 pages. Skyhorse. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


**5617433 DOORMAKING: Materials, Techniques, and Projects for Building Your First Door.** By Stuart Riffle. Starting with the basics of design and materials, concluding with an inspiring gallery of beautiful doors, and covering every essential step-by-step in between, it is the most complete and up-to-date handbook available, and a must have for anyone seeking to add a custom touch to their home. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Linden. 8¾x11. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

**6838272 BLANKET CHESTS: Outstanding Designs from 30 of the World’s Finest Furniture Makers.** By S. Gibbon & G. Parry. A major project has more universal appeal among woodworkers than the blanket chest. It’s a simple form—essentially a large box with a lid—and yet can be complex, elaborate, and intricately detailed. (This collection of 30 original designs ranges from around the globe illustrates its versatility. Fully illus. in color. 172 pages. Taunton. 9¾x10. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

**2840936 CLASSIC HANDPLANES AND JOINERY.** By Scott Wynn. This comprehensive manual on hand cut joinery is an essential reference for any woodworker. Orignally published in 1957, this new edition is loaded with technically rich illustrations, practical advice, and skill building exercises, this is a wonderful guide for any woodworker interested in using hand tools. 160 pages. Fox. Chapel. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**2827585 THE CRAFT OF VENEERING: A Complete Guide from Basic to Advanced.** By Craig Thibodeau. In this definitive guide to veneering, the author explains how and why veneer is made and illustrates the many ways to manipulate veneer to achieve different looks and boxes. From basic information on tools, glues, and presses to advanced techniques on marquetry, parquetry, and bent laminations, this volume is a master class on this fascinating subject. Well illus. in color. 234 pages. Taunton. 8x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

---


**6911683 MAKING SHOJI.** By Toshiyuki Otade. 120 pages. Linden. 8¾x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95


**6826016 SIMPLE & STYLISH WOODWORKING.** Ed. by Scott Francis. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Popular Woodworking. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**6735495 MODEL ENGINE-MAKING: In Theory and Practice.** By J. Pocock. Included are more than 100 detailed diagrams drawn by the author to illustrate the process of building each engine, including a series of exploded views, making this comprehensive handbook was referred to by young engineers as they prepared for their licensing examinations. Fully describes every part of a farm engine and boiler, giving complete directions for safe and economical management of both. Photos. 240 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**5926394 THE ART OF BLACKSMITHING, REVISED EDITION.** By Alex W. Bealer. Covers every aspect of the centuries-old craft. Describes the equipment and techniques of the forge andsmithing, outlines the steps in making tools, hardware, utensils, armor, and decorative items, and provides sources for supplies. 500 drawings. 438 pages. Castle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**2801329 ARDUINO PLAYGROUND: Geeky Projects for the Experienced Maker.** By Warren Andrews. Advance your engineering and electronics knowledge how as you work your way through 10 complex projects. Includes a reaction time game that leverages the Arduino’s real time capabilities; a tool for etching your own printed circuit boards; a kinetic wristwatch winder decked out with LEDs; and other projects. Take your Arduino skills to the next level with 311 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

**5776074 THE MILLING MACHINE FOR HOME MACHINISTS.** By Harold Hall. Provides the detailed knowledge you need to successfully choose, install, and operate a milling machine in your home workshop. It will help you understand which accessories are essential and expertly covers the subject of the automatic workhead. 357 pages. Fox. Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

---

**6855331 METALWORKER’S DATA BOOK FOR HOME MACHINISTS, REVISED.** By Harold Hall. From drill sizes, turning tools and thread data to excavating extensions, electrical input data, and hardware dimensions, this concise yet comprehensive volume offers a wide range of reliable information, useful in both the workshop and the designing table. 200 pages. Fox. Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95

---
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5831075 PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK, FIFTH EDITION. By J. J. Carr & G. W. Hippsley. Design and build your own antennas with the help of this unique guide. Updated and revised to provide clear answers to questions frequently asked by hobbyists and electronics technicians, this reference blends practical concepts with hands-on experience to deliver all the information you'll need. Illus. 676 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $52.00 $39.95

5970288 PIANO SERVICING, TUNING, AND REBUILDING, SECOND EDITION. By Arthur A. Rebilitz. Thorough instruction manual for restaurating and maintaining all types of pianos, augmented by hundreds of detailed drawings and photographs. Covers topics from the names of parts and how to work them to complete rebuilding. Used as a text by many piano-servicing schools. 327 pages. Vellst. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


564822X TAUNTON’S WIRING COMPLETE, THIRD EDITION. By M. McAlister & M. Litchfield. 284 pages. Taunton. 9¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $18.95


6994802 SMALL GAS ENGINE REPAIR, FOURTH EDITION. By Paul Dempsey. 246 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95


Consumer Guides

1874381 13 THINGS THEY WON’T TELL YOU: 375 Experts Confess Insider Secrets to Your Health, Home, Family, Career, and Budget. By Marty Munson et al. From the popular Reader’s Digest column, here are more than 1,000 trade secrets for living smarter, richer, and happier. Packed with professional tips, juicy secrets, and insider perspectives, this guide exposes industry secrets to make an instant expert of you about anything. Illus. 352 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

6553486 FREE STUFF GUIDE FOR EVERYONE. By Peter Sandler. Discover deals on free entertainment; prescription medicine discounts; incredible travel bargains; free educational opportunities; sports, fitness, and exercise classes in your area; and ways to get free books. 213 pages. Humanix. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


Legal Advice & the Legal System

2799472 THE POCKET LEGAL COMPANION TO COPYRIGHT: A User-Friendly Handbook for Protecting and Profiling from Copyrights. By Arap Tollefson. This comprehensive, objective book will reward readers with a more concrete understanding of the whole copyright system. Covers registering copyrights; copyright duration; getting permissions; copyright infringement laws; fair use of copyrighted works, and more. 328 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $5.95
**6581328** LEGAL FORMS FOR EVERYONE, SIXTH EDITION. By Cari W. Battle. The ultimate self-help legal guide that will save hours of research time and money in legal fees. Includes 53 forms for custom uses and easy understandable instructions. 262 pages. Allworth. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **$17.95**

**5791650** OBTAINING A CRIMINAL PARDON: Clear Your Name Legally. By Christopher Guyl. Provides a comprehensive, step by step guide to gaining a criminal pardon in the United States and Canada. By considering the history of pardons, the reasons for them, and the process to apply for and receive them, 117 pages. Self-Counsel Press. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 **$19.95**

**6900279** LEGAL GUIDE TO SOCIAL MEDIA: Rights and Risks for Businesses and Entrepreneurs. By Kimberly A. Houser. Despite the enormous growth in social media, scant legal advice is available to help the many people who are posting online. Easy to understand, comprehensive, and current, this guide provides the latest information on case law and statutes. 196 pages. Allworth. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **$4.95**


**5902932** MAKE YOUR OWN MEDICAL & FINANCIAL POWERS OF ATTORNEY, 3RD EDITION. By P. Bergman & A. Moore. Explains how to arrange a durable power of attorney to handle one’s medical and financial affairs when the individual can no longer make decisions for himself. Includes forms and instructions to help you prepare your own power of attorney. 279 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 **$4.95**

**8237793** THE EXECUTOR’S GUIDE, 8TH EDITION: Settling a Loved One’s Estate or Trust. By Mary Randolph. Leads you through an unfamiliar land of legal procedures and terminology. Learn what to do right away and what can wait and find help on claiming life insurance; filing taxes; probate court proceedings; handling simple trusts; and more. 305 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 **$29.95**

**6626181** REPRESENT YOURSELF IN COURT, 9TH EDITION: How to Prepare & Try a Winning Case. By P Bergman & S. Berman. If you are willing to learn the courtroom ropes, you can successfully handle your own civil case from start to finish. With these clear and thorough instructions, you’ll be able to file court papers, handle depositions, present an opening statement, cross examine hostile witnesses, deal with the court clerk and judge, and much more. 536 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 **$19.95**

**2793148** MUSIC LAW, 9TH EDITION. By Rich Slim. Written by a musician and lawyer, it explains everything you need to write a partnership agreement; use samples and do covers; sell and license your music; get gigs and get paid; deal with legal issues in the recording studio; understand record contracts, and much more. 539 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 **$19.95**

**6980465** THE POCKET LEGAL COMPANION TO PATENTS. By Carl W. Battle with A.D. Small. Walking you through everything that needs to be done before you can expect financial gain from your invention, an experienced patent attorney provides methods for commercializing your invention, sources of information and assistance, and helpful guidelines for obtaining a U.S. patent on your idea. 361 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 **$4.95**

**6968234** PATENT IT YOURSELF, 19TH EDITION: Your Step-by-Step Guide to Filing at the U.S. Patent Office. By D. Pressman & D.E. Blau. Provides the latest information, forms, and step by step clear directions so you can conduct a patent search, evaluate your idea’s commercial potential, prepare a patent application, deal with infringers, get your drawings done right, and much more. 656 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99 **$37.95**

**6734049** THE COPYRIGHT HANDBOOK, 13TH EDITION. By Stephen Fishman. If you work with words, you need this updated guide! Inside you’ll find information and forms to help you learn what copyright law does and doesn’t protect; register your work with the Copyright Office, deal with infringers, online and off; transfer ownership of copyright; understand the “fair use” rule; and more. 434 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99 **$37.95**

**2822148** HOW TO WIN YOUR PERSONAL INJURY CLAIM, 10TH EDITION. By Joseph L. Matthews. When you’ve been hurt in an accident, the legal system can seem daunting. But armed with the right strategy, you can handle a claim yourself and save thousands of dollars. This resource guides you through the insurance claim process step by step for almost any kind of accident. 419 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 **$26.95**

**2841533** PENDING PAYMENT IN 24 HOURS, 8TH EDITION. By R. Slim & D. Pressman. Shows you how to conduct a thorough patent search online; complete all necessary forms; evaluate potential hurdles to patentability; prepare informal drawings; file your application; handle office action; prepare formal drawings; file your application; handle office action; deal with the court clerk and judge, and much more. 547 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 **$26.95**

**698620X** NOLO’S DEPOSITION HANDBOOK, 7TH EDITION: The Essential Guide for Anyone Facing or Conducting a Deposition. By P. Bergman & A. Moore. Explains how to arrange a convenient date, prepare for the deposition, and respond to questions with confidence, and is packed with concrete suggestions and examples. An excellent resource for eyewitnesses; expert witnesses; parties to a lawsuit; and lawyers, law students, and legal assistants. 426 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 **$26.95**


**954077X** LEGAL GUIDE TO THE VISUAL ARTIST, FIFTH EDITION. By Tad Crawford. 278 pages. Allworth. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 **$17.95**


**6792063** THE RETIREMENT SURVIVAL GUIDE, REVISED EDITION: How to Make Smart Financial Decisions in Good Times and Bad. By Julie Jason. Explains how to use easily accessible financial resources to enhance your retirement income and enhance your retirement security. Helps you assess financial products that promise lifelong income, alerts you to sales techniques that can lead you astray, helps you to navigate bad market periods, and more. 332 pages. Nolo. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 **$4.95**

**2791595** ESTATE PLANNING, WILLS AND TRUSTS: For Business Owners and Entrepreneurs. By W. Rod Stern. Describes ways to minimize the legal and financial concerns of your family, and streamline your business’s transfer process. Includes tips on creating living trusts, gifts, and charitable gifts, and strategies to enhance your retirement security. Includes a CD-ROM featuring sample documents, wills, and trust forms. 320 pages. Entrepreneur Press. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 **$4.95**

**6732712** ESTATE PLANNING, FIFTH EDITION: idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets! By Stephen Maple. It’s never to late to start preparing for your future. Making a plan for your asset and potential heirs is easier than you think. This helpful guide gives you everything you need to know about wills, trusts, life insurance, retirement savings, Social Security, health care directives, taxes and more. 336 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 **$6.95**
Personal Finance

595947 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO WILLS & ESTATES, FOURTH EDITION. By Stephen Maple. Shows you exactly how to get your affairs in order for your family. With foolproof instructions on how to take inventory of your assets; the differences between trusts and wills; and what you need both; and tangibles and intangibles on federal and state taxes. Includes a CD with do-it-yourself forms. more. 345 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95 $7.95

6826024 SOCIAL SECURITY 101. By Al mill. From the history of Social Security to its likely role in the future, this primer is packed with hundreds of entertaining tidbits and concepts that will keep you engaged as you prepare to manage your retirement decisions. 142 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

6907407 WHAT YOUR FINANCIAL ADVISOR ISN’T TELLING YOU. By Liz Davidson. Drawing on her inside knowledge of how the financial advice profession really works, Davidson reveals how to judge whether an advisor is going to help or harm your savings. A friendly, no-nonsense guide demystifying the countless questions swirling around these supposed aids to financial wellness. 235 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $14.95

6895492 HEADS I WIN, TAILS I WIN. By Spencer Jakab. Since leaving his job as a top-rated stock analyst to become an investing columnist, Jakab has watched his readers—and his family of analysts and columnists—make the same mistakes again and again. He set out to evaluate the typical advice people get, from the clearly risky to the seemingly safe, to figure out where it all goes wrong and how they could do much better. 280 pages. Portfolio $17.95

6786367 5@55: The 5 Essential Legal Documents You Need by Age 55. By Judith D. Grimaldi et al. Written for the ordinary layperson, this manual explains what legal instruments you need to be aware of, what pitfalls to avoid, and how to work with your lawyer to make sure that your decisions will be followed. An easy and reassuring guide to making important legal planning decisions. 142 pages. Independent Pub. $12.95 $9.95

694454X MAKE YOUR LIFE TAX DEDUCTIBLE. By David W. Meier. Puts you on the path to greater profitability by stripping away the complex language in which tax laws are cloaked and making your tax rights easy to understand. 256 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

6785915 YOU CAN RETIRE EARLY! Everything You Need to Achieve Financial Independence When You Want It. By Deacon Hayes. Retiring early is not limited to lottery winners or the super rich. In fact, with proper planning, we can all retire early is not limited to lottery winners or the super rich. In fact, with proper planning, we can all retire early at a younger age than we ever dreamed, but only if we take to start your retirement when you're young and the seemingly safe, to figure out where it all goes wrong and how they could do much better. 280 pages. Portfolio $17.95

6579914 SWIPED: How to Protect Yourself in a World Full of Scammers, Phishers, and Identity Thieves. By Adam Levin. With a clearheaded, practical approach, this is your strategic guide to surviving the identity theft epidemic that is sweeping our modern world. Even if you’ve already become a victim, it will help you protect yourself, your identity, and your sanity. 272 pages. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

6579914 SWIPED: How to Protect Yourself in a World Full of Scammers, Phishers, and Identity Thieves. By Adam Levin. With a clearheaded, practical approach, this is your strategic guide to surviving the identity theft epidemic that is sweeping our modern world. Even if you’ve already become a victim, it will help you protect yourself, your identity, and your sanity. 272 pages. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

6790505 TAX-FREE WEALTH, SECOND EDITION: How to Build Massive Wealth by Permanently Lowering Your Taxes. By Tom Wheelright. In this informative guide, Wheelright reveals how to permanently reduce the amount of tax the government takes from you to make you richer. You’ll learn why governments want you to pay less taxes; why complexity of the tax code is made to help you get rich; how not to fear an audit; and how to use your tax savings to build wealth. more. 282 pages. RDA. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $14.95


★5930383 RICH DAD POOR DAD. By Robert T. Kiyosaki. The top personal finance book of all time, Kiyosaki’s classic explains the myth that you need to earn a high income to become rich; teaches why acquiring and building assets can be more important to your future than a big paycheck; explains what to teach your kids about money, and much more. 352 pages. Plata. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

685656X BEAUTIFUL MONEY: The 4-Week Total Wealth Makeover. By Leanne Jacobs. A revolutionary plan to show you how to live off your money and start creating joyful, powerful, and meaningful wealth. Based on the simple but powerful premise that in order to achieve true wealth, you must connect and align your inner self with clear and specific external actions, Jacobs takes a holistic approach to increasing net worth. 266 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

6794818 GET WHAT’S YOURS: The Secrets to Maximizing Your Social Security. By Laurence J. Kotlikoff et al. We Americans are leaving literally billions of Social Security dollars on the table—benefits we have earned and are eligible to take, but simply aren’t aware of. This guide will help you get all your Social Security benefits. 324 pages. S&S. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

6840477 END FINANCIAL STRESS NOW. By Emily Guy Birken. Practical step-by-step instruction on budgeting—all you need to track expenses, pay off debt, and save money. With straightforward, easy to understand instruction, this guide is a clear road map to creating a fulfilling life free of financial stress. 239 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

6824998 CHOOSE YOUR RETIREMENT: Find the Right Path to Your New Adventure. By Emily Guy Birken. Whether you’re looking to move into a senior living community or travel the world, this guide shows you how to realistically prepare for the future you desire. Filled with hundreds of facts about retiring. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

6813632 MAKING SOCIAL SECURITY WORK FOR YOU: Advice, Strategies, and Timelines That Can Maximize Your Benefits. By Emily Guy Birken. A straightforward, easy to understand guide that provides advice on the advantages and disadvantages of delaying benefits as well as the best ways to maximize your benefits depending on your financial or marital situation. 256 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99 $3.95

★6823360 THE GREAT AMERICAN DIVIDEND MACHINE: How an Outsider Became the Undiscovered Underdog to Make Millions with S&P 500 Stock Picks. By Rudy. A consumer friendly roadmap for understanding how to choose stocks that generate a substantial monthly income by investing in high-quality, dividend paying companies. Spetrino explains how he became a millionaire and the steps you need to take to achieve financial freedom and become one as well. 141 pages. Humanix. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

★6791046 MORE MONEY NOW: Use Your Existing Skills, Connections and Technology to Start Earning Cash Today. By Michael Zechar. An essential guide for those who want to earn extra income by leveraging their skills, contacts, and technology. young children, and those with kids in college, who have cracked the financial code and come up with really interesting ways to supplement their incomes to meet the challenges of living in this struggling economy. 150 pages. Morgan James. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★6791549 YOUR SCORE: An Insider’s Secrets to Understanding, Controlling, and Protecting Your Credit Score. By Anthony Davenport with M. Rudy. A consumer-friendly roadmap for understanding and navigating the secretive world of consumer credit. Based on the real-life experiences of high-profile clients, Davenport reveals where your credit score comes from; how to improve, maintain, or rescue it; and how to avoid the hidden credit pitfalls. 202 pages. HMH. Hardcover. Pub. at $16.95 $10.00
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COLLECTIBLE TELEVISION MEMORABILIA. By Dian Ziller. This 1996 publication contains information on over 260 television shows dating from the 1940s to the 1990s. Includes program information listing the main cast & characters, time on the air, and networks carrying each series. Includes over 500 color photos; nearly 900 items; and a price guide and source index. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

COLLECTORS' NETSUKE. By Raymond Bushell. Explores matters of special importance to the collector of these fascinating miniatures. Includes Japanese sculptures, including copies and copying, age and authenticity, commercialism, identification of signatures and criteria for judging potential purchases, and illustrates 354 outstanding netsuke in clear detail. 200 pages. Weatherhill. Pub. at $50. $16.95

THE COLLECTOR'S GUIDE TO VINTAGE CIGARETTE PACKS. By Joe Giesenhagen. A fantastic collection of cigarette packs dating from the 1880s to the present, in all colors, shapes and sizes. Includes in-depth listings of packs and vendors, catalog numbers, merchant codes, and 1999 values. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

POCKET GUIDE TO OCCUPIED JAPAN FOR THE HOME. By Monika L. & Patricia R. Clements. Showcases the wide array of products made in Japan during the American Occupation (1945 to 1952). With a brief history and over 250 color photographs, this guide features figurines, pottery, glassware, candy molds and more. Values included. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

PRINTED AND LACE HANDKERCHIEFS. By Debra S. Braun. In 1933, The Ingersoll-Waterbury Company introduced the first comic character time pieces. Then, a Mickey Mouse wristwatch played with to be just like their parents, the oil cans, and more. An invaluable reference for anyone fascinated by the story of the horseshoe castle. Includes values from 1898. Fully illus. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

COUNTRY STORE ADVERTISING, MEDICINES & MORE. By Rich Bertoia. The automobile has been at the core of a revolution of transportation and has had a major impact on social lives. And where there are cars, there must be service stations. Illustrated in full color, with helpful descriptions and a guide to current values, this is a collection to be cherished by collectors. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

COLLECTORS' & COLLECTIBLES 2019, 52ND EDITION. By Noah Fleisher. Whether you fancy the traditional or the contemporary, you’ll find it here from ceramics to glass, furniture to jewelry, American art to toys, and beyond. Filled with thousands of color photos; values; incomparable content from auction houses, collectors and shops from across the country; and more. 623 pages. Krause. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

16TH CENTURY WOODEN BOXES. By Aereen Burgess. An intrepid collector and antiquarian scholar gives the inside scoop on every manner of containers, from apple boxes to their zinc decorations. With over 400 color photographs of boxes from Shaker plain to the outrageously constrictions of woking gentlemen, this volume offers fascinating information for collecting. Includes 1997 values. 156 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

HERMAN MILLER. By Leila Dunbar. Kicking into high gear, this collection further explores the rich history of the sport and hobby of model collecting, as seen in company promotional items, sales catalogs, books, and more. Includes more than 600 color photos along with historical information for every piece. Values to $192 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

AMERICAN AUTOMOBILIA. By Leila Dunbar. Features all the great go-with items that accompanied the evolution of our auto history—the signs that hung in dealerships and gas stations, the toys that young drivers played with to be just like their parents, the oil cans, and more. An invaluable reference for anyone fascinated by the story of the horseshoe castle. Includes values from 1898. Fully illus. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

6968938 COMIC CHARACTERS WRISTWATCHES. By Debra S. Braun. In 1933, The Ingersoll-Waterbury Company introduced the first comic character time pieces. Then, a Mickey Mouse wristwatch played with to be just like their parents, the oil cans, and more. An invaluable reference for anyone fascinated by the story of the horseshoe castle. Includes values from 1898. Fully illus. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

6969429 VINTAGE ANHEUSER-BUSCH. By Donna S. Baker. Celebrates the early years of this prolific and highly successful company. Over 100 beer-related items, including Busch’s colorful advertising from the late 1800s through the mid twentieth century. Current values for all are included in the captions. 166 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

ANTIQUE PHOTOGRAPHICA: The Collector’s Guide to Vintage Film Photography. By John Wade. From design icons to overlooked gems, this examination spans 50 years, over 100 cameras and all the usable film formats. Packed with guides, hints and tips, along with inspirational photographs by leading photographers, this is everything you need not just to build your camera collection, but to use it. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $27.95

BEDROOMS OF AMERICA. By Noah Fleisher. Whether you fancy the traditional or the contemporary, you’ll find it here from ceramics to glass, furniture to jewelry, American art to toys, and beyond. Filled with thousands of color photos; values; incomparable content from auction houses, collectors and shops from across the country; and more. 623 pages. Krause. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

6969461 OCCUPIED JAPAN FOR THE HOME. By Florence Archambault. Objects marked “Made in Occupied Japan” were made from February 1945 in Japan for export to America. This collection presents hundreds of items never previously published, illustrated in 533 color photos. Value ranges with the captions reflect current market. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95
6966348 THE INTERNATIONAL COLLECTORS’ BOOK OF CIGARETTE PACKS. By F. Righini & M. Papazonni. From the 1860s to the 1950s, the popularity of cigarettes grew into the twentieth century, until they became far and away the favorite way to enjoy the pleasures of tobacco. This guide provides hundreds of cigarette packs from every corner of the globe, in full color.

Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

6969674 WV BEETLE TOYS. By Matt Meyer. Volkswagen Beetle toys and models from the late 1930s to today are displayed in this lively guide. Over 350 color images display tin, die cast, sheet metal, and plastic Beetles. Current market values included. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

6962916 FIREFIGHTING TOYS, 1940-1990S. By James G. & Sandra F. Plati. What child hasn’t been fascinated by the sights and sounds of firefighters hustling off to a fire? Presented here are nearly 600 color photos of the most highly collected firefighting toys from the second half of the twentieth century. Includes up to date pricing information. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

6951917 PEZ COLLECTIBLES, 4TH EDITION. By Richard Geary. After PEZ candy and dispensers made their debut in the mid-1930s, innovative children’s confections and promotional items followed. With nearly 600 photos of PEZ collectibles from the 1930s through the 1990s, this comprehensive guide highlights PEZ heads and promotional items that are among the rarest and sought-after PEZs. This edition also features the most extensive price listings ever published, with prices for over 3,500 listings.

Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $39.95

6950711 MILLER’S COLLECTIBLES HANDBOOK & PRICE GUIDE 2016-2017. By Mark E. Miller & Anne E. Miller. Features more than 20,000 collectible objects in full color, each with a detailed description and current price range, and also offers what those in the know look for—how to spot rare examples that may be worth twenty times more than another piece. Fully illus. in color. 432 pages. Miller’s. Paperback. At $27.95

6968484 THE ART OF THE SMOKE: A Pictorial History of Cigar Box Label Art. By Jero L. Gardner. Hundreds of the finest examples of cigar box labels from the world, chronicle the design and artistry that reveal the imagination and creativity of the printers and lithographers of the period. Each is shown in a beautiful, color photograph and is accompanied with a description and the current value. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11¼x8¼. At $39.95

6554946 RAG DARLINGS: Dolls from the Feedskack Era. By Gloria Nixon. Collects the history and photographs of more than 250 rag dolls, fabric panels sold by advertisers and from flour sacks, doll ephemera, and many rare items seen and documented by collector and historian Gloria Nixon. 96 pages. Kansas City Star. Paperback. At $26.95

6968585 TRADEMARKS OF THE 1950S. By T. Skinner & J.P. Schick. More than 2,000 trademarks, logos, and typefaces displayed in the creative minds of the 1950s. This guide will impress entrepreneurs and will find inspiration for new designs and marketing concepts while enjoying this eclectic collection. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

6968996 THE COLLECTOR’S BOOK OF NOVELTY PANS. By Jeanne Gibbs. Ever wonder if there has been a licensed cake pan of Porky Pig? Curious about how long your favorite piano cake kit was sold? Over 700 wonderful, formed aluminum novelty cake pans are documented in this colorful andunique guide along the way. Over 450 market values. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $24.95

2843692 SWING STYLE: Fashions of the 1930s-1950s. By Marthe Leblon. Blue jeans for women? Colorful ephemera of the past, using over 575 color photos that illustrate a host of laundry products. Included are store displays, signs, posters, trade cards, postcards, calendars, tin containers, boxes and other beautifully designed and decorated items. Values from 2000 are included with captions. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

2795744 WASHDAY COLLECTIBLES. By Pamela E. Anikan-Russo. VW Beetles with laundry baskets and other colorful imagery is a potpourri of anecdotes, poems, and images among many others. Brainard also includes mythology, anthropology, biology, and environmental concerns in this comprehensive guide. 350 color photos. 143 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

2795728 KOVELS’ ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES PRICE GUIDE, 2019, 51ST EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. Features more than 6,000 antiques and collectibles in over 700 different categories like advertising, furniture, glass, jewelry, porcelain, silver, and toys. Arranged alphabetically with cross-references and an index, this user-friendly guide provides readers with confidence and sells, and collect. Fully illus. in color. 504 pages.

Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. At $29.99

5817803 KOVELS’ ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES PRICE GUIDE, 2015, 47TH EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. Includes 35,000 prices and 2,500 new listings. As in previous years, items offered for sale over the year, organized into more than 700 categories like Jewelry, Furniture, Porcelain, and Sports Memorabilia. Each category includes a short description and history. 648 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Paperback. At $27.95

5817807 KOVELS’ ANTIQUES & COLLECTIBLES PRICE GUIDE, 2014, 46TH EDITION. By Terry & Kim Kovel. Presents a dazzling cross-section of turtle figures from a diverse group of cultures, including Waterford crystal, Native American pueblo pottery and fetish carvings, and Japanese netsuke carvings among many others. Brainard also includes mythology, anthropology, biology, and environmental concerns in this comprehensive guide. 350 color photos. 143 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

6969348 THE GUIDE TO 2016-2017. By J. Miller & M. Hill. Features more than 4,000 antiques and collectibles. Alphabetically arranged with current values, explanations, and references in an index, this highly useful guide is a most reliable and convenient guide to antiques and collectibles.

Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $27.95

6969092 COLLECTORS’ BOOK OF CIGARETTE CARDS. By B. Brainard. Presents a dazzling cross-section of turtle figures from a diverse group of cultures, including Waterford crystal, Native American pueblo pottery and fetish carvings, and Japanese netsuke carvings among many others. Brainard also includes mythology, anthropology, biology, and environmental concerns in this comprehensive guide. 350 color photos. 143 pages.

Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95

6969097 COUNTRY STORE COUNTER JARS AND TINS. By Steve Batson. A nostalgic glimpse at the past, including advertising and display racks, which held America’s favorite confectionery items, and snack foods in America’s country stores. These items are chronicled and illustrated in over 390 color photographs, including histories of the over 75 companies that used them. 152 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. At $29.95
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COINS & STAMPS

585864X 2016 STANDARD CATALOG OF WORLD COINS 1901-2000, 43RD EDITION. Ed. by George S. Cuhaj. The most complete volume on coins of the 20th-century. Features retail values for all coin listings with clear descriptions and invaluable detail. For the serious collector of 20th-century coins, this is the one tool you cannot afford to do without. 2352 pages. Krause. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $70.00 $18.95

6855776 THE ONE-CENT MAGENTA: Inside the Quest to Own the Most Valuable Stamp in the World. By James Barron. 276 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95


BOOKS & PAPER Ephemera

LIMITED QUANTITY 2791331 ANTIQUE TRADER COLLECTIBLE PAPERBACK PRICE GUIDE. By Gary Lovisi. Explains how to collect, value, buy, and sell paperback books, with special sections on cover art, key authors, important artists, hot series, price guides, how and what to collect, recommended dealers, and book shows. Includes 2008 values for thousands of American mass market paperbacks in three grades of condition, and more than 1,100 full-color photographs of book covers in every genre. 302 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2843218 GREETINGS FROM NIAGARA FALLS: Wish You Had Been Here. By Jessie A. Turbayne. From early hand colored cards to photographic views in both color and B&W, the collection of postcards reproduced here yields a unique glimpse of Niagara Falls during the first half of the 20th century. Offers over 1200 views of the Falls from every direction. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6600123 HOLLYWOOD HOMES: Postcard Views of the Early Stars’ Estates. By Mary Martin Postcards et al. Published in 2005, this beautiful collection takes the reader on an architectural tour of over 100 homes—Hollywood’s grandest and most intimate residences—including Claudette Colbert, Lucille Ball & Desi Arnez, Errol Flynn, and Will Rogers—throughover the years. Includes values for every postcard. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

6600247 MORE HOLLYWOOD HOMES. By Mike Oldham. Tour the homes of great movie stars of the silver screen, from the early silent films to the Technicolor years. Some facts and quotes from the stars featured. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

284320X GREETINGS FROM NEW ORLEANS: A History in Postcards. By T. Skinner & M.L. Martin. Explore New Orleans in over 230 colorful postcards published during the first half of the 20th century, which illuminate this fascinating city, from its early agricultural and trade origins to its elaborate religious and riotous cultural heritage. Includes 2006 prices for over 100 famous postcard views with modern cards or reproduction cards. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

2843560 SANTA FE & TAOS: A History in Postcards. By M.L. Martin & G. Parfit. Examines the two cities via vintage postcard images revealing what New Mexico is known as the “Land of Enchantment.” Explore such landmarks as the Santa Fe Rail, the Palace of Governors and Loretto Chapel, as well as Pueblo Indians and their adobe architecture, crafts, and religious celebrations. Before them, Full illus., 1 color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6588808 ADVERTISING POSTCARDS. By Robert M. Reed. From the Admiral Van Meter to the confections of the Zumoole Trollo Girl, this collection of vintage advertising covers of this enduring method of print advertising. Starting with postcards of the late 19th century, the collection spans more than 100 years of advertising views of gadgets, food, and more. 500 photos, most in color. 144 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

5963419 COLLECTING CHILDREN’S BOOKS: Art, Memories, Values. By N. Fleisher & L. Zittle. Showcases some of the finest books and accompanying artwork from 1900 to the present in a warm, informative and exquisite fashion. From Winnie the Pooh to Curious George, Alice in Wonderland to The Cat in the Hat, you will love this collection of children’s books—complete with dates and prices. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Krause. 8x6. Pub. at $26.99 $6.95

284365X STEAMBOAT DAYS ON THE CHESEPAKE: Betterton and Tolchester Beach. By James Tigner, Jr. Over 300 images of postcards, most in color, and engaging text present Maryland’s beach resorts of yesterday and today. Includes the Virginia Bridge and improved highways, the Bay was dotted with many resorts. It was a time when going to the beach meant an excursion boat ride across the bay, as recounted here. Includes 2009 prices for collectibles. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

586883X ARCHITECTURE OF OLD MEXICO: Vintage Views of Spanish Colonial Courtyards, Facades, Streetscapes, & Interiors. By M.L. Martin & T. Skinner. Recreates the cobbled streets, sweeping palaces and hotels, and the countryside surrounding numerous Mexican towns and cities, through a rich collection of more than 300 vintage postcards. Dating from 1905 to the 1940s, these images include pricing information. 143 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

2843455 MEMORIES OF MEMPHIS: A History in Postcards. By Ginny Parrill with M.L. Martin. Displays over 250 vintage postcards, most from the early 20th century, that document the historic and nostalgic scenes, from the skyscrapers, to the noteworthy bridges, historic homes and important waterfront areas. Includes 2005 price guide. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

2843552 SAN ANTONIO: Past, Present, & Always. By Mel Brown. Juxtaposes archival postcard views with either a modern card or a personal photo to show what change, if any, has occurred to the buildings and locations that are shown. Includes the Alamo, Spanish Governor’s Palace, Restaurant to the Alamo. Includes 2008 values. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $11.95

2843382 A KENTUCKY PRIMER: Postcards of Louisville. By M.L. Martin & K. Choppa. Presents a dazzling collection of images of more than 200 hand-tinted and black-and-white postcards, made between 1900 and the 1940s. Only one or two cards are shown per page, allowing you a nostalgic journey through the city and her history, as well as showcasing 2007 prices and collecting information. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2843129 GREETINGS FROM HARBOUR BARR, BAR HARBOR. By M.L. Martin & K. Choppa. First-hand accounts from the Gilded Age period are sprinkled throughout the 147 color images of collectible period postcards of Bar Harbor, 1880-1960. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

284284X BALTIMORE: A History in Postcards. By M.N. Wolfgang-Price. Examines “The Best City in America” via vintage postcard images depicting Fort McHenry where Francis Scott Key wrote the words to The Star Spangled Banner, the burial site of Edgar Allan Poe, Pimlico Park, and much more. Before them, Full illus., 1 color. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2843145 GREETINGS FROM CHARLESTON. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Examines Charleston, South Carolina via vintage postcard images depicting the sites that made it such an attraction to travelers–stately mansions, spring gardens, the site where the first shot of the Civil War was fired, and more. Price valuations for 2006 vintage card are given. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95
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RARE BOOKS UNCOVERED: True Stories of Fantastic Finds in Unlikely Places. By Rebecca Rego Barry. Few collectors are as passionate about their quarry as collectors of rare books. The author recounts stories from a world of remarkable discoveries. These tales of finding rare titles will entertain and inspire casual collectors and hardcore bibliophiles alike. 16 pages. Schiffer. 11⅝x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


HOLIDAYS AND OTHER WEIRD EVENTS. By Irwin Richman. Explore America’s best-loved “no work” days through 380 beautiful and colorful postcard images from the early 20th century, along with fascinating histories of each of the holidays. Includes artists, decorative, and postcard collectors’ 144 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

THE ULTIMATE COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO SURFING. By Robert Reed. Treasured postcards bring to life the stories of America’s adventure programs of the 1930s. Fully illustrated in color. 154 pages. Schiffer. 11⅝x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

GREETINGS FROM ANNAPOLIS. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Dozens upon dozens of images of vintage postcards, from the 1880s to the 1950s, showing the colorful side of life in the Maryland city. Detailed captions for each color postcard describe the significance of each place, and 2007 suggested prices for collectors are included. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

GREETINGS FROM SAN ANTONIO. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Offers a captivating collection of images of San Antonio from the 1880s to the 1950s, showing the colorful side of life in the Texas city. Detailed captions for each color postcard describe the significance of each place, and 2007 suggested prices for collectors are included. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95


Holidays and Other Weird Events. By Irwin Richman. Explore America’s best-loved “no work” days through 380 beautiful and colorful postcard images from the early 20th century, along with fascinating histories of each of the holidays. Includes artists, decorative, and postcard collectors’ 144 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99


Greetings from Annapolis. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Dozens upon dozens of images of vintage postcards, from the 1880s to the 1950s, showing the colorful side of life in the Maryland city. Detailed captions for each color postcard describe the significance of each place, and 2007 suggested prices for collectors are included. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

Greetings from San Antonio. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Offers a captivating collection of images of San Antonio from the 1880s to the 1950s, showing the colorful side of life in the Texas city. Detailed captions for each color postcard describe the significance of each place, and 2007 suggested prices for collectors are included. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5272210 GREETINGS FROM OHIO: Vintage Postcards 1900-1960s. By Robert Reed. Treasured postcards bring to life the street scenes, bridges, courthouses, parks and fine homes of over 672 communities in Ohio, from Akron to Zoar. Values for each card are included with captions. Fully illustrated in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

5283452 POSTCARDS OF PROVIDENCE. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. From her beautiful bays at sunset to arched brick bridges and venerable monuments, images of these 300 vintage hand-tinted postcards offer a lavish historical tour of the city. Detailed descriptions and 2007 prices accompany each card. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11⅝x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


5283419 GREETINGS FROM ITHACA. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Offers a captivating collection of images of Ithaca from the 1880s to the 1950s, showing the colorful side of life in the New York city. Detailed captions and suggested prices accompany each card. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11⅝x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

2834324 GREETINGS FROM SALEM. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. The images reproduced here, taken from postcards from the 1900s to the 1950s, take readers back to Salem’s famous 17th- and 18th-century houses, and get caught up in the spell of the Witch City. Includes 2007 values. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11⅝x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

2834358 GREETINGS FROM SAN FRANCISCO: Postcards from New Hampshire’s Queen City. By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. Offers a fascinating collection of images of San Francisco from the 1880s to the 1950s, and includes 2007 values for each image. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11⅝x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

2797496 CLASSIC AMERICAN DINERS: Collectible Postcards and Matchcovers. By Don Preziosi. Presents a superb collection of images showcasing hundreds of vintage postcards and matchbooks in black-and-white, color, and hand-tinted color. Diners from every section of the country are included. Together these stunning pages offer a tour of a disappearing American icon. 176 pages. Schiffer. 11⅝x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

2843714 THE ULTIMATE COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO SURFING POSTCARDS. By Mary L. Martin. Features over 400 vintage postcards that recap the last one hundred years of surfing around the world. A leading postcard dealer shares her expertise on dating and valuing these wonderful items of ephemera to help launch you on the next great wave of collection. Includes 2008 pricing. Fully illustrated in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8⅛x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


2795035 A BIT OF BRUNDAGE. By S. Steier & D. Braun. This magnificent volume contains over 500 color illustrations by Frances Brundage, taken from well-documented postcards, paper and cloth dolls, prints, advertisements, and other items—all done by the artist during the period from the late 1800s to the mid-1930s. Price guide includes 1999 values. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

2843137 GREETINGS FROM BURLINGTON, VERMONT. By M.L. Martin & D. Roseberry. Draws together images of hand-tinted and sepia postcards dating from the late 1800s through the 1940s. Together they showcase the Vermont city's streets, schools, parks, and surrounding environs. Price valuations from 2007 for each card are given. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2843161 GREETINGS FROM DALLAS. By M.L. Martin & D. Roseberry. Take a magical journey back in time to historically rich Dallas, Texas. This volume feature photos of over 140 rare, hand tinted postcards of the booming metropolises from the 1860s through the 1940s, with 2008 values of the cards included in each caption. 112 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

284317X GREETINGS FROM HOUSTON. By M.L. Martin & D. Roseberry. Glorious images of hand-tinted vintage postcards—190 in all—showcase the charms of the city at the beginning of the 20th century. Buildings, monuments, parks, and churches are depicted. Price valuations from 2007 are included for each postcard. 110 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

2843153 GREETINGS FROM CINCINNATI. By M.L. Martin & D. Roseberry. Images of more than 225 hand-tinted vintage postcards that showcase the city through decades of history are presented here. Dates and suggested prices from 2007 are offered for each one, along with detailed captions that describe each card. 128 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

6853935 WORLD WAR II POSTERS. By David Pollack. A visual survey of posters printed by the United States, the Allies, and the Axis, that contains over 500 color images by Frances Brundage, capturing the signs of the times. The range of colorful posters represent Brundage at its finest, and the works were worn fashionably and handsomely.

5858824 AMERICA'S EARLY ADVERTISING PAPER DOLLS. By Lagretta Metzger Bajorek. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

5859014 CARD PHOTOGRAPHICS: A Guide to Their History and Value. By Lou W. McCulloch. 235 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $30.00 PRICE CUT to $2.95


5891132 THE PHOTO-JOURNAL GUIDE TO COMIC BOOKS, VOLUME ONE (A-J). Compiled by Ernst & Mary Gerber. 408 pages. Gerber. 10x13¾. Pub. at $75.00 $34.95

Glass, Silver & Jewelry

6826268 WARMAN’S JEWELRY FIELD GUIDE, 2ND EDITION. By Kathy Flood. This small guide is organized by color and contains current values for some of the world’s most stunning fine and costume jewelry. Offers essential factors to consider when determining values: 510 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

6826261 WARMAN’S DEPRESSION GLASS FIELD GUIDE, 5TH EDITION. By Ellen T. Schroy. This small guide gives you basic tools you need to identify, collect, and value the historic glassware created during and named after the Great Depression of the 1930s. Fully illus. in color: 510 pages. Krause. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

2811901 CAGE CUPS: Late Roman Luxury Glasses. By David Whitehouse et al. Fragile beyond measure, cage cups were created with a combination of aesthetic refinement and functional utility. They remain none in the history of glassmaking—they are nothing less than a wonder of the ancient world. This volume provides a lasting contribution to the field of glass studies. Illus. in color. 255 pages. Corning Museum of Glass. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $75.00 $39.95

1279299 THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO DEPRESSION GLASS: Finding, Collecting, Identifying, and Using the Ocean’s Most Beautiful Stones. By Mary Beth Beuke. A lifetime collector offers a complete look at the world of sea glass. Learn how to spot the difference between genuine and imitations of sea glass; gain knowledge to help you to identify pieces in your collection; explore the history of many pieces from historical and modern-day collections, and more. Well illus. in color. 264 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

6969704 WWII BAKELITE JEWELRY: Love and Victory. By Bambi Deville Engeran. This collection of 1940s Bakelite jewelry helps to easily identify efforts of patriots in the USA and their allies. Contains nearly 200 images, capturing the true signs of the time. The range of colorful jewelry represents Bakelite at its finest, and the works were worn fashionably and handsomely.

2795019 BAKELITE PINS. By Karina Parry. Covers the history and evolution of Bakelite pins, with sections on testing, common decorative techniques, older vintage pins, and how to avoid fakes and reproductions. Features a chapter on contemporary pins made by artists Ron and Ester Shultz, Bruce and Vickie Pantl, and others. Includes price guide (published in 2001). Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $12.95

6968961 COLLECTIBLE GIRLIE GLASSES. By Sue McMullan. Features over 430 colorful, bawdy images revealing the pinup girl glass set created from the 1920s to today by companies such as Meyercord, Duro-Deal, and Amus-U. Included are Mystic, Magic, and Disappearing Clothes, as well as a section to the differences between genuine and imitations. Values (published in 2000). Fully illus., most in color. 205 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2795167 COSTUME JEWELERS, REVISED 3RD EDITION: The Golden Age of Design. By Joanne Dubbs Ball. An informative and exciting journey for all those who appreciate art, beauty, and entrepreneurship at its finest, this volume is filled with personal glimpses of that elite core of men and women who were responsible for establishing the costume jewelry industry in the U.S. Includes market values (published in 2000). Fully illus., most in color. 205 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

2794888 40S AND 50S POPULAR JEWELRY, REVISED 2ND EDITION. By Rosemary Ettinger. Thousands of examples of costume and semi-precious jewelry from this era pack the pages of this stunning volume. Organized by styles and materials with which it is made, from minerals to pearls and plastics to various metals, the jewelry can be easily identified. Includes new price guide. Illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

2842831 BAKELITE JEWELRY: The Art of the Carver. By L. Tortorello & D. Lyons. Vintage carved Bakelite jewelry, from the great style era of the 1930s and 1940s, remains a highly sought-after category of collectible interest worldwide. In this gorgeous volume you’ll find over 1,000 vintage jewelry items in carved Bakelite, accompanied by descriptions, and for collectors, 2008 prices. Illus. in color. 190 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.99 $19.95
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Glass, Silver & Jewelry

2843722 THE VICTORIAN DINING ROOM. By Brian U. Coleman. A visual journey through the nineteenth century dining room from the sidetboard to the table, it illustrates the serving pieces, silver, glass, and the unusual Victorian oddities. Through over 200 color photographs it becomes clear why the whimsical, and sometimes bizarre, products of that time continue to astound us. Includes 2003 price guide. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

$29.95

279563X SILVER NOVELTIES IN THE GILDED AGE, 1870-1910. By Deborah Crosby. Displays hundreds of figural silver and silver plated items in full color photographs that were used for a variety of purposes during the era. Examines accoutrements for writing, sewing, the toilette, the afternoon tea, smoking, amusing and feeding infants, and more. Includes values from 1901. 240 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

$24.95

279554X MEXICAN SILVER JEWELRY DETAILS. By Leslie Pina. Includes examples from three categories: top designer pieces that are hallmarked, popular silver jewelry that is sometimes hallmarked, and tourist trinkets that are produced in relatively large quantity. Features a bibliography, index, illustrated glossary, and abundance of color photographs. Includes values from 2008. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $89.99

$44.95

2843463 MEXICAN JEWELRY & METAL ART. By Leslie Pina. In addition to Mexican silver jewelry, Mexican metal art is a popular field of collecting. Its appeal can be attributed to the artistic quality and variety plus large production volume of these treasures. Pieces of Mexican art and jewelry made of copper, brass, alpaca, and silver are described here. Includes values from 2008. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Schiffer. 12x9¼. Pub. at $89.99

$39.95

679856X HIGH JEWELRY AND PRECIOUS OBJECTS BY CARTIER: The Odyssey of a Style. By Francois Chatille. This exquisitely produced volume presents 100 of the latest creations by Cartier—from high end jewelry to precious objects. Discover how Cartier’s style comes from a wide range of sources and inspirations such as the mystery and opulence of China, India, and the dynamic geometry of art deco; the energy of modern cities; and many others. SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Flammarion. 11x13¼. Pub. at $125.00

$39.95

2795736 VICTORIAN GLASS NOVELTIES. By Jo & Bob Sanford. Whimsical Victorian novelties in clear and colored glass are displayed over 500 beautiful color photos and over 80 black and white vintage advertisements and catalog images. The accompanying text provides valuable information about the many companies that made these varied and amusing wares. Includes values from 2003. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

$19.95

2795523 MAUZY’S DEPRESSION ERA KITCHEN GLASS. By Barbara & Jim Maury. More than 45 manufacturers are represented in this essential guide to pitchers, tumblers, bowls, canisters, and many other items. Illustrated captions accompany each colorful image, and objects are presented by color, allowing you to easily identify significant pieces. Includes price guide from 2006. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $14.95

$14.95

6887922 RUBY: The King of Gems. By Joanna Hardy. This is the most ambitious volume ever published on ruby, the king of gems. From emperors and empresses, kings and queens, Maharajahs to Hollywood royalty, a stunning array of style icons are shown wearing their favorite ruby jewels. Alongside classic images, photographs from the century’s most celebrated auction houses illustrate the items’ market value. Includes detailed information on products, equipment, and restoration techniques, plus in color. 272 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $94.95

$34.95

Porcelain & Ceramic Collectibles


$44.95

6890741 PORCELAIN REPAIR, AND RESTORATION, SECOND EDITION: A Handbook. By Nigel Williams. Drawing upon the world renowned Conservation Department of the Victoria and Albert Museum, this authoritative handbook gives even inexperienced amateurs the confidence to embark on porcelain restoration. Includes detailed information on products, equipment, and restoration techniques, plus in color. Some in color. UPAP. 7x10. Pub. at $39.95

$6.95

5917755 CHRISTMAS REVISED. By Robert Brenner. Reference guide that a collector can not afford to pass up, for this book describes and illustrates over a thousand Christmas collectibles. An authoritative guide to the entire field of Christmas collecting. Illus. in color. 206 pages. Schiffer. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$14.95

2795752 WELLER, ROSEVILLE AND RELATED ZANEZVILLE ART POTTERY AND TILES. By B. Ward & N. Schiffer. This comprehensive study combines the best historical account with exciting newly discovered examples, and a full account of the market developed for bisque and china naughty novelties and figurines of women in revealing outfits. These included bathing beauties, mermaids, harem ladies, and nudies. This volume examines and values a range of these novelties. 208 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

$14.95

6698727 BAWDY BISQUES & NAUGHTY NOVELTIES: German Bisque and China Naughty Figurines. By A.A. Trinidad, Jr. Fully illus. in color. 174 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

$5.95

6589832 AMERICAN GLASS BELLS. By A.A. Trinidad, Jr. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.99

$2.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/667
2795612 QUEST FOR QUIRIM. By B. Walker & D. Williamson. See hundreds of examples of this beautiful Quirim pottery, many of which quite unique and rare. Provides a view into life, tradition, and spirit of the Breton people in this stunning volume. Featuring over 950 color photographs, this is a valuable resource for collectors. Includes price guide from 2002. 282 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95

6721478 CAROL BURNETT FIGURINE. Relive one of the funniest comedy sketches ever brought to the small screen with this intricately detailed, lovingly produced statuette. Standing at approximately eight inches tall, it hilariously depicts the spoof Went with the Wind, with Carol as Scarlett in the foreground with a curtain rod splayed across her shoulders. Produced to the highest quality and artistic standards of The Bradford Exchange, it is limited to 1,000. Cork. $24.95

2795699 ALLACH PORCELAIN 1936-1945, VOLUME 1: German Porcelain Masterpieces from a Forgotten Manufacturer, in an Unforgotten Era. By Dennis R. Porell. Presents the brief nine year history of SS Allach Porcelain (1936-1945), the infamous Nazi run porcelain factory. Explores in detail the fascinating array of sculptures made, and the historical significance of each category. This volume contains political figures, candleholders, monstrosities, plaques, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 488 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

2795702 ALLACH PORCELAIN 1936-1945, VOLUME 2: German Porcelain Masterpieces from a Forgotten Manufacturer, in an Unforgotten Era. By Dennis R. Porell. Presents the brief nine year history of SS Allach Porcelain (1936-1945), the infamous Nazi run porcelain factory. Explores in detail the fascinating array of sculptures made, and the historical significance of each category. This volume contains political figures, peasants, animals, vases, dinneware, and more. Fully illus., most in color. 279 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $29.95

2843730 VICTORIAN STAFFORDSHIRE DOGS. By Adfram & Nicholas Harding. Displays many of the ceramic dogs produced by the talented potteries in England’s famous Staffordshire district during the Victorian era. They include King Charles Spaniels, Whippets, Bull Mastiffs, Poodles, St. Bernards, and many others. Includes: 206 values, fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

2795655 SCOTTISH CERAMICS. By Henry E. Kelly. Over 630 striking color photographs showcase the multi-hued dinnerware, vases, plaques, figurines, and other ceramic items that can now be rightfully attributed to the prolific Scottish potters. This informative volume includes brief histories, a helpful glossary, and a detailed index. Includes values from 1999. 207 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.95

2795615 MAJOLICA FIGURES. By Helen Cunningham. This comprehensive reference includes over 475 full color photographs and detailed information on human and animal figures, toby jugs, tobacco jars, strikers, and advertising memorabilia. Includes a price guide from 1997. 169 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95

2795183 COWAN POTTERY AND THE CLEVELAND SCHOOL. By M. Bassett & V. Naumann. Offers an intimate portrait of R. Guy Cowan and his circle of family, colleagues and designers, with over 1,100 photographs that chronicle Cowan’s pottery, potteries, mark art and artist signatures. This compendium of information also includes a “Cowan Pottery Glaze and Shape Guide,” and market values from 1997. 372 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $69.95

2795124 CLARA, CLIFF & HER COLLABORATORS: Susie Cooper, Keith Murray, Charlotte Rhead and the Carlton Designers. By Helen C. Cunningham. Over 420 color photographs illustrate the wide range of wares made available by Cliff, Cooper, Murray, Rhead and those at Carlton: designers whose creative genius surfaced during the Art Deco years. Featuring detailed observations and historical information, this reference also includes values from 1999, and vital information on forgery. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

672146X CAROL BURNETT TIMELESS CIRCUS COLLECTOR’S PLATE. By J.A. DuBay & K. B. Greenstein. Features over 580 color photographs in their many collectible forms. Prices for all items displayed. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $24.95

6724604 NORITAKE FOR EUROPE. By Pat Murphy. 189 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95


5904249 CLASSIC COUNTRY TOYS. By Bruce Wexler. Here in clear, detailed color photographs are over 150 important landmark toys of all kinds, from 1860 to the present day. Each toy is featured in close-up detail to highlight its most special qualities. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

6969553 MCDONALD’S HAPPY MEAL TOYS FROM THE EIGHTIES. By Joyce & Terry Losonsky. A comprehensive guide with complete listing for the thousands of toys, promotional items, and other McDonald’s collectibles distributed in the United States from June 1979 through to the end of 1989. Includes brief historical comments from each year chronicling the phenomenal growth and success of the McDonald’s Corporation during the 1980s. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

6969437 MORE HALLOWEEN COLLECTIBLES. By Patricia E. Apierian-Russell. Plunge deep into a fantastic and spooky world inhabited by all manner of lively, animated vegetable and fruit folk that caper and dance under the Halloween moon! These figures are shown in over 580 color photographs in their many collectible forms. Prices for all items displayed. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95
**Toys & Games**

6724981 WEE WARRIORS AND PLAYTIME PATRIOTS: Children’s Military Regalia–Civil War Through the Vietnam Era, by Nancy Griffith. Fully illus., most in color. 1348 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub at $49.95

**PRICE CUT to $7.95**


6599413 FAST FOOD FIGURES. By Elizabeth Beech. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95

★★ 6718748 LEGO I LOVE THAT MINIFIGURE. By Andy Jones. Fully illus. in color. 207 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub at $18.99


6599421 FAST FOOD TOYS, REVISED 3RD EDITION. By G. Pope & K. Hammond. 200 color photos. 200 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub at $47.95

6599367 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FAST FOOD TOYS: Jack in the Box to White Castle, by Joyce & Terry Losonsky. 550 color photos. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub at $24.95

**7.95**

**Fried weapons & knives**

6936939 GUNS OF THE OLD WEST: An Illustrated Reference Guide to Antique Firearms. By Charles Edward Chapel. Written by one of the foremost firearms experts of the 20th century, this exhaustively researched reference boasts an impressive catalog of antique Western guns, along with fascinating historical literature that frames the world in which these historic firearms were used. Well illus. 306 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub at $17.95

5912024 SMITH & WEsson HAND GUNS. By R.C. McHenry & W.F. Roper. Originally published in 1945, this volume is the source for Smith & Wesson enthusiasts. It is an authoritative reference and has remained the cornerstone upon which Smith & Wesson research rests. Essential in color, it is supported by 223 pages of detailed illustrations, 233 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub at $12.95

6960154 HISTORY OF THE GUN IN 500 PHOTOGRAPHS. By Joel Van Liew. Through the prism of a single invention, this unique work illustrates how social needs, technology, and politics intersected over the centuries, transforming firearms from weapons used to defeat enemies to tools for hunting, defending life, property, and borders. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub at $17.95

6904122 GUN: A Visual History. By ed. Chris Stone. From rifles to sniper guns, machine guns to grenade launchers, this is a fully loaded guide to over 300 of the most important guns from the last 700 years. You’ll meet famous gunsmiths and legendary sharpshooters, and learn how iconic weapons came to be. Fully illus. in color. 360 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub at $15.95


**2.95**

2770911 GUNsmIthIng MAtErIAl MAsH: Projects for the Home Gunsmith. By Bryce M. Towsley. Easy and fun to read, this guide provides step by step instructions on a wide variety of hobby gunsmithing projects. It covers everything from installing a recoil pad to building your own rifle from scratch. Also included is a special section on shop design and tools from one of America’s experts. Well illus. in color. 158 pages. Skyhorse. 7x4x10¼. Paperbound. Pub at $16.95

687519X 9MM PARABELLUM: A History of the World’s 9mm Pistols & Ammunition. By K-P Koning & M. Hugo. Details weapons and ammunition in the 9-mm format from Belgium, Brazil, Germany, Finland, France, Italy, Israel, Austria, Poland, South Africa, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and the United States. Over 520 photos, including detailed interior shots, and numerous line drawings make this book ideal for the collector. 301 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub at $39.95

**19.95**

**SOLD OUT**

671850 COLLECTORS GUIDE TO PLAYING CARDS. By Mark Pifolik. Fully illus., most in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub at $34.99
***2835517 SOUL DOG: A Journey into the Spiritual Life of Animals.*** By Elena Mannes. Spanning the entire life and afterlife of the author’s dog, Soul Dog: A Journey into the Spiritual Life of Animals investigates the spiritual lives of all creatures. Readers are invited to move beyond the owner pet relationship and come to see animals as spiritual beings whose connections with us extend far beyond the life we share. Deer & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

**5817692 THE BIG NEW YORKER BOOK OF DOGS.** Only The New Yorker could fetch such an unbelievable roster of talent on the subject of man’s best friend. In addition to numerous classic magazine covers and hilarious cartoons about our favorite four-legged pals, you’ll find stories, poems, and other contributions by Charles Addams, Roald Dahl, Arthur Miller, Ogden Nash, John Updike, and many others, in some color. 395 pages. Pub. at $45.99  $16.95

**6000712 DEWEY: The Small-Town Library Cat Who Touched the World.** By Vicki Myron with B. Witter. Dewey was only a few weeks old when he was stuffed into the Spencer Public Library’s returned book slot. He won the heart of the town and the Library Director Vicki Myron. For nineteen years this library cat never stopped charming the people of Iowa. As his fame grew he became a source of inspiration for many. Full color. 275 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $24.95


**6842224 SUSIE’S SENIOR DOGS.** By Erin Stanton. The viral social media sensation Susie’s Senior Dogs has amassed more than 750,000 fans and advocates for the adoption of elderly dogs. In this heartwarming volume, SSD’s owner shares a touching collection of “happily ever after” adoption stories for our oldest and dearest canine pals. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $24.99  $19.95

**6904904 TRAINING PEOPLE: How to Bring Out the Best in Your Human.** By Tess of Helena. Written for dogs by a dog, this indispensable reference provides hands-on advice and useful tips on everything from getting the best food to receiving the proper kind of exercise. Fully illus. in color. 106 pages. Chronicle. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95  $6.95

**6861685 SEAURRIFERS: The Ships’ Cats Who Lapped and Mapped the Whole World.** By Philippa Sandall. In this amusing volume, able sailors and their cats took the seas, from the smallest hero. Photos. 302 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00

**2793725 LIFE LESSONS FROM CATSASS.** By Claude Combacau. The Internet’s most irreverent cat continues his quest to conquer the world in a volume that will leave you with no doubt that a cat’s life is way cooler than yours. Told in a comic strip style with exercises, quizzes, and more. Fully illus. 159 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95


**6644459 ARTHUR: The Dog Who Crossed the Jungle to Find a Home.** By Mikael Lindnord. Racing 435 miles through the mountains of South Africa and into the hands of a dog, Arthur tags along. But that’s exactly what happened to Lindnord, captain of a Swedish adventure racing team. Struggling through some of the toughest terrain on earth, the teams and dogs bond together towards the finish line. Illus., most in color. 275 pages. Greystone. Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

**8877807 MY PATIENTS LIKE TREATS: Tales from a House-Call Veterinarian.** By Duncan MacVean. This entertaining collection of stories brings readers along for the ride, getting to know the curious creatures Dr. MacVean treats, and their sometimes even more curious humans. 222 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.99  $17.95

**2847833 AFTERGLOW: A Dog Memoir.** By Eireen Myles. This intimate story paints a portrait of a beloved confidant, the pit bull named Rosie. In 1990, Myles chose Rosie from a litter on the street, and their connection instantly became central to the writer’s life. A strange and beautiful story ghostwritten in part by Rosie in the afterlife. Illus. 210 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00  $8.85

**2850818 SMOKY THE BRAVE: How a Feisty Yorkshire Terrier Mascot Became a Comrade-in-Arms During World War II.** By Daniel Lewis. As the Japanese threatened to overwhelm New Guinea, a tiny, four pound Yorkshire Terrier was found hiding in the jungle. After being adopted by a U.S. Army Air Force Corporal, she performed many heroic feats for the Allied cause. This touching account brings the story of one of the most famous pets of World War II to life. Illus., most in color. 178 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

**270627X JAMES HERRIOT’S CAT STORIES.** The beloved veterinarian tells of funny friends he has known—Alfred, the cat at the sweet shop, little Emily, who lived with the gentleman tramp, Ollie and Ginny, the Indian elephant, the croc that stole a3 467 pounds. Watercolors by Lesley Holmes. 161 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $18.99  $12.95

**6875757 THEY CAN TALK: A Collection of Stories About Animals.** By Jimmy Craig. This funny collection of stories explores the fraught relationships between pets and owners and the subtle power dynamics between predator and prey. Fully illus. in color. 108 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

**6942587 HAPPILY EVER ESTHER: Two Men, a Wonder Pig, and Their Life-Changing Mission to Give Animals a Home.** By Steve Jenkins et al. These two homeless men were practically on the verge of starvation when they adopted their pig daughter Esther, the so-called micro pig who turned out to be a whopping 650 pounds. Written with joy and humor it is the story of one little family’s journey advocating for animals everywhere. Color photos. 228 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $24.99  $19.95

**6733743 CATAKISM: Bow to the Meow.** By Jeff Lazarus. Does your cat own you? What has caused us to enslave cats as the most popular pet on the planet? This volume treats the humorous approach at the premise that felines are humanity’s biological and spiritual masters. The perfect read for anyone who is owned by a cat. Well illus. in color. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

**6899005 BODIE ON THE ROAD: Travels with a Rescue Pup in the Dogged Pursuit of Happiness.** By Belinda Jones. Follow Belinda and her rescue pup Bodie as they embark on a two-thousand mile West Coast road trip. Join them on their soul searching, feel good adventure, and you too will feel the wind in your hair and a wag in your tail. Color photos. 301 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95


**6846699 MANNY THE FRENCHIE’S ART OF HAPPINESS.** Fully illus. in color. 150 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95


**6753094 A DOG CALLED PERTH: The True Story of a Beagle.** By Belinda Joness. Follow Belinda and her rescue pup Bodie as they embark on a two-thousand mile West Coast road trip. Join them on their soul searching, feel good adventure, and you too will feel the wind in your hair and a wag in your tail. Color photos. 301 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

**6899005 BODIE ON THE ROAD: Travels with a Rescue Pup in the Dogged Pursuit of Happiness.** By Belinda Jones. Follow Belinda and her rescue pup Bodie as they embark on a two-thousand mile West Coast road trip. Join them on their soul searching, feel good adventure, and you too will feel the wind in your hair and a wag in your tail. Color photos. 301 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

Your Pets in Pictures

6861555 THE CAT: Artist Collection. You'll purr with delight over these 150 color photos, featuring all of the most popular cat breeds in positions so playful, cuddly and adorable that they almost make you weep from page 1 to page 18. Carlton. $9.95

6833519 MOVIE CATS. By Susan Herbert. Herbert presents her ingenious and witty feline renderings of cats in human situations, this time in scenes from famous movies, all with cats playing the leading role. Fully illus., many in color. 63 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $19.95 SOLD OUT

2801455 DOGS IN CARS. By Laura Jo Regan. This collection is packed with cruising canines that have ears flapping, tongues hanging and hair flying as they travel in cars. This volume is full of color photographs that captures the joy, happiness and spirit of dogs on the road and the people who love them. Illus. by travel photog. Pub. at $19.95

6825508 I LOVE CATS. With a picture of an adorable cat and an interesting cat-fact on every page, this collection will make you fall in love with your favorite felines all over again. A must have for any cat lover. Adams Media. Pub. at $13.99

5904549 METAL CATS. Photos by Alexandra Crockett. Proof that while the music may be brutal, the people in that scene are softies for their pets, just like you and me. These incredibly cute and fluffy felines have been photographed with their living owners and in the dark abodes of musicians. Fully illus., many in color. Illus. by photographer. HarperCollins. Pub. at $18.95

567829X DOGFACE. By Barbara O'Brien. A skilled, seasoned photographer and animal trainer presents a winsome collection of photos revealing various dogs' personalities. The goofiness of the boisterous Border Collie, the decorum of the genteel Great Dane, and the curiosity of the regal Golden Retriever are all of these are captured here. Viking Studio. Pub. at $16.00

Pet Stories and Humor


5687777 TRAVELS WITH CASEY. By Benoit Denizet-Lewis. 341 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.00. PRICE CUT to $2.95


5681160 THE GRACE OF DOGS: A Boy, a Black Lab, and a Father's Search for the Canine Soul. By Andrew Row. 128 pages. Convergent. Pub. at $22.00


6888437 SHOW CATS: Portraits of Fine Felines. By Larry Johnson. From friendly to finicky, they're all captured in these beautiful images. Go behind the scenes on photo sessions at cat shows, learn about breed characteristics and behaviors, and enjoy the beauty of cats and stories about them in this gorgeous volume. 128 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $17.95

2780917 SHAKE. By Carli Davidson. A heartwarming collection of sixty one beguiling dogs caught in the midst of a moment--the look of their souls and the spirit of the shake. You will be presented with images of man's best friend caught in contortion; hair wild, eyes darting, ears and jaws flopping every which way. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

6903015 SHAKES PUPPIES. By Carli Davidson. The 130 colorful photographs of highly anticipated follow-up to Shake, each capturing humor and cuteness of a puppy--its tousled fur, floppy ears, and endearing expression--in the moment when our tiny, wide-eyed companion is in mid-shake. 144 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $17.99


6748004 UNDERWATER PUPPIES. By Seth Casteel. 116 pages. Little, Brown. 10½x8½. Pub. at $21.00

6746152 DOGS ROUGH AND SMOOTH. By Lucy Dawson. Harper. 9½x11½. Pub. at $25.00

6904963 UNLEASHED. By Amanda Jones. Chronicle. Pub. at $19.95


6833268 FINDING HOME: Shelter Dogs & Their Stories. By Trac Scott. 90 pages. Princeton Architectural. 8½x9¼. Pub. at $19.95. PRICE CUT to $2.95

6746144 DOG LOVE. By Ann DeVillo. Penguin. Pub. at $18.00. PRICE CUT to $2.95


6563538 IF IT FITS, I SITS: The Ultimate Cat Sudoku. By Brooke-Jordon Familius. Pub. at $15.95. PRICE CUT to $8.95
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Encyclopedias & Almanacs

6985548 THE OLD FARMER'S ALMANAC 2019. By Robert B. Thomas. It's another new year celebrating everything under the Sun - from the first skirmishes in ancient Mesopotamia to the latest clashes in today's "Arab Spring," this comprehensive reference features more than 5,000 entries on major and minor battles and wars from throughout history. Expertly and accessibly written, and illustrated with 600 full-color maps, it is an authoritative guide to the conflicts and encounters that have shaped our world. 1,024 pages. Amber. Pub. at $64.95 $48.95


5745721 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HERBAL MEDICINE. By Andrew Chevallier. Fully illus. in color. 336 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $15.95

6901891 THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WARFARE. By Ralph W. Ashby et al. From the first skirmishes in ancient Mesopotamia to the latest clashes in today's "Arab Spring," this comprehensive reference features more than 5,000 entries on major and minor battles and wars from throughout history. Expertly and accessibly written, and illustrated with 600 full-color maps, it is an authoritative guide to the conflicts and encounters that have shaped our world. 1,024 pages. Amber. Pub. at $64.95 $48.95

6999022 PUPPY LOVE: How Cute Puppies Meet. Sterling, Pub. at $9.95 $3.95

6601499 THE RETRONAUT GUIDE TO KEEPING PETS. By Wolfgang Wild. Fully illus. 128 pages. ILEX. Pub. at $12.99 $2.95


6951392 2019 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC WEATHER WATCHER’S CALENDAR. Featuring amazing weather photos for every month, this twelve month calendar also features weather event in history for each month. Runs from January to December 2019. Yankee. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2802562 2019 UNICORNS CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2019 with this calendar that showcases twelve beautiful renderings of unicorns. Each illustration of these fantastic creatures is accompanied by a description. This calendar is perfect for the lover of unicorns. Calendar runs September 2019 to December 2019. Paperbound. 11¼x11¼. $7.95

6951376 2019 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC GARDENING CALENDAR. Let the 2019 Old Farmer’s Almanac gardening planner customize your plot (or pot) to your space, your climate, your schedule. Featured in this calendar is a chart to plant by the Moon’s phase, and each month includes a beautiful illustration. Runs from January to December 2019. Yankee. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6934188 2019 PAOLO BARBIERI FANTASY CATS CALENDAR. Each of these 12 incredible artworks by the famous Italian illustrator will open perspectives over our feline friends many enchanted worlds. Runs from January through December 2019. Lo Scarabeo. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $10.95

694180X 2019 OWLS CALENDAR. Now you can marvel each month of the year at every aspect of the beautiful and splendid owl in candid and remarkable photographs with this 16 month calendar. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

6955649 2019 REALLY IMPORTANT STUFF MY CAT HAS TAUGHT ME MINI CALENDAR. A year of inspired life lessons perfectly paired with heartwarming photographs is what your cat is doing what they love best. Possessing wisdom, humor, and style in equal measure, it’s a joyful, yearlong reminder to savor each moment as if we humans had nine lives, too. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 to $9.99 $5.95

6934179 2019 ALCHEMY 1977 GOTHIC CALENDAR. Richly illustrated with Alchemy’s unique brand of mesmerizing Gothic art, this 16-month Wall Calendar is specifically designed for all ardent acolytes who follow the path of the Rose Mysteries. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

6941842 2019 WEATHER CALENDAR: With Daily Weather Trivia. Presents twenty remarkable and often breathtaking photographs of a variety of atmospheric conditions, from the most common to the most extraordinary friendships to make you smile, with twelve heartwarming photographs of animals who would seem to have nothing in common, and yet bond in the most unexpected ways. Each candid snapshot is accompanied by the poignant true story behind it. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


6933889 2019 ANSEL ADAMS CALENDAR. This thirteen month calendar presents suburb reproductions of Ansel Adams’ finest photographs in a large format alongside generous space to record active monthly schedule and your handwritten appointments, drawings, and short reminders. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


6941796 2019 HUMMINGBIRDS CALENDAR. Now you can marvel at a stunning photograph each month of the year in this calendar, which includes space for writing down appointments, drawings, and short reminders. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

Other Reference Titles


6951392 2019 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC WEATHER WATCHER’S CALENDAR. Featuring amazing weather photos for every month, this twelve month calendar also features weather event in history for each month. Runs from January to December 2019. Yankee. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 2802562 2019 UNICORNS CALENDAR. Mark the events of 2019 with this calendar that showcases twelve beautiful renderings of unicorns. Each illustration of these fantastic creatures is accompanied by a description. This calendar is perfect for the lover of unicorns. Calendar runs September 2019 to December 2019. Paperbound. 11¼x11¼. $7.95

6951376 2019 THE OLD FARMER’S ALMANAC GARDENING CALENDAR. Let the 2019 Old Farmer’s Almanac gardening planner customize your plot (or pot) to your space, your climate, your schedule. Featured in this calendar is a chart to plant by the Moon’s phase, and each month includes a beautiful illustration. Runs from January to December 2019. Yankee. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6934188 2019 PAOLO BARBIERI FANTASY CATS CALENDAR. Each of these 12 incredible artworks by the famous Italian illustrator will open perspectives over our feline friends many enchanted worlds. Runs from January through December 2019. Lo Scarabeo. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $10.95

2019 HUMMINGBIRDS CALENDAR. Now you can marvel at a stunning photograph each month of the year in this calendar, which includes space for writing down appointments, drawings, and short reminders. Runs from September 2018 through December 2019. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95
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★6934226 2019 LLEWELLYN’S DRAGON CALENDAR. Illus. by Pha Wanichakwong. Dragons, with their great power and magic, have captivated us for ages. These fantastic creatures offer fiery strength and wisdom each month in stunning color illustrations. Runs from January through December 2019. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★6824488 THE ART OF ILLUSTRATED MAPS: A Complete Guide to Creative Mapmaking’s History, Process and Inspiration. By John Roman. Explores the world of conceptual, “imaginative” mapping. Drawing from numerous references, Roman traces the 2,000-year history of a specialized branch of illustration that historians claim to be “the oldest variety of primitive art.” Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. HOW Books. 11x8½. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2831287 2019 KEEPING CHICKENS 16-MONTH CALENDAR. Whether you have a backyard coop or dream of getting back to the land, this calendar is for you! It offers colorful images of beautiful chickens that will help you unwind from your busy days and encourage thoughts of a simpler life. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Rock Point. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


★6955622 2019 POCKET PIGS MINI CALENDAR. Squeal with delight with this instant day brightener! The teacup pigs of Pennywell Farm in Devon, England are plump, palm size, and full of charisma—and they’re back for another playful year. Features heart melting portraits and captions that heighten the cuteness. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★6971393 2019 DRAGON WITCHES 16 MONTH CALENDAR. These witches are immortal beings that work in concert with the dragons perched on their shoulders. All the Dragon Witches depicted here are beautiful and captivating. Spend the year with these dragons and their powerful witches and prepare to be enchanted. Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers, 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★697158X 2019 THE MOTORCYCLE 16 MONTH CALENDAR. This calendar spotlights 25 of the finest and most unique bikes ever designed and manufactured. Photographed from different angles to emphasize the design details, and a brief history of each bike, this is a comprehensive compilation that any motorcycle enthusiast will appreciate. Calendar runs from Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★6955665 2019 TROUT OF NORTH AMERICA CALENDAR. Showcases the arresting and unforgettable images of nature artist Joseph R. Tomelleri. There’s a fish to admire each month, plus a brief natural history, detailed range map, and hatch chart of each trout. Packaged in a die-cut gift sleeve. Runs from January 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 14¼x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★6990746 2019 ALPHONSE MUCHA MINI CALENDAR. Dubbed the father of Art Nouveau, this Czech artist transcended the boundaries between commercial and fine art with his richly decorative images. His highly stylized artwork, evoking a spirit of luxury and leisure, is celebrated here over the course of 12 months. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Flame Tree. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


★6954542 2019 AUDUBON SONGBIRDS MINI CALENDAR. From the experts at Audubon, a year of sweetly singing birds that alight in your garden, perch on berry-bedecked branches, and show off their plumage. Captions provide common and scientific names, as well as information on habits, range, and voice. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★6976834 KNOT KNOW-HOW: How to Tie the Right Knot for Every Job. By S. Judkins & T. Davison. This compact guide provides valuable instructions on knots, splices, and hitches. Beginners will find the ten knots that everyone should know, while experts will find a variety of useful knots. The book contains 300 illustrations and instructions. The 160 pages, 8¼x11½. Perigee. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★6878040 SIX KNOTS FOR EVERYDAY LIFE. By Phil Peterson Sr. They’re simple, they’re practical, and they’re all right here! You will be introduced to the most essential knots for everyday use. Features everything you need to know about six useful knots anyone can tie with easy to follow directions and clear step by step instructions. Well photographs. 108 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

★6990754 2019 ANTIQUE MAPS OF THE WORLD CALENDAR. Step back in time with this fantastic calendar full of historical maps of the world, and discover how our perceptions of the Earth have changed over the years. Each of these maps are beautifully decorated, making them artworks in their own right. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

2019 Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Paperback.

**6971342** 2019 CATS IN HATS 16 MONTH CALENDAR.
This delightful assemblage of sweet kittens wearing their finest hats and cutest expressions is irresistible. The only thing better than one sweet feline is a whole calendar filled with them. Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6959444** 2019 AUDUBON SONGBIRDS & OTHER BACKYARD BIRDS PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.

**2800646** 2019 THE SCI-FI ART OF VIRGIL FINLAY CALENDAR.
This calendar features twelve of Virgil Finley’s detailed pen and ink drawings. Each rendering includes a description with commentary. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¼x1¼. Paperbound. $7.95

**6955496** 2019 BITCHCRAFT CALENDAR.

**6971670** 2019 THE ORIGINAL 365 KITTENS A YEAR PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.
Every day, an irresistible photo of a kitten showing what the feline is doing: walking, climbing, hunting, and of course, getting into mischief. Includes charming quotes from fellow cat lovers. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**6957927** 2019 CARTOONS FROM THE NEW YORKER CALENDAR.
Features an amusing black & white cartoon from The New Yorker each month, with a variety of style and tone—whether whimsical, provocative, serene, or laugh out loud funny. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. 12x15. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**697130X** 2019 AMERICAN LANDSCAPES 16 MONTH CALENDAR.

**6990738** 2019 ALICE IN WONDERLAND MINI CALENDAR.
Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland fills a beloved children’s classic, and this mini wall calendar is the perfect celebration. It features 12 delightful illustrations from such talents as Sir John Tenniel and Arthur Rackham. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**6971474** 2019 GUY CANDY 16 MONTH CALENDAR. If men were candy, how would you pick your favorite? Now, there’s no need to choose, you can treat your sweet tooth for the entire year! With photographs of delicious men paired with what can only be called tongue-in-cheek captions, this calendar is really sweet! Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6997331** 2019 TRUMPISM CALENDAR.
With celebrity feuds, odes to the haters and losers, and crisis provoking tweets on every page, this day-to-day calendar puts Donald Trump’s “very talented genius” on full display. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6956847** 2019 EDWARD WESTON AMERICAN LANDSCAPES CALENDAR.

**6971350** 2019 CLASSICS ULTIMATE AUTOMOBILES 16 MONTH CALENDAR. This calendar is a superb collection of classic cars dating from the golden era of motor vehicle design. Photographed from different angles to emphasize design details, and with a brief history of each vehicle, this is a comprehensive guide that any vintage car lover will appreciate. Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**2800554** 2019 THOMAS COLE CALENDAR. This calendar features twelve works by Thomas Cole, that illustrates his ideals of the sacred settings of nature. Each image includes a detailed description. Calendar runs September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¼. Paperbound. $7.95

**6964478** 2019 MATHEMATICS 12-MONTH CALENDAR. Each day of every month features a problem, with the solution being the date. The challenge lies in figuring how to arrive at the answer. Each month features a photo that is related to a mathematical concept in nature or science. Runs January 2019 through December 2019. Rockport. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6954800** 2019 STAR TREK DAILY CALENDAR. Featuring iconic quotations and dialogue, character biographies, trivia, and lore, this daily calendar celebrates more than 50 years of Star Trek history as the most popular and enduring sci-fi series of all time. Runs from September 2019 to December 2019. Universe. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6955703** 2019 THE ORIGINAL 365 KITTENS A YEAR PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR.
Every day, an irresistible photo of a kitten showing what the feline is doing: walking, climbing, hunting, and of course, getting into mischief. Includes charming quotes from fellow cat lovers. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**6915227** 2019 CARTOONS FROM THE NEW YORKER CALENDAR. Features an amusing black & white cartoon from The New Yorker each month, with a variety of style and tone—whether whimsical, provocative, serene, or laugh out loud funny. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. 12x15. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


**6966101** 2019 BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS SCENIC CALENDAR. From the lofty heights of the Great Smoky Mountains, along the 469 miles of the Blue Ridge parkway, to the majesty of Shenandoah National Park, the Blue Ridge Mountains’ magnificent natural beauty is displayed here in photographs of delicious men paired with what can only be called tongue-in-cheek captions, this calendar is really sweet! Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6971559** 2019 SONGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA 16 MONTH CALENDAR. The presence of songbirds in our environment is one of many of our greatest delights. Features beautiful full color photography of songbirds in their natural habitat. Every month, information about a different species is offered, including habitat, behavior, and distribution. Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**6997331** 2019 TRUMPISM CALENDAR. With celebrity feuds, odes to the haters and losers, and crisis provoking tweets on every page, this day-to-day calendar puts Donald Trump’s “very talented genius” on full display. Runs from January 2019 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
Other Reference Titles

LIMITED QUANTITY ★ 699072X 2019 ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM-JAPANESE ART CALENDAR. The Ashmolean Museum holds one of the world’s foremost collections of Japanese art in Europe. This beautifully illustrated calendar collects 12 wonderful details of beautiful works from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Workman. 10x12. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


★ 695538X 2019 365 DAYS IN IRELAND PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR. Fall under the Emerald Isle’s spell. Explore a different region of this enchanted country every month with informative text and hundreds of spectacular photographs that capture its deep rooted spirit, rugged landscape, and sublime beauty. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 6955389 2019 365 DAYS IN ITALY PICTURE-A-DAY WALL CALENDAR. Bring on a day of dolce vita to every day. A celebration in pictures of Italy’s culture, history, and culinary delights. Immerse yourself in a whole year of the country’s enticing elegance with engaging text by renowned author Patricia Schultz. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x14. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ 6971601 2019 THE WALKING DEAD 16 MONTH CALENDAR. Rick and the group of survivors continue their journey, weaving in new locales, new conflicts, and new challenges helping the group together and staying alive is a perilous daily struggle. Spend the entire year with the cast of this award winning series as they persevere to survive. Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6971458 2019 GONE FISHING 16 MONTH CALENDAR. Gary Patterson has shared his unique brand of humor through his tongue in cheek comical depictions of everyday life. Presents a humorous look at the lost art of angling. It’s clear that all fishermen will be angling for this calendar. Calendar runs Sept. 2018 to Dec. 2019. Sellers. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6971334 2019 CAT NAPS 16 MONTH CALENDAR. This is the perfect calendar for those who are over worked and over stressed, and offers visual proof of what every cat lover has always known: cats are perfect for those who are over worked and over stressed. Calendar runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 6955479 2019 BAD DOG MINI CALENDAR. Man’s best friend? Ask it! Behind their furry faces and wagging tails, these pups are bad to the bone and no leash can restrain them. Every month, hilarious photos of naughty dogs, cranky dogs, sad looking dogs, and more. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ 2797046 2019 MICHIGAN CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Michigan illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 Farming grid. Familius. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 204060X 2019 WISCONSIN WALL CALENDAR. Features twelve large and twelve small stunning photographs by one of America’s premiere landscape photographers. The calendar also contains information about the beautiful city of Wisconsin. Runs January to December 2019. Flame Tree. 11¾x11¾. Spiralbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ 2779077 2019 WASHINGTON CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Washington illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 Farming grid. Familius. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
★2797038 2019 COLORADO CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs and a grid-size photo of Colorado illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familius, 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★2782162 SEA MONSTERS ON MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MAPS. By Chet Van Duzer. In this wonderfully illustrated volume the author analyses the most important examples of sea monsters on maps produced in Europe, beginning with the earliest mappaemundi on which they appear in the tenth century and continuing to the end of the sixteenth century. 144 pages, illustrations. British $24.95 $19.95

★6914519 2019 BREAKING CAT NEWS CALENDAR. By Georgia Dunn. Feline news reporter Lupin, Elvis, and Puck are all too happy to keep you informed of the household and neighborhood shenanigans with their charming and witty reports on their own news channel, BCN-Breaking Cat News. Features the colorful artwork of Georgia Dunn, McMeel Media, as other comparable brews to try. Life is love beer? We love beer! This calendar runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★6942889 2019 MODERN WITCH WALL CALENDAR. The modern witch is outspoken, engaged, savvy, and stylish. Each colorful monthly spread features a witch flaunting her mystical, street style threads, accompanied by her animal friend and all the tools needed to practice her uplifting and transformative craft. This 16-month calendar runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★6971644 2019 A YEAR OF CRAFT BEER 16-MONTH CALENDAR. If you love beer! This calendar captures beers from craft breweries large and small, across North America. Each month features mouthwatering photography, a full description of the beer's style and character, and details on how to get this beer in your area. This 16-month calendar runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★2750704 2019 NEBRASKA CALENDAR. Each page of this twelve month calendar features stunning large photographs, and a grid-size photo of Nebraska illustrating some of the most beautiful vistas in the state. Includes detailed state facts and a 2020 planning grid. Familius, 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★695541X 2019 AUDUBON BIRDS IN THE GARDEN CALENDAR. A yearlong celebration of the gorgeous birds that alight in our backyards, filling our lives with color and song. Includes tips through the seasons on spotting rare birds, planning birding trips, and attracting new species to your garden. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


★6955657 2019 REALLY IMPORTANT STUFF MY CAT HAS TAUGHT ME CALENDAR. A year’s worth of inspiration and life lessons perfectly paired with heartwarming photographs of cats doing what they love best. Possessing wisdom, humor, and style in equal measure, it’s a joyful reading experience we read each moment as if we humans had nine lives, too. Runs from September 2018 to December 2019. Workman. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
SPORTS & LEISURE

6893074 POURING SIX BEERS AT A TIME: And Other Stories from a Lifetime in Baseball. By Bill Giles with D. Myers. From the forgotten minor-league towns of the USA and Philadelphia, Bill Giles spent all of his waking hours dreaming up ways to make the game more enjoyable. This is his humorous and poignant recollection of how he did that. 268 pages. 379 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

6830552 CAN YOU BELIEVE IT? 30 Years of Insider Stories with the Boston Red Sox. By Joe Castiglione with D. Lyons. Takes you inside the world of the Red Sox like no story has before. Castiglione, the voice of the Red Sox, only takes fans behind the microphone and into the broadcast booth, but in the locker rooms, hotels, and back rooms of all the places no media can go. Fans who ever go. 16 pages of photos. 261 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

2793539 BELICHHCK AND BRADY: Two Men, the Patriots, and How They Revolutionized Football. By Michael Holley. Together, this odd couple has somehow risen above the controversies and tragedies that have chased them as their legends have grown. Winning a stunning 75 percent of their games together, they’ve set the bar high for excellence in a league designed for parity. Color photos. 428 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

2810492 GAME 7, 1986: Failure and Triumph in the Biggest Game of My Life. By Ron Darling with D. Paisner. One of the game’s great analysts revisits the 1986 World Series, which he considers the most meaningful games of his career—Game 7 of the 1986 World Series—a game that stands as a thrilling, telling, and tantalizing exclamation point to one of the best remembered seasons in Major League Baseball history. Photos. 241 pages. Triumph. Hardcover. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95


596966X FRANCONA: The Red Sox Years. By T. Francona & D. Shaughnessy. Opens up to readers the inner workings of the Red Sox from the low points of the 1990s to the high points of the World Series to the lows of the final months of the 2011 season—the most epic collapse of a team in baseball history. Includes never before told stories about Sox fans’ favorite players, moments, wins, and losses. 360 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

5934501 CYCLOPEDIA: It’s All About the Bike. By William Fotheringham. If it’s on the bike, it’s in the book! Here you’ll find a comprehensive and authoritative guide to everything having to do with cycling, from the bicycle’s many parts, designs, and brands, to its unique and fascinating history of development, use, and cultural impact. Illus. 433 pages. Chicago. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $9.95

6663057 DEMPSEY AND THE WILD BULL. By John Jarrett. They still call it the most sensational fight ever for the world heavyweight championship, between champion Jack Dempsey and his hammer-fisted Argentine challenger, Luis Angel Firpo. It was the fight that put the roar in boxing forever. 256 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $5.95

6909515 THE MANNINGS: The Fall and Rise of a Football Family. By Lars Anderson. The author gives us, for the first time, the never before told story of this singular athletic dynasty. From Boomer’s highly publicized Super Bowl 50, this revealing portrait is an epic, inspiring saga of a family of tenacious competitors who have transcended a nation. Color photos. 279 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 $7.95

6965619 THE GOLF SWING OF THE FUTURE. By Mindy Blake. The author was the first golf instructor to look at improving a golfer’s technique by studying what they could learn from other sports. Blake has created a technique that is based on athletic principles and which will dramatically improve the swing of any golfer of all skill levels. 90 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

6830439 AARON RODGERS–TITLETOWN: MVP: A Tribute to the NFL’s Elite QB. By Rob Reischel. Traces Rodgers’s ascent from a 5’2” high school quarterback in Chico, California, through his glamorous slide down draft boards in April 2005, to leading the packers to a Lombardi Trophy and four consecutive NFC North titles. Color photos. 128 pages. Triumph. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

6830722 ERNIE: Mr. Cub, 1931-2015. Ed. By Joe Funk. A photographic tribute to the Chicago Cubs and one of baseball’s greatest players. 135 images celebrating Banks’s Chicago legacy and all that he meant to baseball fans in the city. 127 pages. Triumph. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

6912419 ARNIE: The Life of Arnold Palmer. By Tom Callahan. Paying tribute to this golf icon, Callahan delivers great stories from the man and his playing career, including his amazing wins and losses. Photos. 360 pages. HMH. Hardcover. Pub. at $21.95 $7.95

6764472 STEALING GAMES: How John McGraw Transformed Baseball with the 1911 New York Giants. By Maury Klein. The colorful story of the 1911 New York Giants—the team that revolutionized baseball and stole more bases in one season than any other in history. Klein brings one of the sport’s great teams and managers fully to life, illustrating his transformation of the sport and the era that made it special. 16 pages of photos. 366 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $20.95 $6.95

6857361 WON FOR THE AGES: How the Chicago Cubs Became the 2016 World Series Champions. By Chicago Tribune. Packed with in-depth analysis of the team’s season and never-before-told stories about the teams’ turnaround. Chicago Tribune. This volume takes fans through the Cubs’ journey, from key offseason acquisitions through the final out in Cleveland. Also included are profiles of Bryant, Rizzo, and Theo Epstein, the president of baseball operations who engineered the teams’ turnaround. 126 pages. Triumph. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

6857396 100 THINGS COUGARS FANS SHOULD KNOW & DO BEFORE THEY DIE. Revised. By Ed Housewright. In this revised and updated edition, Housewright has collected everything a die-hard Cougars’ fan needs to know. Whether it be trivia, as well as must-do activities, and ranks them all from 1 to 100, providing an easy to follow checklist as you progress on your way to fans’ nirvana. Photos. 243 pages. Triumph. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95
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**685050** LAMAR HUNT: The Gentle Giant Who Revolutionized Professional Sports. By David A.F. Sweet. Through his involvement with the AFL and NFL, Lamar Hunt became the father of two pro sports—soccer and professional tennis. Lamar Hunt changed the way games are watched by fans in stadiums, the amount of money made by athletes and owners, the rules governing contests, and the overall presence of pro sports in America. The author delves deep into Hunt’s revolutionary impact on pro sports. Photos. 228 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95


**685721** SUPER CAM: Cam Newton’s Rise to Greatness. By The Charlotte Observer. Offers an inside look at the Panther’s superstar, featuring dozens of photographs from the archives of The Charlotte Observer. It provides fans a glimpse into Cam’s life. This keepsake book takes the reader behind the scenes and complex personality of one of the NFL’s most entertaining stars. 128 pages. Triumph. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

**685468** THEN VINCIE SAID TO HERSCHEL....: The Best Georgia Bulldog Stories Ever Told. By Patrick Klein. From legendary quarterback vying to star quarterback Frank Tarkenton, from Heisman Trophy winner Herschel Walker to head coach Mark Richt, Garnett gives you an inside look at the greatest athletes and players of the Georgia Bulldogs. Includes a 65 minute audio CD. Photos. 225 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95

**683876** FASTPITCH: The Untold History of Softball and the Women Who Made the Game. By Erica Westly. Brings to life the eclectic mix of characters who make up softball’s vibrant 129 year history. A celebration of this unique American sport and the role it has played in the lives of tens of thousands of women. Includes over 250 photos and illustrations. Photos. 288 pages. Voyageur. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

**655160** THE BIOGRAPHY OF THE BIKE. By Chris Boardman. Examines the evolution of the modern bicycle from the invention of pedals to recent innovations in electronic gearing. The complete story of this ongoing development that has helped to move bike design forward, and how those innovations became established in the general marketplace, are laid out in all their intricacies and details. Fully illustrated. 288 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

**686734** GAME FACE: A Lifetime of Hard-Earned Lessons on and Off the Basketball Court. By Bernard King with J. Preiser. King finally opens up about his life on and off the court. He talks about matching wits with some of the all-time NBA greats, and also tackles the vicious rivalries, and the enduring saga that makes this the most popular and polarizing team in sports. 16 pages of color photos. 225 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $22.95 $4.95


**283659** WARRIOR IN THE RING: The Life of Marvin Camel. Native American World Champion Boxer. By Brian D’Ambrosio. This gripping biography captures the drama, danger, beauty, and ugliness of boxing; of Indian life on reservations, and especially of the life of a strong and free man who influences people and boxing fans everywhere with his courage, achievements, and great warrior heart. Photos. 248 pages. Riverbend. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**281764** DON SHULA: A Biography of the Winningest Coach in NFL History. By Carlo DeVito. Chronicles the life of one of the greatest minds ever to be involved with the dawn of professional football to the close of the twentieth century. In this fascinating volume, DeVito captures the story of one of the greatest coaches in sports history. Photos. 410 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**280529** UCLA FOOTBALL: The Complete History of UCLA Football. By Spencer Stueve. Covers all the magical seasons—as well as the not so magical seasons—from the inaugural one through 2017. Stueve covers the UCLA coaches and the players, and along the way captures all the details and moments that the wins, the losses, the individuals’ and team records, the assistant coaches and the players, that built the foundation of the program. Photos. 350 pages. Sports Publishing. Publishing. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

**684216** A FRANCHISE ON THE RISE: The First Twenty Years of the New York Yankees. By Dom Amore. Takes readers back in time to the first twenty years of the team’s existence, from 1903 to 1923, focusing on all the major players and events, including their first ten years as the Highlanders, their move to Yankee Stadium, and their subsequent four World Series in 1923. Illus. 308 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**281708** FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS, 25TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION: A Town, a Team, and a Dream. By H.G. Bissinger. Tells with frankness and compassion, Bissinger captures a season in the life of a legendary Texas high school. Covers the victory, the tragedy, the heartbreak that makes this book a popular and polarizing team in sports. 16 pages of color photos. 275 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

**6834818** BRADY VS MANNING: The Untold Story of the Rivalry That Transformed the NFL. By Gary Myers. Veteran NFL correspondent Myers examines the unlikely friendship and the differences between these two great quarterbacks. Drawing on a huge number of never-before-published interviews with Brady and Manning, their coaches, their teammates, and along the way, he captures the highs and lows of their careers. Photos. 413 pages. 6½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

**2807920** HOW ‘BOUT THEM COWBOYS? Inside the Huddle with the Stars and Legends of America’s Team. By Gary Myers. Get an all access pass to the most valuable sports franchise on the planet, The Dallas Cowboys. Delivers a fun and surprising account of the Dallas Cowboys, twenty-five years—from the inaugural one through 2017, focusing on all the major players and events, including their first ten years as the Highlanders, their move to Yankee Stadium, and their subsequent four World Series in 1923. Illus. 308 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95
3681556 SCOTTISH CASTLES. By Chris Tabraham. A packet-sized guide to nearly 140 of Scotland’s most dramatic castles and strongholds, all of which are open to the public. Includes the sites of Edinburgh and Stirling, and covers from as far north as Shetland to as far south as Dumfries and Galloway. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

2640217 THE SPIRIT OF PHOTOGRAPHY. By Judith L. Meyer, photos by V. Howard. A fascinating history of America’s favorite national park showing how it has endured throughout a 130 year existence. The sense of wonder oozes from the vibrant evocative photographs which alongside historic photos support the author’s views that the park’s unique sense of place is worth preserving. 145 pages. Roberts Rinehart. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

6940434 A DAY AT VERSAILLES. Text by Y. Carlier, photos by F. Flammarion. Takes readers on a tour of Versailles in the space of an exhilarating day, recounting the memorable events of life at the château during the different eras in which it flourished. Showcases a dazzling array of architectonic art, and fashion that encapsulate this decadent destination. Slipcased. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Flammarion. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95

6929451 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES OF TUSCANY. By James Bentley, photos by H. Palmer. A stunning photographic tribute to the timeless beauty of the region, with vivid descriptive accounts of 30 villages and towns, from the cluster of communities around Florence to the stunning coastal beauty of the Oricia. 216 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

2794438 F IS FOR FRANCE: A Curious Cabinet of French Wonders. By Piu Eatwell. Exploring a culture filled with arcane laws, historic traditions, and bizarre paradoxes, Eatwell’s follow-up to her award-winning mythbuster They Eat Horses, Don’t They? is a delightful exploration of France’s quirky, literary, and culinary heritage. 216 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

6928443 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL VILLAGES OF PROVENCE. By Michael Jacobs, photos by H. Palmer. Celebrates the beauty and spirit of place that has escaped outsiders from ancient times to the present, from architectural gems like Bonnieux to the shaded, tranquil villages of Les Arcs, abundant with radiant images and evocative accounts of the most wondrous places in the best-loved French province. 216 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

6980155 HOW TO BARTER FOR PARADISE. By Michael Wigge. Most people like to travel in comfort, but Wigge isn’t like most people. After traveling the world without money for 150 days, he faces his next big challenge: turning an apple into a house in forty-two steps. 200 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

6982034 UNCLE JOHN’S PLUNGES INTO NEW YORK. By the Bathroom Readers’ Institute. From hipster-spotting to UFO-spotting, this extraordinary anthology has all you need to know about the greatest place on the planet. So climb aboard the tour bus and get ready to be impressed by New York City’s well illus. in color. 144 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

5967434 THE LOST CITY OF Z. By David Grann. Colonel Percy Harrison Fawcett explored the Amazon and came to believe that its interior was home to an ancient city. In the 1920s, Fawcett disappeared. Grann retraces the footsteps of Fawcett as he unravels one of the greatest mysteries of modern archaeology. 200 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

2793946 HOW TO BARTER FOR PARADISE. By Michael Wigge. Most people like to travel in comfort, but Wigge isn’t like most people. After traveling the world without money for 150 days, he faces his next big challenge: turning an apple into a house in forty-two steps. 200 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

6905419 ALL STRANGERS ARE KIN: Adventures in Arabic and the Arab World. By Zora O’Neill. A natural storyteller with an eye for the deeply human, O’Neill explores the indelible links between Arabic and culture and communication as she travels through the Middle East. A powerful testament to the dynamism of language, she reminds us that learning another tongue leaves you rich with so much more than words. 352 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

3283994 THE DRIVE: Searching for Lost Memories on the Pan-American Highway. By Teresa Bruce. Combines moments of deep heartbeat with humor and insight as Bruce chronicles her journey on the Pan American Highway. Traveling through beautiful and at times war-torn countries; across barricaded, flooded, and wide open roads, with no GPS, WiFi, or backup plan, what should have been a disaster is instead a life-changing adventure. Photos. 303 pages. Seal. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

6950802 THE MARCHES: A Borderland Journey between England and Scotland. By Rory Stewart. On Stewart’s four hundred mile walk across a magnificent natural landscape, he sleeps on mountain ridges and in hostels and mountain huts, in small mountain communities. This vividly unique journey he uncovers more about the forgotten people and languages of a vanished country, now crushed between England and Scotland. 352 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


5765153 HOW TO WALK A PUMA: And Other Things I Learned While Stumbling Through South America. By Peter Allison. The avid expeditionist and author of The Puma Collector has written a pacy storytelling to relay his amazing adventures in the bowels of the South American jungle. In just the first six months he was bitten by a puma (several times), knocked on his head with a bad empanada, and surrounded by a herd of piranhas in the Bolivian River. 200 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

6922234 UNCLE JOHN’S PLUNGE INTO NEW YORK. By the Bathroom Readers’ Institute. From hipster-spotting to UFO-spotting, this extraordinary anthology has all you need to know about the greatest place on the planet. So climb aboard the tour bus and get ready to be impressed by New York City’s well illus. in color. 144 pages. Portable Press. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

6974734 THE LOST CITY of Z. By David Grann. Colonel Percy Harrison Fawcett explored the Amazon and came to believe that its interior was home to an ancient city. In the 1920s, Fawcett disappeared. Grann retraces the footsteps of Fawcett as he unravels one of the greatest mysteries of exploration. 337 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

2793946 THE WORLD’S GREATEST WONDERS: How They Were Made & Why They Are Amazing. By Jheni Osman. This reference unlocks the secrets of 50 of the world’s most extraordinary natural and man-made wonders. Explains their commentary combined with detailed illustrations and step by step diagrams explain how amazing these famous sights really are. 256 pages. Lonely Planet. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

5964519 ALL STRANGERS ARE KIN: Adventures in Arabic and the Arab World. By Zora O’Neill. A natural storyteller with an eye for the deeply human, O’Neill explores the indelible links between Arabic and culture and communication as she travels through the Middle East. A powerful testament to the dynamism of language, she reminds us that learning another tongue leaves you rich with so much more than words. 318 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $5.95

4738553 TSCHIFFELY’S RIDE: Ten Thousand Miles in the Saddle from Southern Cross to Pole Star. By Aime Tschiffely. Originally published in 1933, In the 1920s, Swiss schoolteacher Aime Tschiffely and his two trusty steeds accomplished a journey which along side historic photos support the author’s views that the park’s unique sense of place is worth preserving. 145 pages. Roberts Rinehart. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

4764809 LIGHTHOUSES OF THE PACIFIC. By Jim A. Gibbs. A thorough presentation of all the lighthouses along the coasts of Washington, Oregon, California, Hawaii, Alaska and British Columbia. With an outstanding text and 24 pages of color photographs, this presents a special drama, history, color and action that have been so much a part of nautical America. 256 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $7.95


6947826 ON THE TRAIL OF GENGHIS KHAN: An Epic Journey Through the Land of the Nomads. By Tim Cope. Adventurer Tim Cope welcomes us on an astounding journey not successfully completed since the days of Genghis Khan: traveling by horseback across the vast steppeland of central Asia. Cope, from the capital of Mongolia to the Danube River in Hungary. A celebration of and an elegy for the nomadic way of life, this powerful narrative drips with romance, intelligence, and drama. 24 pages of color photos. 500 pages. Bloomsbury. Hardcover. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

6699356 BEARS IN THE STREETS: Three Journeys Across a Changing Russia. By Lisa Dickey. Lisa Dickey traveled across the whole of Russia three times, making friends in eleven different cities, then coming back again and again to show how the region is changing. From the wilds of the wacky travel stories, unexpected twists, and keen insights, this volume offers an unprecedented on-the-ground view of Russia today. Illus. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

6969372 LIGHTHOUSES OF THE PACIFIC. By Jim A. Gibbs. A thorough presentation of all the lighthouses along the coasts of Washington, Oregon, California, Hawaii, Alaska and British Columbia. With an outstanding text and 24 pages of color photographs, this presents a special drama, history, color and action that have been so much a part of nautical America. 256 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00 $7.95
Travel

6823505 SONGS OF THE BAKA AND OTHER DISCOVERIES: Travels After Sixty-Five. By Dennis James. Abandoning the comfort and security of a typical retirement, Dennis James and his wife Barbara Grossman decided to travel where tour buses won’t and where the U.S. government says “don’t,” incorporating trekking into their travels as a way to see the world. From a remote corner of the world considered inhospitable by many. Their story puts aside preconceptions and combines the wisdom of age with the stamina of the young. 16 pages of color photos. 214 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

2846385 THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY TOWNS OF TUSCANY. By James Bentley, photos by A. Ramsay. The author of The Most Beautiful Villages of Italy and America has now turned his attention to the region’s equally beautiful towns. Traveling from north to south through the region, it encounters first towns with Etruscan and Romanesque features, through to the coastal towns of the south. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. $12.95

5790658 MY JOURNEY IN MYSTIC CHINA: Old Pu’s Travel Diary. By John Blofield. The reveries and reminences contained in the travel diaries of English-born John Blofield cover every aspect of his life in China over 15 years. Translated here by Daniel Reid, they provide a vivid glimpse of “old” China as it existed in elegance and grace before the Communist Revolution. 247 pages. Inner Traditions. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

6687075 INSIDE A PEARL: My Years in Paris. By Edmund White. When he moved to the city of lights 25 years ago, White was just two people in the city. When he left 15 years later, he was utterly intoxicated by France and passionately in love with its culture. Here he shares the stories of those fertile years, when he embellished himself in a city defined by its aura of enchantment. 261 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $26.00

2777916 SHAKESPEARE’S SHRINE: The Bard’s Birthplace and the Invention of Stratford-upon-Avon. By Julia Thomas. A perfect confluence of nationalism, nostalgia, and the easy access afforded by rail travel made the rail town in which the Bard first drew breath into a major tourist attraction. This study reveals just how fully the birthplace that we visit today is a creation of the nineteenth century. Photos. 218 pages. UP. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

6683568 THE LOST CITY OF THE MONKEY God. By Douglas Preston. For centuries, legends have told of an ancient, lost city hidden in the Honduran rainforest. In 2012, noted author Douglas Preston joined a team of two people in the entire city. He shares that remarkable discovery in this true story of mountaineers, and the dreams of engineers. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. $26.00

2828782 THE RHINE: Following Europe’s Greatest River from Amsterdam to the Alps. By Ben Coates. Having lived alongside a major channel of the Rhine and cross it daily, swimming and kayaking in its tributaries, Coates sets out to follow the river all the way from its mouth to its source, exploring the impact that it has had on European culture and history. 291 pages. Nicholas Brealey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2781921 FROM SOURCE TO SEA. By Tom Cheshyre. Join travel writer, Cheshyre, as he walks the length of the Thames river from the Cotswolds to the North Sea, in a winding journey of over two hundred miles. Along the way he meets a host of interesting characters, and explores the living present and remarkable past of England’s longest and most iconic river. 320 pages. Summersdale. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6569102 NAKED AND MAROONED: One Man. One Island. By Ed Stafford. What do you do after you walk the Amazon? Stafford decides to maroon himself on an uninhabited island in the South Pacific. His mission: to survive for sixty days equipped with nothing-no food, water, or even clothing. This volume details his sojourn on the wilderness photo. 320 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

2814056 PARIS IN BLOOM. By Georgianna Lane. Transports you on a stunning floral tour of the city, pairing beautiful floral images with iconic architecture and botanical motifs. The gorgeous photos take you from elegant boutiques to markets to expansive public gardens. 160 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $19.95 $8.95

277867X THE YOSEMITE. By John Muir. Republication of the work first published in 1912. Muir explored virtually every inch of Yosemite and made detailed studies of its geology, plants, and animals. This first volume of classic nature writing reflects the extent of Muir’s connection with the region and his appreciation of its majestic landscapes. 284 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

6568092 A BOOK OF VOYAGES. Ed. by Patrick O’Brien. Honoring O’Brien’s centenary, this collection of his favorite travel pieces, most from the 17th and 18th centuries, is replete with perils, discomforts, and exotic pleasures. These riveting tales offer glimpses into a world that few readers would ever see for themselves, now gone forever. 310 pages. Norton. Pub. at $25.00 $14.95

6885047 FORD MODEL T COAST TO COAST: A Slow Drive Across a Fast Country. By Tom Cotter. Documents the cross country adventure of two brave drivers as they pilot a circa 1908 Model T on a 3,000 mile journey from the Atlantic Coast to the Pacific Coast. They also explore back roads adjacent to the main route, the Lincoln Highway—the first transcontinental road. Includes the numerous trials and tribulations in keeping a 100 year old car operating on the journey. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Motorbooks. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95
**2837900 SMITHSONIAN JOURNEY: An Illustrated History of Travel.** By Simon Adams et al. Experience the excitement and romance of travel, from the earliest migrations to great explorations, from the Grand Tour to the first airliners. With an array of historic maps, evocative photographs, exotic paraphernalia, and gripping eyewitness accounts, this volume should be required reading for armchair traveler. 440 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $50.00 **$21.95**

**2812762 TRAVELLING THE INCENSE ROUTE: From Arabia to the Levant in the Footsteps of the Magi.** By Barbara Toy. The incense route is one of the most ancient and important highways in the world. Toy sets out to travel the length of this trail, drawing on its particular turbulence in the region. It is both a gripping account of intrepid travel and a portrait of Arabia unlike any other. 16 pages of photos. 188 pages. Tauris Parke. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**6799817 EERIE CALIFORNIA: Strange Places & Odd Phenomena in the Golden State.** By Mike Marinacci. Filled with stories of strange phenomena, odd places, and weird beings in the Golden State, from the Dark Watchers and ghostly women in white to bizarre beasts like Bigfoot and the Billewhack monster, this intriguing volume is a unique journey through California’s most enduring mysteries. 196 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95**

**4491410 NORTHLAND: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America’s Forgotten Border.** By Porter Fox. Setting out from the easternmost point in the main land United States, Fox follows explorer Champlain’s adventures across the continent, crossing the Mackenzie River at the forty-ninth parallel from Minnesota to the Pacific Ocean touching upon history along the way. He also gives a dynamic portrait of the northland today. 247 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 **$19.95**

**6900690 KINGS OF THE YUKON: One Summer Paddling Across the Far North.** By Arlo Fox. Outfitted in a red canoe and Indian moccasins, fully armed with pipe and beads, Fox follows his brother from Concord, Massachusetts, to Concord, New Hampshire, this classic is not only a vivid narrative of that journey, it is also an adventure, a gripping eyewitness account, this is the personal reflection of a northern voyage. 278 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 **$19.95**

**2828006 A WALK THROUGH PARIS: A Radical Exploration.** By Eric Hazan. Weaving historical anecdotes, geographical observations, and literary references, Hazan’s walk guides us through an unknown Paris. With the aid of maps, he delineates the most fascinating and forgotten parts of the city’s past and present, illustrating the interplay between a city and the personality it forms. Illus. 198 pages. Verso. Pub. at $22.95 **$17.95**

**2778565 A WEEK ON THE CONCORD AND MERRIMACK RIVERS.** By Henry David Thoreau. By 1839 a Massachusetts farmer and writer traveled with his brother from Concord, Massachusetts, to Concord, New Hampshire, this classic is not only a vivid narrative of that journey, it is also a collection of thought provoking observations on such diverse topics as poetry, literature, and philosophy. 256 pages. Dover. Paperbound. **$6.95**

**6731937 HIGHWAY 1 CALIFORNIA: The Whole Story.** By Tom Lammert. The photographs, descriptions, and maps collected here are all you need to travel Highway 1 as long and as far as your spirit of adventure desires it. You can ride the ocean road coast down to Whitechapel on a Jack the Ripper walking tour to the snowy suicide forest of Aokigahara, Japan, Sawyer reveals the darkest secrets. In the quest for a mysterious amulet the author’s search evolved into an unexpected journey full of twists and turns, dead ends and discoveries, from the valley of Palas in Pakistan to the wild Tien Shan, ultimately revealing the ancient threads that culturally bind Central Asia and Europe. Photos. 309 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**2812509 THE FLYING CARPET.** By Richard Halliburton. Thrusting for a new adventure, Halliburton hired pioneer aviator Moe Stephens in 1931 and fearlessly set out to circle the world in an open cockpit biplane, optimistically named The Flying Carpet. Halliburton’s experiences of seeing the world in a way that few had ever seen, is as captivating today as it was to the world 80 years ago. 253 pages. Tauris Parke. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**2812533 THE GOLDEN HORSE: From the Himalaya to the Mediterranean.** By Sheila Paine. In the quest for a mysterious amulet the author’s search evolved into an unexpected journey full of twists and turns, dead ends and discoveries, from the valley of Palas in Pakistan to the wild Tien Shan, ultimately revealing the ancient threads that culturally bind Central Asia and Europe. Photos. 309 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**2784223 A PRIVILEGED JOURNEY: From Enthusiast to Professional Railwayman.** By David Maidment. With over 140 photographs and an enthusiastic narrative, this is the personal account of the author’s travels he undertook in Great Britain and on the European continent as a student and management trainee of British Railways in the 1930s and ‘40s. 260 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00 **$21.95**

**6898888 TIP OF THE ICEBERG: My 3,000-Mile Journey Around Wild Alaska, the Last Great American Frontier.** By Mark Adams.Armed with Dramamine and an industrial-strength mosquito net, Adams sets out to retrace the 1898 expedition organized by railroad magnate Edward H. Harriman, to the wilds of Alaska. Along the way he encounters dozens of unusual characters and investigates how lessons learned in 1898 might relate to Alaska’s current struggles in adapting to pressures of a changing climate and economic decline. Photos. 323 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 **$21.95**

**6840744 VENICE: An Illustrated Miscellany.** By Philippe Sollers. Venice has enchanted travelers for centuries. Celebrates the writers, painters and musicians who found inspiration there in Venice, including Dostoevsky, Zygmun Tarnowski, and Lanson. Among the hundreds of personal anecdotes and literary quotations, this handsomely illustrated volume pays affectionate homage to the Serenissima. 251 pages. Flammarion. 7½x9½. Pub. at $34.95 **$11.95**

**6606407 THE LONG HAUL: A Trucker’s Tales of Life on the Road.** By Finn Murphy. A long-haul molder of some 30 years shares his rollicking account of life on the road out the big slab. He whizzes readers down the highway and across the country, from the border to the back of the truck, and pokes out of the truck stops of the Midwest, and through the Rocky Mountains to offer a unique trucker’s-eye view of our ever-changing nation. 229 pages. Norton. Pub. at $26.95 **$19.95**

**6990584 WEIRD DUBLIN: A Miscellany, Almanack, and Companion.** By Reggie Chamberlain-King. In this wonderful collection, this Dublin native introduces the reader to a different Dublin, a place where you’ll find mystic societies and graveside disturbances; madmen and murderers; the spells cast by medicine men; suicide, murder, and cannibalism. Above all, you’ll discover a quirky and compelling history of Dublin. This is the city you thought you knew at its shocking and scandalous best. Illus. 206 pages. Blackstaff Press. Pub. at $17.95 **$12.95**

**2812681 SEVEN LEAGUE BOOTS.** By Richard Halliburton. Follows his friend with a passion for adventure he joins with Haile Selassie and rides the Rhinoceros Express in Ethiopia; and has an audience with King Inb Saud outside the gates of Mecca and finally rides an elephant over the roof of the world. 218 pages. Tauris Parke. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**2812525 THE GLORIOUS ADVENTURE.** By Richard Halliburton. It was perhaps inevitable that Halliburton, so keenly aware of a romantic imagination would follow in the footsteps of another legendary traveler, Odysseus. Shadowing his mythical hero, the author’s journey is as epic and eventful as The Odyssey itself and one of the most captivating travel stories of the twentieth century. 218 pages. Tauris Parke. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 **$12.95**

**2784222 MICROTRAVEL: A Privileged Journey: From Enthusiast to Professional Railwayman.** By David Maidment. With over 140 photographs and an enthusiastic narrative, this is the personal account of the author’s travels he undertook in Great Britain and on the European continent as a student and management trainee of British Railways in the 1930s and ‘40s. 260 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00 **$21.95**

**2783223 MONTAUK 11954.** Photos by Car Pelleteri. Montauk’s beautiful beaches, and its location just over 100 miles east of midtown Manhattan, makes it a go to destination for city dwellers seeking summer bliss. More than 100 more photos offer viewers an unfettered peek into the all American charm of this town on Long Island’s South Shore. 144 pages. Schiffer. **$25.95**
6870147 INCREDIBLE ASCENTS TO EVEREST. By Sumati Nagrath. Features extraordinary stories of ascents from a blind man’s success to a Sherpa’s record 21 climbs. From the oldest who was 77 to the first person to ski down the Mount Everest, this book charts the progress, the achievement, and the challenges of these extraordinary and often perilous expeditions. It explores the early days, the modern advent of helicopters and the use of GPS devices, and the future of mountaineering. 136 pages, 259 photos, 30 line drawings. Kuperard. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. SOLD OUT

6588343 HARPERS FERRY: A Crossroads in Time. By Jim Kirby. 120 pages, Mountain Trail Press 11/14/16. Pub at $24.95 $5.95

6548911 SUPER SUSHI RAMEN EXPRESS: One Family’s Journey Through the Belly of Japan. By Michael Baginski. 318 pages. Picador. Pub at $26.00 $1.95

597853X WALKING THE NILE. By Levison Wood. 16 pages of color photos. 338 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub at $26.00 $4.95


683675X SWIMMING WITH CROCODILES. By Will Chaffey. 16 pages of photos. 300 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub at $14.95 $2.95

5902231 LIFE AND DEATH IN THE ANDES. By Kim MacQuarrie. 16 pages of color photos. 427 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub at $17.00. $9.95

6586635 MAMMOTH CAVE CURIOSITIES. By Colleen O’Connor Olson. Photos. 250 pages. U/Pky. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95 $7.95


2763737 NEW YORK: City of Islands. By Jake Rajs. 340 pages. Monacelli. 8½x6¾. Pub at $25.00 $5.95


673746X THINGS I DO IN DETROIT: A Guidebook to the Coolest Places by the Nain Rouge. By Dave Krieger. Color photos. 239 pages. KMW Studio. 11x9. Pub at $39.95 PRICE CUT to $19.95


6910807 DEEP SOUTH: Four Seasons on Back Roads. By Paul Theroux. 16 pages of color photos. 341 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub at $19.95. $11.95

6840515 FRANCE: An Illustrated Miscellany. By Denis Tillinair. 250 pages. Flammarion. 7¾x9½. Pub at $34.95 $11.95

6881166 WTF?! What the French. By Olivier Magny. 269 pages. New American Library. Paperbound. Pub at $15.00 $3.95


6732305 THE LAST VOYAGEURS: Retracing La Salle’s Journey Across America—Sixteen Teenagers on the Adventure of a Lifetime. By Larry Levison Wood. 16 pages of color photos. 275 pages. Papercraft. Pub at $27.95 $7.95

6743609 THE PASSPORT BOOK. Text by Philipp Hontschik. Fully illus. in color. 440 pages. Prestel. Pub at $59.95 $17.95


5797551 AMERICAN SMOKE: Journeys to the End of the Light. By Iain Sinclair. 309 pages. Faber & Faber. Pub at $27.00 $1.95

6708862 THE HOUR OF LAND. By Terry Tempest Williams. Photos. 395 pages. FSG. Pub at $27.00 $7.95


6744557 IN BYRON’S FOOTSTEPS. By Tessa de Loo. 186 pages. Armchair Traveller. Pub at $19.95 $4.95

6907073 FOLLOWING FISH: One Man’s Journey into the Food and Culture of the Indian Coast. By New York. Paperbound. Pub at $25.99 $3.95
Travel Guides

**2851326 ENGLISH CATHEDRALS: England's Magnificent Cathedrals and Abbeys.** By Elizabeth Craig-Johnson. This pocket-sized book to England's most famous cathedrals and abbeys includes historical background and architectural detail for each of the cathedrals, websites and phone numbers, and includes a map section showing the locations of cathedrals covered for reference. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Collins. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

**6871063 ITALIAN LAKES: Insight Guides.** Ed. by Rachel Lawrence. With hundreds of evocative color photographs local writers bringing to life the lakes’ histories, culture, festivals, flora and fauna, this comprehensive guide is all you need to plan your trip. Includes maps and travel tips. 320 pages. APA Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**6913166 THE TERRORISM SURVIVAL GUIDE, REVISED.** By Andy Lightbody. The age of carefree travel is over. The threats of criminal acts and terrorism are a reality. This easy to read survival guide with hundreds of tips will help take away the worry of business and vacation travel. 154 pages. Skyhorse. Published at $12.99

**6854967 RICK STEVES IRELAND, 2016.** With Pat O’Connor. Explore lively Dublin, quaint kilkenny, and the moss draped ruins of Kerry, and more. Steves will guide you to good-value hotels and restaurants and help you plan where to go and what to see, depending on the length of your trip. It’s all in which sign beds down in your time and money, and how to get around by train, bus, and car. Well illus. some in color. 577 pages. Avalon Travel. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95

**6280132 EXPLORER’S GUIDE COLORADO.** By Matt Forrer. Discover the natural and cultural wonders of the Centennial State along with fascinating local history. Also lists eclectic shops, restaurants, bars, entertainment, hiking trails, lodging and more. Well illus. in color & maps. 320 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

**6830471 BASEBALL ROAD TRIPS: The Midwest and Great Lakes.** By Timothy M. Mullin. Gives you in the book what many fans need: travel for fans; and local attractions for major and minor league fun throughout the Midwest. From taking in a AAA game at Louisville Slugger Field to visiting the Field of Dreams, this guide is all you need to plan a dream trip. 207 pages. Chicago. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**6893775 SHERLOCK HOLMES’ LONDON: Discover the City from the West End to Wapping.** By Rose Shepherd. Walk the streets of London in the footsteps of literature’s most famous detective, from his fictional home of 221B Baker Street to the warehouses of the east end. A unique look at London, then and now. Illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**5738954 WALKING LONDON: The Best of the City.** By Sara Calian. Explore like a pro and navigate like a local with this guide to neighborhood walks, whirrlwind tours of the entire city, in-depth info on major museums and historic sites, quintessential aspects of the city, themes such as afternoon tea, food markets, and posh shopping, and advice as to how to make the most of your visit. Well illus. in color. 196 pages. National Geographic. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**6866582 COLORS OF FALL ROAD TRIP GUIDE: 25 Autumn Tours in New England.** By Jerry & Marie Monkman. Details 25 of the best scenic tours during fall foliage season in New England. Tips vary from short drives on the coast to all-day excursions in the region’s mountains and forests. Includes detailed maps and gorgeous photography and brief descriptions that tell you what you’ll find along the route. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**6866250 THE ROUGH GUIDE TO POLAND, 8TH EDITION.** By Jonathan Boufield. Head beyond Poland’s historic towns and cities to discover the outskirts and wilderness. Take in the traditional Yorkshire villages and pristine beaches along the Baltic coast. Includes insider tips on where to sample the best vodka and pierogi, and advice and information you need for your trip. 504 pages. Rough Guides. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**6871491 STROLLING THROUGH FLORENCE: The Definitive Walking Guide to the Renaissance City.** By Maxine Boccaccio. Strolling through Florence is to step into one of the most remarkable histories of any European city. The city of Dante and Boccaccio, Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, the Medici, Botticelli, Donatello and the “Mad Monk” Savonarola—explore the city, and more with the help of this fascinating guide. Illus. 209 pages. I.B. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**2841576 THE BEST HITS ON ROUTE 66: 100 Essential Stops on the Mother Road.** By Amy Buzzard. Discover all the waterfront along America’s Mother Road that you simply must not miss with this inspiring, practical, and entertaining guide. There’s something for everyone to enjoy as you journey along the highway’s 2,500 miles. Full color. In color. 206 pages. Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95 $16.95

**6900836 THE ROUTE 66 PHOTO ROAD TRIP.** By Rick & Susan Sammon. The perfect companion to enjoying and photographing everything that the country’s most famous highway has to offer. This guide includes recommendations for dining and lodging, lists of attractions, hour by hour road itineraries, and essential tips for capturing memorable photographs by day or night, whether you’re in a moving car. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**6719627 COLLINS EUROPE HANDY ROAD ATLAS.** A compact road guide of Europe. Makes for easy journey planning with scenic routes identified. Also provides a guide to international road signs. Includes maps of major cities. 152 pages. Collins. Spiralbound. $4.95

**2781619 GREAT SCOTTISH JOURNEYS: Route Routes to the Heart of Scotland.** By Keith Fergus. Takes you on some of the finest journeys around the country, with sumptuous photography and fascinating facts about the locations you’ll pass along the way. This is Scotland as you’ve never seen, and it is an awesome collection for lovers of photography and adventures alike. 246 pages. Black & White. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**6974114 THE GREAT TOURS: Experiencing Medieval Europe.** By Kenneth Balliett. Professor Balliett offers an extensive multimedia course taking students through regions of Europe bursting with medieval history. Twenty-four lectures on 12 CDs cover regions from Barcelona to Prague, while the accompanying 208-page course guidebook offers insider tips for travel, suggested reading and more. The Great Courses. $10.95

**2801531 GETTING AROUND TOKYO POCKET ATLAS AND TRANSPORTATION GUIDE.** By Boye Lafayette D Mente. Area maps for all the key districts of Tokyo show the location of hotels, shopping centers, offices, museums, shrines, temples, and restaurants as well as their proximity to the nearest subway and JR stations. Detailed diagrams of bus routes and private railways is also given. Also includes places of interest outside Tokyo. Illus. in color. 194 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**6973797 WORLD WAR I BATTLEFIELDS, EDITION 2: A Travel Guide to the Western Front.** By Syl Ruler & E. Thomson. The only compact travel guide to cover the Western Front, covering all the main cemeteries, memorials and museums to help you get the most from your journey to the past. Includes in-depth information on key battles, lists of commemorative events and services; expert tips and useful itineraries; and more. Well illus., some color. 106 pages. Bradt. Paperbound. $8.95

**695264X BOOK TOWNS: Forty-Five Paradises of the Printed Word.** By Alex Johnson. Combining practical advice and illuminating histories, this colorful directory of the best havens of books around the world is a must-have for bibliophiles and avid travelers. Illus. in color. 192 pages. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**6954421 NO ACCESS NEW YORK CITY: The City’s Hidden Treasures, Haunts, and Forgotten Places.** By Jamie McDonald. A collection of little known or not easily traveled places in this iconic metropolis that are hidden from the city, and many are completely off limits to the public. All of these spots evoke a hidden metropolis that is lost in time and harboring deep mysteries! Well illus., most in color. 278 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95
[Image]
**694311X SPOT-THE-DIFFERENCE ARCHITECTURE: 40 Brain-Bending Photographic Puzzles.** Enjoy stunning photos of the world’s favorite buildings in this phenomenal spot the difference collection of 40 challenging puzzles that will boost your observation skills. Includes fun fact-filled captions that will take you on your own architectural guided tour. 94 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**6972179 STAR TO STAR: Astronomical Dot-to-Dot Puzzles.** By Gareth Moore. Joining star to star in the puzzles you will reveal a vast collection of constellations from myths and legends, from Orion the hunter to Princess Andromeda, and more. Read their magical stories and find out about fascinating facts about the celestial bodies that form each constellation. 64 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95

---

**Puzzles & Games**

**6918099 THE ALAN TURING CODEBREAKER’S PUZZLE BOOK.** Compiled by Gareth Moore. This collection of challenging and innovative codebreaking puzzles has been specially created to test your codebreaking skills. You will find the puzzles becoming progressively harder, but if you need help, there’s a special hints section, and the solutions lead you step-by-step through the logic of every puzzle. 300 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**6951176 CREATIVE HAVEN CATS DOT-TO-DOT.** By Arkady Roytman. Features 30 unique and challenging puzzles that offer hundreds of dots which when connected reveal a wide variety of cute cat portraits. Add color to the finished pictures for extra fun! Perforated pages for easy removal. Solutions included. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperback. $6.95

**2814285 CREATIVE HAVEN DOGS DOT-TO-DOT.** By Arkady Roytman. Dog lovers will lap up this collection of 30 puzzles of dogs of all shapes and sizes including a Lab, Bulldog, Border Collie, Pug, Corgi, Greyhound and many other breeds. Solutions included. Dover. 8¼x10½. Paperback. $6.95

**6973132 MANDALA MAZES.** By Dave Phillips. Presents 72 elaborate mazes with intricate maze-like designs. In each one, a single path connects the outside to the center, but you have to wander through the richly detailed design to find it. After you’ve solved each visually appealing maze, relax while coloring the entire puzzle to create a work of art. In the center of the puzzle, 96 games range from easy to extremely difficult. 64 pages. Spiralbound. $6.95

**2829517 LATERAL THINKING PUZZLES & PARADOXES.** By Erwin Brecher. Lateral thinking puzzles describe situations which are unusual or bizarre and which defy attempts to find an obvious explanation. However, the solutions to these puzzles are conceived in a manner that will make the circumstances fit one reasonable, logical answer. This makes it an entertaining and exciting solo or group challenge. Answers included. 144 pages. Carlton. Pub. at $11.95

**6567541 MIGHTY OPTICAL ILLUSIONS.** By Stephen Stevem. Here are over 200 photographs, drawings, sculptures, and paintings to make you scratch your head, squint your eyes, and doubt you, yourself! Features everything from 3D chalk drawings, billboards and body paintings to stereograms, sketches, and mazes from the most wizened in the industry. Includes more than 100 puzzles, numbers. Players are presented with a pattern, shape, or grid, and, following mathematical reasoning or logical thought, they are asked to wander through the richly detailed design to find it. After you’ve solved each visually appealing maze, relax while coloring the entire puzzle to create a work of art. In the center of the puzzle, 96 games range from easy to extremely difficult. 64 pages. Spiralbound. $6.95

**6725120 MINDFUL DOT-TO-DOT: Connect & Color.** From the very first line you draw to the last you’ll enjoy the satisfying process of bringing one of 40 intricate illustrations to life. From graceful animals to gorgeous sailboats to beautiful nature scenes, each finished design will slowly reveal itself to you for color. Perforated pages make it easy to display your work. There are 62 delightful dot-to-dot to complete. Solutions included. 96 pages. Stratus. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

**6912494 CHAMPIONS OF ILLUSION: The Science Behind Mind-Boggling Images and Mystifying Brain Puzzles.** By Martin Gardner. A collection of visual illusions with explanations of the science behind them, gathered from the Best Illusions of the Year Contest. Well illustrated, many in color. 159 pages. FSG. Pub. at $26.00


**2849623 JEAN HUGARD’S MENTAL MAGIC: Dazzling Mind Tricks with Playing Cards.** This classic magic manual to mind reading with cards will teach readers some of the most unbelievable card tricks ever invented. This edition originally published in 1935 is perfect for any card magic lover, whether an aspiring magician or professional, and is sure to inspire. 74 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $9.97


**LIMITED QUANTITY 277948X PATHFINDER ROLEPLAYING GAME ADVENTURER’S GUIDE.** By Benjamin Bruck et al. The smartest adventurers never go it alone—they not only bring allies to help explore each of the reaches of the world, but also seek aid in the form of supply, support and secrets from powerful organizations. This guide presents vast and unique societies, each with a suite of benefits and boons to grant those affiliated with it. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Paizo. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $39.99

**6759203 JOURNEYS-DOT-TO-DOT: Connect Your Way to Calm.** Your favorite childhood activity, all grown up! At once sophisticated and playful, these 31 engagingly intricate dot-to-dot puzzles feature subjects like buildings, monuments from around the world. Little Illus. in color. 9¼x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

**6336965 SANGAKU: Professor Hill Presents the World’s Greatest Number Puzzles!** By James D. Hill. Sangaku is a new type of puzzle: players use simple math and logic to reveal the powerful symmetry of numbers. Players are presented with a pattern, shape, or grid, and, following mathematical reasoning or logical thought, they are asked to wander through the richly detailed design to find it. After you’ve solved each visually appealing maze, relax while coloring the entire puzzle to create a work of art. In the center of the puzzle, 96 games range from easy to extremely difficult. 64 pages. Spiralbound. $7.95

**2824863 THE ART OF PLAYING CARDS: Over 100 Games, Tricks, and Skills to Amaze and Entertain.** By Rob Beattie. Packed with easy to follow illustrations and step by step instruction, this complete guide shows you how to play, master, and perform over 100 games, tricks, and skills. 192 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.99

**LIMITED QUANTITY 2819386 READER’S DIGEST ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS PUZZLES.** Ed. by Pamela Johnson. Whether you enjoy hours of leisure or only have a few minutes to spare, this ultimate collection of entertaining puzzles is guaranteed to tickle your gray matter and replace holiday stress with good cheer. Enjoy 96 pages of lively family fun that will fire your brain and bolster your holiday spirit! Solutions included. Fully illus., many in color. 96 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

**2700002 WINNING LOTTO/LOTTERY FOR EVERYDAY PLAYERS.** By Professor Jones. Join the millions of people who have won millions of dollars at lotto and lottery using these winning strategies! Also includes winning strategies for keno! Features winning strategies for lotto and lottery games in easy-to-understand step by step explanations. 144 pages. Cardzoa. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

**6923372 PUPPY LOVE DOT-TO-DOT.** Is paw-fect for dog lovers and fans of intricate creativity books! Switch off and relax as you connect the dots, let your creativity go wild by coloring and completing each cartoon puppy picture. There are 62 delightful puppy dot-to-dot to complete. Solutions included. 96 pages. Studio Press. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**2819309 DEADLY SKILLS PUZZLE & ACTIVITY BOOK.** By Clint Emerson. A fun, challenging, and seriously useful collection of activities designed to help you prepare to deal with these emergencies. These puzzles and activities are designed to improve your brain’s cognitive functions, memory, and stress levels. So keep your brain sharp for any situation. Solutions included. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

---
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**Puzzles & Games**

★ **6923275 DOUBLE DOTS.** Each page features double dots, two sets of dots for you to connect, color, and create. Simply join the first dot to complete the first illustration, then connect the second dots to transform the picture and discover the hidden work of art on each page. Solutions included. 96 pages. Studio Press. 8x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$7.95

★ **2779463 PATHFINDER ADVENTURE PATH: The Lost Outpost.** By Jim Groves et al. This volume launches the Ruins of Azlant Adventure Path and includes: “The Lost Outpost,” a Pathfinder adventure for 1st-level characters; a detailed look at one of the other colonies who made up the colony of Talmandr’s Bounty and the roles they play in the campaign; a deep dive into the biology and alien ecology of the more. Well illus. in color. 92 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

**$9.95**

★ **6763758 HOW TO WIN GAMES AND BEAT PEOPLE.** By Tom Whipple. Funny, smart, and endlessly useful, this must-have guide for anyone who takes games too seriously and the bible for sore losers everywhere. A mathematician explains how to approach Connect 4, a racecar driver guides you through the corners in slot car racing, a Scrabble champ reveals his secrets, and more. Illus. 186 pages. Dey Street. Pub. at $16.99

**$2.95**

★ **6741118 BIRDS DOT-TO-DOT: Creative Haven Coloring Book.** Discover unexpected images of favorite birds with this collection of dot-to-dot puzzles. Connect the dots, and color the images to create 30 complex images of a peacock, horned owl, and others. Single-sided perforated pages for easy removal and display. Dover. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $4.95

**$8.95**

★ **2839105 25 AWESOME CARD TRICKS.** By John Railing. This kit includes playing cards and trick cards, along with a fully illustrated guide introducing you to tricks that are easy to do and require few special moves. Perfect for novices as well as those with some card-handling experience. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. Pub. at $19.99

**$14.95**

★ **6941966 THE SECRET HISTORY OF MAGICIAN IN THE ART.** By P Lamont & J. Steimann. A history of people from humble roots who made and lost fortunes and deceived kings and queens. In order to survive, they concealed many secrets, yet they achieved fame and fortune. The authors reveal how this was done, and why magic matters in a world that no longer seems to have a place for it, but which desperately needs a sense of wonder. Illus. 357 pages. TarcherPerigee. Pub. at $21.95

**$9.95**

★ **2014277 THE ART OF STRING FIGURES.** By International String Figure Association. Presents simple step by step directions for creating more than two dozen string figures that can jump, flip, and perform other tricks. A great travel pastime and on the go activity, making string figures is inexpensive, and easily acquired hobby. Illus. 124 pages. Dover. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**$7.95**


**$4.95**

★ **3959772 NOAH’S ARK.** Intricately detailed and featuring a subtle but beguiling sense of humor, this 1,000-piece puzzle portrays a frog-dropping arid a secret key for Noah’s legendary ark. Illus. 16x19½. MasterPieces. 26x19¾ x. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

**$11.95**

★ **592118X SPOCK’S LOGIC PUZZLES.** By Tim Dedopulos. These puzzles let you test yourself against Spock’s formidable mind power and offers ways to train him to apply his “highly logical” way of thinking. To solve the puzzles you will need to apply reason and analysis, as you work your way through more than 100 cerebral challenges designed to help you think like a Vulcan. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Carlton

**$15.95**

★ **2652994 BOLT ACTION ARMIES OF GERMANY.** By Warwick Kinrade. Provides Bolt Action players with all of the information they need to field the military forces of Germany. Detailed army lists allow players to construct German armies for any theater and any year of the war. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

**$7.95**

★ **5789841 THE CURIOUS HISTORY OF MAZES.** By Julie E. Bountford. Explores the evolution of mazes through time and across continents, presenting their history in a fun and engaging format while challenging readers to solve over 100 mazes. Discover how mazes can improve your mental dexterity and leave your mind in a state of mindfulness. 192 pages. Wellfleet. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

**$16.95**

**Puzzle 6706061 JAMESTOWN: 500 PIECES.** Take a trip back in time to Jamestown with Dowdle. Dowdle’s charming illustration is presented here in a 500-piece jigsaw puzzle. A reenactment village depicts colonial America in the foreground, complete with visiting tourists, while the background features the sea that completes the puzzle. 16x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art.

**$11.95**

**Puzzle 6706088 SCARECROW FESTIVAL: 500 PIECES.** Set against a brilliant and creepy orange sky, this cornfield-set Halloween scene welcomes us to Billy Bob’s Family Farm, populated by scarecrows, trick-or-treaters, and lots of pumpkin. This 500-piece puzzle finishes at 16x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**Puzzle 6706134 YORKERTOWN: 500 PIECES.** The history of Yorktown is brought to life by artist Eric Dowdle with this colorful and detailed 500-piece jigsaw puzzle. Featuring historic naval ships, muskets, cannons and more, it’s a puzzle’s journey back to the birth of America. Completed size 16x20 inches. Dowdle Folk Art.

**PRICE CUT to $11.95**

★ **6923291 GAMES FROM CHILDHOOD: A Nostalgic Compendium of Games We Used to Play.** Compiled by Karen Doby. Michael O’Mara. Paperback. At $9.95

**$7.95**


**$3.95**

**DVD 6928161 PLANET EARTH: The Interactive DVD.** Fullscreen. BBC. Paperback. At $24.99

**$7.95**

★ **6910106 PUZZLES FOR REAL MEN: Strapping Puzzles Including Sudoku, Wordsearch and Many More... 79 pages. Sirius. Paperback. At $6.95

**$6.95**


**$19.95**

★ **6575625 DOT-TO-DOT OF TOLKIEN.** Thunder Bay. Paperback. At $14.99

**$11.95**

★ **6919804 LARGE PRINT PUZZLES.** LARGE PRINT EDITION. Thunder Bay. 9x10¾. Paperback. At $12.99

**$9.95**

★ **6709001 LARGER MINDTRAP PUZZLES: Challenge the Way You Think & See.** By Aline Smithson. Illus. 196 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. At $6.95

**$3.95**


**$7.95**

★ **6913198 STAR WARS DOT-TO-DOT.** 103 pages. Disney Lucasfilm. Paperback. At $12.99

**$7.95**

★ **6759751 THE ESCAPIST’S DOT-TO-DOT EXTRAORDINARY NATURE.** Harper. 9x¾¼. Paperback. At $15.99

**$4.95**

★ **5826942 MENSA LOGIC BRAINTEASERS.** By P. Carter & K. Russell. 224 pages. SevenOaks. Paperback. At $3.95

**$4.95**

★ **4494557 TOURNAMENT POKER: The Championship Series.** By Tom McEvoy. 428 pages. Cardoza. Paperback. At $29.95

**PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**$9.95**

★ **Puzzle 6934125 12 BONNIE WHITE JIGSAW PUZZLES.** MasterPieces. 12½x10½. Paperback. At $14.95

**$7.95**

★ **5678691 DOT-TO-DOT THERAPY.** By David Woodruffe. 128 pages. Artcurs. 9½x11. Paperback. At $12.95

**$5.95**


**PRICE CUT to $7.95**

★ **6598935 ELF WARFARE.** By Chris Framas. 64 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $15.00

**PRICE CUT to $4.95**


**$7.95**
6898423 PUZZLE WORKOUTS WORD SEARCH, BOOK ONE. By Christy Daws. This entertaining collection of 126 puzzles will be a great way to exercise your brain. Reading fun clues and solving these puzzles will test your knowledge of such action heroes, famous bridges, and Cajun spices. Solutions provided. 189 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
6936101 RANDOM HOUSE CASUAL CROSSWORDS, VOL. 7. Ed. by Mel Rosen et al. No chunky emojis, heavy reference books, or crossword transformers needed here. If you think doing crossword puzzles should be relaxing rather than nerve-wracking, if you're a casual solver or even a novice, just grab a pencil and dig into 50 new, straight-up gimmick-free puzzles. Solutions included. 60 pages. Random. 9x10¼. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99
6282634 BLETCHLEY PARK BRAINTEASERS. By Sinclair McKay. Have a knack for mastering Morse Code? Want to discover whether your ancestors were spies, spooks, or even recruited into the history books? Think you could have contributed to the effort to crack the Nazi’s infamous Enigma code? Then these puzzles and the fascinating recruitment stories that surround them, were custom made for you. Solutions provided. 279 pages. Guerces. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99
6709206 THE NEW YORK TIMES PRESENTS THE RIGHT WAY TO DO A CROSSWORD PUZZLE. Ed. by Will Shortz. Offers up 100 puzzles for hardened solvers every crossword is printed on the left-hand side for easy solving! When you get to the end, flip the book over and solve more lefty-friendly puzzles. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin’s. 8½x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99
5907620 THE NEW YORK TIMES SMART SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 5. Ed. by Will Shortz. With giant-size grids, inventive themes, and clever word play, the Sunday Times crossword remains an eminently popular weekend pastime. Here, 50 Sunday crosswords come together in a collection sure to satisfy even the most voracious puzzle parchons. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99
5907915 THE NEW YORK TIMES SMART SUNDAY CROSSWORDS, VOLUME 6. Ed. by Will Shortz. Featuring spiraling fun themes and word play you can’t beat, these puzzles are Shortz at his best! Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin’s. 9x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99
5792637 THINK ABOUT IT THURSDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES, Ed. by Will Shortz. When it comes to solving a crossword puzzle, are you feeling clever? You know you’re a crossword puzzler when you get to the end, tear out the tricky, outside the box New York Times Thursday crossword! These 50 pun filled puzzles will fire up your brain and tickle your funny bone. Solutions included. 50 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95
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Cartoons & Comic Strips

**6921299** I’M GLUTEN FURIOUS! A Get Fuzzy Treasury. By Darby Conley. Bucky Katt (mastermind of mayhem) is on a steady diet of raw bacon, Beluga nut crackers, and garga-cola in order to fit into his El Megaroid superhero suit. The hapless and hopeless Satchel Pooch is in the kitchen perfecting his recipe for rubber chicken Tornado in a bid to curry favor with neighbor Rob, the vegetarian and owner of the bunch, which is scrounging for scraps. Fully illus., some in color. 250 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95


**6957366** KRAZY KAT 1934, VOLUME 1: The Library of American Comics Essentials. By George Herriman. A masterpiece of modernism and an emblem of the Jazz Age, Krazy Kat is revived in this volume, bringing together a year of Herriman’s rare daily newspaper strips. In a unique format that retains the original strip’s shape and sizing, this strip is treated to the antiics of this forgotten cartoon treasure. Illus., 333 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**6922031** PEARLS GETS SACRIFICED: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury. By Stephan Pastis. The series you know and love delivers yet another treasury, featuring both daily and Sunday color strips, all welcoming eager readers to beautifully illustrated adventures through one boy’s boundless imagination. 255 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**6921159** THE ESSENTIAL CALVIN AND HOBBES. By Bill Watterson. In quite possibly the most brilliant comic strip of all time, the mischievous Calvin and his trusty tiger Hobbes star in a collection of color Sunday and black and white daily strips. Once again, this time a collection of color Sunday and black and white Sunday color strips. Once again, Rat, Pig, Goat, and Zebra give us their hilariously caustic and endlessly irreverent commentary on everything from politics to pop culture. 248 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**6921310** THE INDISPENSABLE CALVIN AND HOBBES. By Bill Watterson. Features an original full-color section, as well as all the cartoons appearing in The Revenge of the Baby-Sat and Scientific Progress Goes “Boink”, and all the Sunday cartoons are presented in full-color. 255 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95


**655444X** PEARLS HOGS THE ROAD: A Pearls Before Swine Treasury. By Stephan Pastis. The Pearls gang returns with characteristically misanthropic humor. No self-aggrandizing is too flagrant for Rat, no subject too trivial for Pig, and no topic too basic for Gip. All topics are fair game. Comic strip censors, apathetic baristas, and IRS employees are all strongly advised to laugh or get out of the way. Fully illus., some in color. 253 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95


**585587X** WALT DISNEY’S DONALD DUCK, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Sunday Comics 1939-1942. By Al Taliaferro. Starting from the very beginning, here are more than three full years of Donald Duck Sunday comics, reproduced from Disney vaults. A hit from the very start, Donald’s adventures with nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie are essential to any Disney fanatic’s library. 167 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x8½. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**6922008** RAT’S WARS: A Pearls Before Swine Collection. By Stephan Pastis. Pastis brings fans another hilariously sardonic collection of comic strips, starring every member of the Pearls Before Swine family. Rat, the egotistical schemer; Pig, the slow-witted foil; the all-ignored Goat; and Zebra, the card-carrying activist. Fully illus., some color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**684424** WALT DISNEY’S MICKEY MOUSE, VOLUME 1: Mickey vs. Mickey. By Floyd Gottfredson. Coming home from a trip, Mickey finds another mouse in his house. One that could be his twin, an evil one that had been committing crimes in Mickey’s name. Here comes a fight to the finish. This comic collection includes more than 30 pages of extras restored from Disney’s original proof sheets. Fully illus., some in color. 294 pages. Fantagraphics. 10½x8¾. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

---
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**699965** WALT DISNEY’S TREASURY OF CLASSIC TALES, VOL. 3, By Frank A. Reilly. From the early 1940s through the late 1960s, the Disney studio created Sunday comics adaptations of more than 120 of their animated and live-action films. The three-volume set includes fourteen reprinted Sunday comics chronologically arranged, featuring 101 Dalmatians; Swiss Family Robinson; Kidnapped; Darby O’Gill and the Little People; and more. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. IDW Publishing. 12/1/08. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**689550** THE STORY OF A: A Graphic History of Amer. By Phyllis Lambert. Humans have had sex on the brain since pre-civilization, either for pleasure, power or procreation. The first graphic history of its kind, with hilarious comics, the author brilliantly and humorously uncovers the most fascinating details of our sexual ancestor and foretells a future of virtual gratification. Adults only. Fully illus. 193 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**588946** FLASH GORDON DAILIES, VOLUME 1: The City of Ice. By Dan Barry. Reprints the first seven complete daily strips from November 11, 1934 to October 10, 1935. Flash, his long term girlfriend Dale Arden, and their crew set off on a thrilling adventure to explore the mysterious giant planet, Terra. Includes a feature on Dan Barry and Harvey Kurtzman, as well as a gallery of rarely seen artwork. Fully illus. 222 pages. Titan. 11/10/10. Pub. at $39.99 $9.95

**690030** FOWL LANGUAGE: The Struggle Is Real. By Brian Gordon. Another collection of hilarious comic strips ripped from the headlines of the author’s own fowl-mouthed struggles in parenting. Starring a pair of clueless duck parents and their rambunctious ducklings, these strips will have you laughing, crying and maybe even reeling in equal measure. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**659706** GASOLINE ALLEY, VOLUME TWO: The Complete Sundays, 1923-1925. By Frank King. Discover the poignant humor and dazzling beauty of this Pulitzer Prize-winning strip which was seen through the eyes of creator Frank King and his characters, Walt & Skeezix. Using the King family’s collection of proofs, this giant-sized volume reprints in full-color every Sunday Gasoline Alley strip from January 1923 to August 1925. Fully illus. 128 pages. Dark Horse. 12/1/08. Pub. at $75.00 $17.95

**971632** SNOOPY TO THE RESCUE: A Peanuts Collection. By Charles M. Schulz. Helping the Peanuts gang through various adventures and misadventures, Snoopy continues his star turn with the Red Baron, finds every opportunity to kiss Lucy on the nose, and ventures out to find the mysterious Lila. Meanwhile Charlie Brown faces anxiety over saying goodbye, and Linus wonders what life would be like without his frugal Franklin. Fully illus. in color. 174 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**688650** THE COMPLETE PEANUTS, 1965-1966. By Charles M. Schulz. Linus and Charlie Brown go off to summer camp, Peppermint Patty joins Chuck’s baseball team in a boisterous debut, and Snoopy dons scarf and goggles for his first skirmish with the Red Baron. This retrospective of strip cartoons was reprinted to 66. Fully illus. 313 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

**676102** SNOOPY: A Peanuts Collection. By Charles M. Schulz. Celebrate Snoopy in this fun collection of stories about the world’s-famous beagle. After years of his chum Snoopy’s life soars into the skies as the WW II flying ace, rule the college campus as Joe Cool, or write another unpublished manuscript as the World Famous Author. These adventures are never to be missed. Fully illus. in color. IDW Entertainment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**6922104** SNOOPY: Cowabunga! By Charles M. Schulz. The cleverest canoe ever to lounge about on the page embarks on a series of adventures intended for humans, ventures into the woods to prove his worth as a Beagle Scout, and pals around with his feathered pal Woodstock, spreading merriment along the way. Fully illus. in color. 214 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**58814X** GOOD GRIEF, MORE PEANUTS!. By Charles M. Schulz. Endearing collection from the earliest days of the strip, from 1952 to 1956. Shows the Peanuts gang as even younger tots than those seen today in those first strips. Includes four bonus strips featuring and Wisdom from the World’s Best-Loved Cartoon Characters. By Charles M. Schulz. Charles Schulz was the first cartoonist to use the human condition, rather than action and adventure, as the basis for a comic strip. Here are his most classic observations and most charming counsel, filtered through the eyes of Charlie Brown, Snoopy, Lucy, and the rest of the Peanuts gang. Fully illus. 128 pages. Running Press. 6/6. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

**2827476** THE GREAT TREASURY OF CHRISTMAS COMIC BOOK STORIES. By John Stanley et al. Classic illustrators and cartoonists like Richard Scarry, Walt Kelly, and John Stanley gift us with warm and fuzzy brightly colored comic books full of humor, whimsy, and holiday love. This collection will add sparkle and joy to your holidays! 175 pages. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $2.95

**690189** IF MY DOGS WERE A PAIR OF MIDDLE-AGED MEN. By Matthew Inman. From the Eisner Award-winning creator of The Oatmeal comes a delightful absurd new comic strip interpretation of man’s best friend. You’ll never look at your canine pal in quite the same way. Fully illus. 32 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

**869186** HOW TO TELL IF YOUR CAT IS PLOTTING TO KILL YOU. By Matthew Inman. From the Eisner Award-winning creator of the Oatmeal comes a hilarious, brilliant offering of cat comics, cat facts, and cat trivia. Includes a pull-out poster. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $14.99 $2.95

**6955308** DONALD DUCK, VOLUME ONE: The Complete Daily Newspaper Comics 1945-1947. By Cliff Sterrett. Debuting in 1941 as one of the first “pretty girl” strips, Donald Duck has become one of the most beloved comic strips in the world. Donald Duck became one of the most popular comic strips in the world, and remains so today. This 750 consecutive comic strips from the Golden Age, gags revolve around the trials and tribulations of everyday life in the town where Ducks Dwell—the home of famous Donald Duck! Fully illus. 268 pages. IDW Publishing. 11/11/2008. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**6957420** POLLY AND HER PALS 1933, VOLUME 3: The Library of American Comics Essentials. By Cliff Sterrett. Debuting in 1912 as one of the first “pretty girl” strips, Polly and Her Pals followed the career of a small red-haired girl and her friends through the 1930s. In early 1936, after the peak period, developing a new style replete with Art Deco decorations, abstract backgrounds, and distinctive surreal perspectives. The strips reprinted here are the complete year of 1933 daily and Sunday strips. Fully illus. 112 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $17.95 $7.95

**5733790** WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT?: ZITS; 20 Years of Strips and Stories. By Scott J. B. Borgman. Looks back at the 20 year whirlwind life of the Duncan family, the inhabitants of the popular, modern family cartoon. The authors have selected their all-time favorite cartoons to fill the collection along with special features, including stories about how they met and created Zits, portraits in many color. 216 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8/1/10. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95
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**692023 PEACE, LOVE & WI-FI: A Zits Treasury.** By J. Scott & J. Borgman. Enter the world of sixteen-year-old Jeremy Duncan, whose "Duncan... turns around his insatiable growing boy" appetite, lip-locking with squeeze Sarah, keeping his terry pants on, and playing with his band, Goat Cheese Pizza. Featuring both daily black and white and Sunday color strips, 206 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10⅛x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 $13.95

**668591 ONWARD AND DOWNWARD: The Twenty-Second Sherman's Lagoon Collection.** By Jim Toomey. In this collection of Sherman's Lagoon comic strips, readers meet some of the residents of the dark, deep, underwater world: ninja sharks, spaghetti monsters, and blobfish—all of which, in fact, really do live in the ocean. Includes black and white and Sunday color strips. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $7.95

**6921388 LUNCH WORE A SPEEDO: The Nineteenth Sherman's Lagoon Collection.** By Jim Toomey. Enjoy a satirical, sea-floor look at popular culture, as portrayed by the aptly-named Mr. Bribery and his equally grotesque sister, Ugly Christine in a story that also features a shelf of shrunken heads, and much more. Fully illus., some color. 126 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**6795094 THE ADVENTURES OF SUPERFISH AND HIS SUPERFISHAL FRIENDS: The Twenty-Third Sherman's Lagoon Collection.** By Jim Toomey. This newest collection is a roving adventure for Sherman and friends, who seek out a legendary sea monster in Greece, help out a rare species of porpoise, play Twister with an octopus, and even face off with the grim reaper himself. Fully illus., some in color. 126 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**668041 LOGISMES 1935-1939, VOL. 2.** By T. Osborne & M. de Mars. From the Disney vaults comes eight complete, meticulously recolored stories, drawn from four years of Sunday pages. Featured within is the first comic strip adaptation of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the original comic strip origin of Snow White, Smurf the Elephant, the Three Little Pigs, Pluto, Goofy, and the Three Little Kittens. Fully illus. in color. 211 pages. IDW Publishing. 12¼x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6797628 THE BUMPER BOOK OF ROY OF THE ROVERS.** Take a wonderful trip down memory lane with this collection of the finest Roy of the Rovers comic strips, articles, and features, extracted from the golden age of British annuals. Fully illus., some color. 12½x9½. Titan. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

**668041 SILLY SYMPHONIES 1935-1939, VOL. 2.** By T. Osborne & M. de Mars. From the Disney vaults comes eight complete, meticulously recolored stories, drawn from four years of Sunday pages. Featured within is the first comic strip adaptation of Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, the original comic strip origin of Snow White, Smurf the Elephant, the Three Little Pigs, Pluto, Goofy, and the Three Little Kittens. Fully illus. in color. 211 pages. IDW Publishing. 12¼x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


**6927866 AGE HAPPENS: Garfield Hits the Big 4-0.** By Jim Davis. Join the party as the world's favorite feline and fanatical fat cat celebrates his 40th birthday! From the humorous homage to the famous feline, Even Broadway legend Lin-Manuel Miranda, a lifelong Garfield lover, gets into the act by composing a forward to this creative volume! This commemorative collection of birthday strips is a perfect collector's edition for all fans. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Ballantine. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**6576711 AL CAPP’S LITTLE ABNER, VOLUME ONE, 1934-1936: The Complete Dailies & Color Sundays.** By Dean Mullaney. Al Capp's comic masterpiece introduced the Shmoo, Lena the Hyena, the Bald Igelle, General Bullmooise, and scores of other characters to over 60 million readers. Collecting both black-and-white dailies and meticulously restored color Sundays, this lavish volume is the first of many to revive and reprint this beloved comic series. Fully illus., some color. 270 pages. IDW Publishing. 9⅛x12½. Paperback. Pub. at $49.99 $39.95

**2789283 GARFIELD COMPLETE WORKS, VOLUME 1, 1978 & 1979.** By Jim Davis. A consummate collection of Jim Davis's phenomenally successful comic strip. Featuring rare archival material and an introduction to the series, this volume will appeal to new readers and longtime fans of the lasagna-loving cat. Fully illus., some in color. 256 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

**2816604 GARFIELD FAT CAT 3-PACK, VOL. 19.** By Jim Davis. Three books in one mean three times the fun! The Garfield Fat Cat 3-pack series collects the Garfield comic strips in a new, full color format. Garfield may have gone through a few changes, but one thing has stayed the same, his enormous appetite for food and fun. So enjoy his supersized laughs with the insatiable cat! 284 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**2849844 GARFIELD I AM WHAT I AM!** By Jim Davis. In this funny little collection of comics, Garfield discovers who he really is. Fully illus. Ravette. Paperback. Pub. at $9.00 $4.95

**6848067 GARFIELD FAT CAT 3-PACK, VOL. 20.** By Jim Davis. Garfield triples your fun with his latest voluminous collection of comics. Whether he’s snorkeling for gravy, inventing a new dessert or simply humming Jon’s latest best of breakfast, this collection will do whatever it takes to feed his face and satisfy his hungry fans. Fully illus. in color. 284 pages. Ballantine. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

**2849838 GARFIELD GOING FOR GOLD.** By Jim Davis. Garfield shows us what his idea of exercise really is in this fun little collection of comics. Fully illus. Ravette. Paperback. Pub. at $9.00 $4.95

**2834944 MICKEY MOUSE: The Greatest Adventures.** By Floyd Gottfredson. Mickey’s intrepid escapades into a frantic race-against-time to save Walt Disney for a hidden gold mine, an epic struggle against the sinister Rhyming Man for control of an atomic disintegrator, the vexing hexing of Mickey’s hometown by a horrible hypnotist—and that’s only the beginning! This edition collects the best strips created by the Disney legend. Fully illus. in color. 301 pages. Fantagraphics. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95


**6557681 PLAYTIME: A Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. Enjoy a year’s worth of hilarious color Sunday and black and white daily strips starring Earl the dog and Mootch the cat. Whether they are contemplating the cosmos or curling in for a nap, these lighthearted pals blend rambunctious humor and heartwarming charm with the greatest of ease. SHOPWORN. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 8¼x10⅛. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $13.99

**6921043 CAT CRAZY: A Mutts Treasury.** By Patrick McDonnell. The beloved characters of Earl and Mootch are back in this collection of the best of black-and-white daily and color versions—the Sunday funny for 1953 and 1954. Includes annotations from historian R.C. Harvey, a selection of noteworthy quotes, and a foreword by editorial cartoonist Mike Peters. 355 pages. Fantagraphics. 10⅛x9. Pub. at $45.00 $29.95
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**5850797** PRINCE VALIANT, VOL. 14, 1963-1964. By Hal Foster. Val finds respite from the scandal dividing the Fellowship of the Round Table by entering the Spring Tournament, only to be attacked by the Saxons. With the Knights of Camelot at their mercy, will Prince Arn be able to save the day? When Val returns to his homeland, he is shocked by the querrilla warfare waging against his father, King Aquar. Fully illus. in color. Fantagraphics. 10½x14¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

**6761385** #LOVEMTUTS: A Mutts Treasury. By Patrick McDonnell. McDonnell strikes a delicate balance between lighthearted fun and responsible social commentary through the exploits of Earl the dog and Mooch the cat in this wonderful collection of comic strips. They humorously approach a range of subjects—from napping and daydreaming to important animal causes. Fully illus., some color. 208 pages. Andrews McMeel. 10x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $14.95

**6794025** THE MUTTS SPRING DIARIES. By Patrick McDonnell. Celebrate spring with the Mutts gang as they go on egg-decorating sprees, dodge playful rain showers, and welcome home the birds from their winter vacations. In the “Explore” section to find that Mooch and Earl’s feathered friends have some surprising secrets. Fully illus., some color. 174 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**6732933** THE MUTTS AUTUMN DIARIES. By Patrick McDonnell. It’s finally fall for Earl and Mooch! Follow along as these furry pals enjoy the changing colors, start a Vegetarian Society, and carry out a trick-or-treat costumes in this amusing fall-themed comic strip collection. Fully illus., some color. 174 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**585556X** BLONDIE—FROM HOGARTH TO DOGS: Complete Daily Comics 1933-1935. By Chic Young. Featuring the debuts of many well-loved supporting characters, this book is a must-read for fans of Blondie and the Wild Game Hunter; the Dailies Tarzan at the Earth’s Core; Tarzan and Hard Luck Harrigan and Attack of the Ace of Hearts. Fully illus. in frame. 10x13¾ pages. Titan. 11½x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95


**6794574** TARZAN OF THE APES 1929, VOLUME 7: The Library of American Comics Essentials. By Edgar Rice Burroughs. It has generally been acknowledged that the Tarzan daily strip was the first high adventure newspaper series. This volume collects the initial four stories from 1929 and 1930. Included are adaptations of Tarzan of the Apes; The Return of Tarzan; The Beasts of Tarzan; and The Son of Tarzan. Illus. 322 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**5786630** THE FAMILY CIRCUS: The Complete Comics from the Beginning. 1960-61. By Bill, Disneyland and Multi-Color. Diapered Family Circus will remain as true and endearing as when they were originally published. This collection lets us revisit the strips very moment with two years worth of classic comics, featuring all the warmth and humor you expect from the pen of comic great Bil Keane. Fully illus., some color. 254 pages. IDW Publishing. 9½x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

**6861410** POGO THROUGH THE WILD BLUE WONDER, VOLUME 1. By Walt Kelly. From 1948 well into 1973, Walt’s Pogo was one of the brightest spots on any newspaper comics page fortunate enough to have it: bright in terms of its characters (colorful even in the black and white daily) and bright in the sense of being witty and smart. Gathered here are 1949-1950. Fully illus., some color. 290 pages. Fantagraphics. 11½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $32.95

**6778593** SLY SYMPHONIES, VOLUME 3: The Complete Comics, 1939-1942. By M. de Mars & H. Karp. Direct from the Disney Vaults comes all the spectacular Sly Symphonies Sunday pages from 1939 to 1942, including the original comic strip adaptation of Pinocchio, an exclusive run of Pluto comics, The Ugly Duckling, and an extended series starring Little Hiawatha. Fully illus. in color. 200 pages. IDW Publishing. 12½x14¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $27.95

**6743900** THE REAL CLASSY COMIC: BLOOM COUNTY 1960-1969. By Berkeley Breathed. Breathed reveals an incredible run of Bloom County classics into your collection with this luxurious deluxe set. Inside you’ll find every daily and Sunday strip released from the cartoon’s debut in 1980 to August 1989, starring all your favorite quirky characters: Opus the penguin, Bill the cat, attorney Steve Dallas, Miko Bloom, and many others. Two volumes, slipcased. Fully illus., some color. IDW Publishing. 10½x14¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $99.95 $74.95

**6708049** LIL’ ABNER, VOLUME NINE: Complete Sundays and Dailies 1951-1952. By Al Capp. It’s the comic strip event that set America on its ear: the wedding of Li’l Abner and Daisy Mae! But that’s not all that happens in these 700-plus sequential comics. Our hapless hero gets tangled up with “The Octopus”, has a close shave at “Scab University”; makes “Taboodle,” a cologne that smells like money; and more Fully illus., some color. 248 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

**6757188** CAP STUBBS AND TIPPIE 1945, VOLUME 11: The Library of American Comics Essentials. By Edwina Dumm. This volume presents a delightful year of comic strips starring the lovable shaggy dog Tippie; his companion, the mischievous young Cap Stubbs; and an extended family headed by Cap’s wise Gran’ma. The series, which ran for nearly fifty years, was a home spun saga about life in small-town America. Illus. 363 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**6757137** BARON BEAN 1917, VOLUME 6: The Library of American Comics Essentials. By George Herriman. This is the second year of George Herriman’s much beloved strip, Krazy Kat. The series' main characters are nearly a century old and are reprinted here for the first time. Illus. 322 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**6888027** THE GOAT GETTERS. By Edwina Dumm. An engaging narrative of the origin of the comic strip told from a new perspective by one of the leading cartoon storytellers of our time. This volume features a wild bunch of early Twentieth Century cartoonists who found their own voices and developed into great masters. These strips show how these early cartoons continue to influence comics of today. Illus. 320 pages. IDW Publishing. 11½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**688104X** MANDRAKE THE MAGICIAN—THE SUNDAYS, VOLUME 1: The Meeting of Mandrake and Lothar. By L. Falk & F. Fredericks. This volume, of 11 complete stories, collects together the first four years worth of Mandrake Sunday newspaper strips, from The Traveler’s Tale (3/21/65) to The Galactic Rumble (9/07/69), including over 250 strips. Fully illus. 254 pages. Titan. 11½x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**6903678** SKYPER, VOLUME 4: SKYPER, 1934-1936. By Milton Caniff. Directed by Milt Caniff. This volume reprints the complete daily comics of Percy Crosby, and presents a continuing biography that is illustrated with drawings and rare photos. Start up a valuable addition to the collection of the cartoonist’s daughter, Joan Crosby Tibbetts. 333 pages. IDW Publishing. Pub. at $49.99 $37.95

**649149X** GARFIELD HOGS THE SPOTLIGHT. By Jim Davis. Fully illus. in color. 93 pages. Ballantine. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.00 $9.95
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**2782786 HILARIOUSLY LAME JOKES!** By Harry Hilton. The ultimate collection of terribly hilarious jokes. From classic knock knock jokes to creative one liners, laugh your way through 800 of the best worst jokes that get a side splitting laugh. Or at least an eye rolling laugh. 408 pages. Illus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $8.95

**684006X MOTHER: The Story of a Man, His Mom, and the Thousands of Altogether Insane Letters She’s Mailed Him.** By Adam Chester. The author is the son of a very loving mom who, for almost thirty years, has peppered his life with unsolicited advice, news updates, and opinions in the form of thousands of odd, embarrassing, and utterly crazy letters. A very funny memoir based on these correspondences. Illus. 170 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $7.95

**6877400 BORN TO PUN: 1400 Boss Jokes, Funny Quips and Groan-Worthy Punchlines!** By Gordon Hideaki Nagai. Make every day punnier with this massive resource of over 1,400 puns-perfect for word nerds, class clowns and dads everywhere. The ultimate collection of wordplay! 238 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.99

**681145 F*C K OFF, CREATIN! 15,876 Mix’n’Match Insults for All Occasions.** By Christopher Clark. Mix and match some of the most colorful words in the English language for a fresh dose of profanity, fun, and pointed criticism of those around you. You can flip your way through thousands of glorious combinations. Liven up everyone’s day, bring a little flair to a party, and expand your vocabulary in the raunchiest way. Castle Point. Spiralbound. Pub. at $5.99. $7.95

**6871573 THE COMPLETE Geezer GUIDELOG: Everything You Need to Know About Being Old and Grumpy!** By Charles F. Adams. You may be old. You may be grumpy. But do you have what it takes to be a Geezer? This complete guide offers everything you’ll need to know to be a true Geezer. Will Illus. 186 pages. Quill Driver Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**6845752 A JOKE A DAY KEEPS THE DOCTOR AWAY.** By Bob Phillips. Filled with a lively collection of light-hearted cartoons and jokes, this fun volume will have you laughing all the way to the doctor’s office. Illus. 210 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

**6874544 LAUGHTER NEVER GETS OLD.** By Bob Phillips. Take a lighthearted look at the golden years with these hilarious quips, cartoons, and one-liners. Enjoy them on your own, share them with family and friends, or draw from them the next time you need a quick pick-me-up. Illus. 112 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

**6874538 JOLLY JOKES FOR OLDER FOLKS.** By Bob Phillips. Enjoy this fresh collection of good clean jokes for the young at heart that will provide much entertainment at get-togethers or as you sit down to coffee on a quiet day at home, all from a master jokester. 170 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $4.95

**2790904 99 WAYS TO MAKE A PIPE: Problem Solving for Pot Smokers.** By Brett Stern. Pot smokers are known for their resourcefulness and many readers will enjoy being reminded of “that one time” when their own ingenuity saved the day. Here are 99 of those ingenious devices to help you solve problems from common household objects. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Overcup. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95. $8.95

**5885684 YOU CAN DATE BOYS WHEN YOU’RE FORTY! Dave Barry on Parenting and Other Topics He Knows Very Little About.** By Dave Barry. The always popular Dave Barry, never before published pieces, Barry tackles everything from family trips, but mitzvah parties, and dating (he’s very serious about that title), to funeral instructions, the difference between male and female friendships, and the deeper meaning of Fifty Shades of Grey. 224 pages. Pulman. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95

**6850022 WE’RE JUST LIKE YOU, ONLY PRETTIER: Confessions of a Tarnished Southern Belle.** By Celia Riverbank. A wickedly funny collection of essays about the real truths of Southern life, the land of Mama and them, precious and dahlin’, and mornin’s with a gal named Patty. 272 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. $3.95

**6868317 RULES FOR AGING: A Wry and Witty Guide to Life.** By Roger Rosenblatt. Practical, pleasureable, witty, and most importantly painless advice on aging gracefully. 144 pages. Harcourt. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $3.95

**6812223 THE GOLDEN GIRLS TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS.** By F. Sedila & D. Yacka. You’re invited to Christmas Eve with Blanche, Dorothy, Rose, and Sophia. But with a hurricane brewing and a visit from Santa (yes, it’s Stan), it feels a little like St. Nick has forsaken our favorite ladies down on his luck Santa (yes, it’s Stan). As you would expect, the ladies in question pull back the curtain on what it was like to grow up as the daughter of one of the most recognizable comedians of our time and become a woman in her own right. 16 pages of photos. 322 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $9.99

**6861953 A CARLIN HOME COMPANION: Growing Up With George.** By Jane Sedita & D. Yacka. With his humor so deep and broad, it’s easy to understand why a true genius was born to be a humorist. With stories and never before published pieces, Barry tackles everything from family trips, but mitzvah parties, and dating (he’s very serious about that title), to funeral instructions, the difference between male and female friendships, and the deeper meaning of Fifty Shades of Grey. 224 pages. Pulman. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95

**6863314 THE BEST OF THE HARVARD LAMPOON: 140 Years of American Humor.** This anthology of humor provides a glimpse into the Lampoon’s long history as one of the most influential comedic forces in the country. Features art and writing by such comedic history luminaries as Andy Borowitz, Patricia Marx, B.J. Novak, John Updike, Conan O’Brien and others. 252 pages. Touchstone. Pub. at $26.00. $6.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/667
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*6563619 NO-TILL GARDENING: The Backyard Renaissance Collection.* By Caleb Wamock. Provides a proof-of-concept tool to toss your tiller and have the best garden in the neighborhood. Includes tips on how to make your own organic compost, create a self-seeding garden and more. Illus. 75 pages. Familius. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95

*2805073 COMPOSTING: Bobo’s Basics.* By Bobo Flowerdew. Takes you through all the steps necessary to create a rich compost pile best suited to your gardening needs. From building a bin, collecting materials, to maintaining and adding to the finished product, Flowerdew explains how to pick the right compost recipe for your garden, make seemingly toxic items work in your bin, and more. Well illus. 143 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95


*6917208 PRUNING MADE EASY: Storey’s Gardening Skills Illustrated.* By Lewis Hill. A user-friendly guide to all aspects of pruning for all the major types of plants, from adult trees and small shrubs to roses, clematis and fruit. Also includes recommendations on tools and equipment. Illus. 218 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

*3603350 MARIJUANA DAILY GARDENING: How to Grow Indoors Under Fluorescent Lights.* By Henry Woodward. Guides you through the setup and day to day operation of a personal marijuana garden. Learn how to quantify greenhouse and environmental conditions, select plants, grow dark buds, avoid common problems; have a successful harvest; run your own garden, stress-free; and more. Fully illus. in color. 246 pages. Green Candy. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

*5540836 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO AQUAPONIC GARDENING.* By Meg Stout. Learn how to raise two crops (fish and vegetables) in a single, self-contained, eco-friendly fish. The fish provide nutrients for the plants, while the plants clean the water for the fish. This guide provides all you need to know to build and care for an aquaponic garden. Illus. 334 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

*68763X ED ROSENTHAL’S MARIJUANA GROWER’S HANDBOOK.* Contains the latest knowledge, tools, and methods to grow great marijuana–indoors and out. Use the most efficient technology and save time, labor, and energy. Includes how to choose the right plant, choose the right equipment, maximize yield, increase potency, and much more. Well illus. in color. 510 pages. Quick. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99

*6815951 DEEPROOFING YOUR YARD & GARDEN, 2ND EDITION REVISED.* By Rhonda Massingham Hart. Protect your landscape and garden investments from deer, rabbits, feral hogs, and other pests. Also features deterrents or commercial repellents that really work. Reveals how to design a landscape that literally repels deer with comprehensive lists of plants that deer most like and dislike. Revised and updated. 200 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

*6930859 GARDENING UNDER LIGHTS: The Complete Guide for Indoor Growers.* By Leslie F. Halleck. The key to gardening indoors is understanding how plants use light, then providing what they need. The author covers it all; the basics of photosynthesis, the most up to date growing tools and technology, and techniques to help plants thrive inside. These bright ideas will light up your indoor garden, no sun required. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

*6876773 THIS BUD’S FOR YOU: Legal Marijuana—Selecting, Growing & Enjoying Cannabis.* By Ed Rosenthal. Take a look at the new varieties available to both hobby growers and commercial growers with this thorough guide. Whether you’re a backyard gardener or a commercial grower, these breeders reveal their specific strain’s lineage, flowering times, ideal climate and consumption methods. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Quick American. Paperback. Pub. at $23.95

*6905522 ATTRACTING BENEFICIAL BUGS TO YOUR GARDEN.* By Jessica Walliser. A healthy population of beneficial insects can eliminate the need for dangerous pesticides. With this accessible, essential guide to selecting, placing, and caring for plants, you’ll discover how to summon these helpful creatures into your garden to do the dirty work of pest control for you. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

*6837256 THE CANNABIS GROW BIBLE, 3RD EDITION: The Definitive Guide to Growing Marijuana for Recreational and Medical Use.* By Greg Green. Detailed information for the experienced cultivator alike this guide will teach you how to grow big, potent buds quickly, safely and efficiently. Covers everything in depth from the size of the pot, to the location of the plant, to the type of plants. 690 pages. Greenduty. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

*283864X GROWING MARIJUANA: Idiot’s Guides as Easy as It Gets!* By K. Oliver & C. McKeen. Details different marijuana varieties and the smoking properties of each; gives guidance on growing and harvesting seeds; oil; and flower; and gives pointers on pruning, fertilizing, and keeping your plants healthy. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

*2805286 BIOCONTROL IN PROTECTED CULTURE.* By Kevin M. Heinz et al. Provides well-researched information about biological control theories and tools available to growers using greenhouse and shadehouse environments. Illus. 552 pages. Ball Publishing. Pub. at $94.95

*281773X GROUND RULES: 100 Easy Lessons for Growing a More Glorious Garden.* By Kate Frey. A renowned expert divulges the secrets she’s learned about gardening, including lessons on garden design, healthy soil, plant choices, container planting, and attracting pollinators. With these simple rules–a gorgeous home garden awaits! Fully illus. in color. Timber. Pub. at $19.95

*2785218 MEDICAL GROWING, SECOND EDITION: A Garden of Peace.* By Daniel Brodman. Incredibly out the evil and long and tragic War on Drugs and the many social, medicinal and economic benefits of Cannabis and industrial hemp with commentary on legalization issues, the dangers of corporate control and the advantages of public policy, along with a step by step manual for growing and harvesting Cannabis. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Tree Day. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

*6729096 PLANT PROPAGATION A TO Z: Growing Plants for Free, By Geoff Bryant. 224 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95


*6795038 STUFF EVERY GARDENER SHOULD KNOW.* By Scott Meyer. Branch out with essential techniques, troubleshooting tips, and plenty of ideas for your next horticultural project. You’ll discover the secrets to indoor seed-starting, how to divide perennials, soil testing tips, after-dark landscaping, plus weed control strategies, attracting beneficial insects, the right flowers for shade, and more. 143 pages. Quirk. Pub. at $9.95

*6699006 PLANTS THAT CAN KILL: 101 Toxic Species to Make You Think Twice.* By Stacy Tormino. Gives information about common plants that are toxic, poisonous, and even deadly. This collection of plants has been selected to help you and your family will be able to identify these plants. Fun facts, interesting tidbits, and history will combine to teach you how to deal with common household plants. Fully illus. in color. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

*690517X DAPFODIL: The Remarkable Story of the World’s Most Popular Spring Flower.* By Noel Kingsbury, photos by J. Whitworth. Charts the story of the daffodil, from the tombs of the Pharaohs to Cornwall’s burgeoning bulb business and diversification efforts by breeders seeking the definitive bloom. Exquisite plant portraits combine with breathtaking photography to reveal their specific strain’s lineage, flowering times, ideal climate and consumption methods. Well illus. in color. 220 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.50

*2793830 PRICK: Cacti and Succulents—Choosing, Styling, Caring.* By Gynelle Leon. Cacti and succulents are the plants of the moment. Beautiful, affordable, easy to care for, they’re a soothing presence,钢铁 adorned, calmer, more relaxing spaces in the home or office. Includes a plant index showcasing all the varieties available and simple advice on how to care for your plants. Well illus. in color. 1064 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

*2793830 PRICK: Cacti and Succulents—Choosing, Styling, Caring.* By Gynelle Leon. Cacti and succulents are the plants of the moment. Beautiful, affordable, easy to care for, they’re a soothing presence,钢铁 adorned, calmer, more relaxing spaces in the home or office. Includes a plant index showcasing all the varieties available and simple advice on how to care for your plants. Well illus. in color. 1064 pages. Mitchell Beazley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99
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**6790666** THE NEW SUNSET WESTERN GARDEN BOOK, REVISED. Ed. by Kathleen Norris Brenzel. Lavishly illustrated with more than 4,000 photos, this new edition includes 15 maps displaying the West’s 32 climate zones; a 78-page “Plant Finder” listing the perfect plants for 27 garden situations; an A-Z plant encyclopedia describing more than 9,000 plants, and much more. 768 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$9.95

**6952048** GOT SUN? 200 Best Native Plants for Your Garden. By Carolyn Harstad. Are you looking for more butterflies and birds in your yard? And to answer your question, for every native tree, shrub, ground covers, ferns, vines, grasses, and over 100 sun-friendly perennials for your home garden, illustrated with detailed drawings and beautiful color photographs. 191 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00

$4.95

**6768889** THE MIX & MATCH GUIDE TO COMPANION PLANTING. By Josie Jeffery. With its unique split-page mix-and-match system, this colorful, visual guide makes it fast and easy for you to choose which vegetables, fruits, and herbs grow best with one another, and which do not. 131 pages. Ten Speed. Spiralbound. Pub. at $17.95

$9.95

**6951876** SHRUBS LARGE AND SMALL: Natives and Ornamentals for Midwest Gardens. By M.L. Andrews & G. Harris. Shrubs provide the foundation for a pleasing, yet natural, landscape. This fully illustrated volume on landscape gardening addresses shrubs and how to determine which you should plant among your perennials and where. 144 pages. InUP. Paperback. Pub. at $22.00

$19.95

**6805485** 50 BEAUTIFUL DEER-RESISTANT PLANTS: The Prettiest Annuals, Perennials, Bulbs, and Shrubs That Deer Don’t Eat. By Ruth Rogers Clausen. This inspiring guide offers everything a plant-lover with a deer problem needs to know. Clausen also includes dozens of deer-resistant companions and smart design tips for pulling it all together. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**6803598** THE NEW SEED-STARTERS HANDBOOK, REVISED. By Nancy Bubel with J. Nick. Explains everything you need to know to start seeds from 200 plants, and raise healthy seedlings successfully. This revised and updated reference is filled with practical step by step instructions to start your seeds indoors, transplant your seedlings, and save all the way to ruth. 458 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99

$13.95

**6877427** CACTI AND SUCCULENTS HANDBOOK. By Gideon F. Smith. A comprehensive guide to the selection and cultivation of these diverse and fascinating plants. Includes a seasonal gardening calendar, information on common pests and diseases; 60 cactus species, selected from 78 families, are featured. Fully illus. and beautifully illustrated. 160 pages. Ball Pub. incolor. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

$13.95

**5712394** CACTI AND SUCCULENTS. By Gideon F. Smith. With over 10,000 species of succulents worldwide, of which cacti are but one family, this is your guide to the selection and cultivation of these diverse and fascinating plants. Includes: guidance to cultivating cacti, seasonal gardening calendar, common pests and diseases, 58 cacti species and many more cacti and succulent plants. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. CompanionHouse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**4567188** MARIJUANA HORTICULTURE FUNDAMENTALS: A Comprehensive Guide to Cannabis Cultivation and Hashish Production. By Kenneth Morrow. A comprehensive guide to the fundamentals of hydroponics, aeroponics, and organics. These “grassroots” home gardens to industrial-sized hydroponic cultivation facilities and everything in between. Any grower can achieve industrial-grade yields in the most efficient way possible, with perfect plants every time. Fully illus. in color. 442 pages. Garet. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95

$19.95

**6778960** PEONY: The Best Varieties for Your Garden. By D.C. Michener & C.A. Adelman. Shares detailed information on nearly 200 peony varieties and knowledgeable advice on growing your best choice. Along the way, you’ll discover a little peony history, obtain important growing tips, and learn about recommended places to buy these beautiful plants. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Timber. Pub. at $32.75

$11.95

**6751288** BOTANICA: The Illustrated A-Z of over 10,000 Garden Plants and How to Cultivate Them. By Geoff Bumie et al. A comprehensive reference which lists plants in alphabetical order, relates all the information necessary for successful gardening, reveals useful background facts regarding the most important plant groups, and gives concrete advice and general know-how. An indispensable guide for every green-thumb and budding botanist. Fully illus. in color. 1,020 pages. Rodale. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95

**6818579** HOMEGROWN WHOLE GRAINS. By Sara Fitzger. Convert part of your yard into a productive and beautiful field of grain and enjoy your harvest in home baked breads, salads, cereals, and side dishes. Contains complete planting, harvesting, and cooking instructions. Line drawings, 168 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

$11.95

**6101 PLANTS TO DREAM OF GROWING. Ed. by Liz Dobbs. This comprehensive companion to gardening is packed with invaluable guidance in deciding what to grow, from childhood favorites, to face-saving heirloom rarities, to the latest introductions from hybridizers and plant hunters. Fully illus. in color. 960 pages. Universe. Pub. at $36.95

$14.95

**5988462** BOTANICAL ORCHIDS AND HOW TO GROW THEM. By Nick. Well illus. in color. 222 pages. Garden Art. 8½ x 10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.50

$7.95


$19.95

**6289347** THE FLOWER-POWERED GARDEN: Supercharge Your Borders and Containers with Bold, Colourful Plant Combinations. By Andrea. 296 pages. Timber. 8x10¼. Pub. at $29.95

$21.95


$17.95

**662690X** FIVE-PLANT GARDENS: 52 Ways to Grow a Perennial Garden with Just Five Plants. By Nancy J. Ondra. Take the guesswork out of designing and planting perennial beds with plans for 52 gardens, each one featuring just five perennials that grow well together and combine for stunning visual effect. Well illus. in color. 184 pages. Storey. 9x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

$12.95

**6808090** WEEDLESS GARDENING: The Hassle-Free All-Organic System. By Lee Reich. Eschewing the traditional yearly digging up and working over of the soil, Reich introduces a system of gardening from the top down with a nutritive cover that protects the soil, eliminates heavy work, and reduces water needs. 200 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95

$8.95

**6325550** HELLSTRIPE GARDENING: Create a Paradise Between the Sidewalk and the Curb. By Evelyn J. Hadden. Showcasing a stunning array of lush and verdant examples, this fresh and enchanting gardening guide invites you to use your gardening power to convert your “hellstrip”–the space between the street and the sidewalk–into a paradise. Fully illus. 9¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

$14.95

**6817737** PLANT THIS INSTEAD! Better Plant Choices. By Andry Vernon. 296 pages. Timber. 8x10¾. Pub. at $29.95

$17.95

**5795528** PLANT THIS INSTEAD! Better Plant Choices. Ed. by Liz Dobbs. This updated edition makes it easier than ever to achieve much more. Fully illus. in color. 768 pages. A-to-Z plant encyclopedia describing more than 9,000 plants; and much more. 768 pages. North. Pub. at $79.95

$37.95


$19.95


$19.95


$19.95

**6778960** PEONY: The Best Varieties for Your Garden. By D.C. Michener & C.A. Adelman. Shares detailed information on nearly 200 peony varieties and knowledgeable advice on growing your best choice. Along the way, you’ll discover a little peony history, obtain important growing tips, and learn about recommended places to buy these beautiful plants. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Timber. Pub. at $32.75

$11.95

**6778960** PEONY: The Best Varieties for Your Garden. By D.C. Michener & C.A. Adelman. Shares detailed information on nearly 200 peony varieties and knowledgeable advice on growing your best choice. Along the way, you’ll discover a little peony history, obtain important growing tips, and learn about recommended places to buy these beautiful plants. Fully illus. in color. 248 pages. Timber. Pub. at $32.75

$11.95


$21.95
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6905366 SELF-SUFFICIENCY, SECOND EDITION. Ed. by Abigail R. Gehring. Readers will learn how to plant a family garden and harvest the produce: can fruits and vegetables, bake bread and pies; design interactive and engaging “foodie gardens” harnessing renewable wind and solar energy to cook food and warm homes; and much more. Families will find this volume a thorough resource and a great inspiration. 444 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

6979023 AN AMISH GARDEN: A Year in the Life of an Amish Garden. By Laura Anne Lapp. Takes you into six working Amish gardens from the month of January through December. Matchless photos show the garden asleep, parents and children tending the plants. Close-up photos show the close-up view of a world seldom seen shows how the seasons and Amish life work rhythmically together. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Good Books. 10¼x9¼. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

7595309 SAVING VEGETABLE SEEDS: Harvest, Clean, Store, and Plant Seeds from Your Garden. By Don Marshall Bradley. Become more self-sufficient by saving your own seed from one year to the next. Clarifies how to select the best plants, make seed saving a part of your garden plan, save both wet and dry seed, over-winter biennial crops like carrots, store seed, and test viability before planting. 92 pages. Storey. 4¼x7½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

2811515 EPIC TOMATOES: How to Select & Grow the Best Varieties of All Time. By Craig LeHoullier. Grow and harvest the best tomatoes ever with this practical and beautiful guide by a tomato expert. Along the way, you’ll learn about the history of tomatoes, how to select the most reliable and highest-yielding plants and the sweetest fruits; gives detailed advice on every aspect of growing tomatoes outdoors, in growing bags, pots and even hanging baskets; and offers more than 30 recipes to use your harvest. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

6904890 TOMATO: A Guide to the Pleasures of Growing, Caring, and Cooking. By G. Harland & S. Larrinua-Craxton. A true tomato lover’s indispensable companion, this little volume recommends the most reliable and highest-yielding plants and the sweetest fruits; gives detailed advice on every aspect of growing tomatoes outdoors, in growing bags, pots and even hanging baskets; and offers more than 30 recipes to use your harvest. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $7.95

2818310 THE BACKYARD HOMESTEAD SEASONAL PLANNER: What to Do & When to Do It. By Ann Larkin Hansen. This practical, informative planner is an essential companion for keeping track of the chores on your well-run farm. Divides each season into early, mid, and late sections, the author highlights every important task in individual chapters, and offers lots of room for your own record keeping. Illus. 202 pages. Storey, Spiralbound. Pub. at $18.95 $7.95

6904114 GROW VEGETABLES. By Alan Buckingham. Offers step by step sequences, planting calendars, care tips, and gardener’s know-how in this practical guide to growing delicious vegetables, lettuce, and herbs, including rare and heritage varieties. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $9.95

2838087 101 CHILIES TO TRY BEFORE YOU DIE. By David Floyd. This field guide to chillies is filled with fun facts, stats, growing tips, and much more. The ultimate reference guide through the test tube! Will bear illus. in color. 224 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $18.95 $6.95

6764142 ONE MAGIC SQUARE VEGETABLE GARDENING. By Lolo Houbein. All it takes to grow your own organic vegetables, fruits, and herbs is one three-square foot! Ever encouraging the otherwise practical, this expanded second edition will help first-time gardeners get started—and veteran gardeners get results—on a small, easy-to-manage space. Illus. 272 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $15.95 $6.95


2808412 LETTERS TO A YOUNG FARMER: On Food, Farming, and Our Future. Ed. by Eliot Coleman. A must-have for any agricultural library, this book celebrates the growing of organic vegetables and fruits, and offers a wealth of know-how and inspiration. A perfect gift for the beginning or experienced farmer, this book will provide many hours of reading pleasure. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

2782988 LOW-MAINTENANCE VEGETABLE GARDENING. By Clare Matthews. Spend less time in the garden—and get more results! This guide demystifies the growing of fruits and vegetables and shows that, with the right approach, it can be done successfully as a weekend project or fit into a busy week. Explore simple shortcuts and practical low maintenance strategies. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

7881422 NEW ORGANIC POTATO GROWING: Growing for the 21st Century. By Martha Hodges. Both a comprehensive and in-depth guide to growing potatoes, this book is packed full of information; offers many tips on growing potatoes; and includes Passiflora, and erecta species such as Salvia and Yacon; flavorful herbs and spices like Sweetleaf and Japanese Ginger; and delectable fruits such as Finger Limes. Well illus. in color. 222 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

2841479 THE NEW ORGANIC GROWER, 20TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Eliot Coleman. A must-have for any agricultural library, this comprehensive, now thirty years old, still offers both experienced and novice small-scale farmers and market growers a productive and profitable form of farming proven to work well for the earth and its stewards. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Chelsea Green. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

2841452 FARMING WHILE BLACK: Soul Fire Farm’s Practical Guide to Liberation on the Land. By Leah Penniman. Offers the first comprehensive manual for African-heritage people ready to reclaim their right to land and a self-sufficient food system. This guide provides readers with a concise how-to for all aspects of small-scale farming, including finding land and resources, writing a farm business plan; marketing the harvest; and saving seed, and more. Well illus. in color. 356 pages. Chelsea Green. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $27.95


6941621 GROW WHAT YOU LOVE: 12 Food Plant Families to Spend Less Time in the Garden—and Get More Results! This Guide Demystifies the Growing of Fruits and Vegetables and Shows That, With the Right Approach, it Can Be Done Successfully as a Weekend Project or Fit into a Busy Week. Explore Simple Shortcuts and Practical Low Maintenance Strategies. Well Illus. in Color. 224 Pages. Firefly. Pub. at $24.95 $19.45

6878091 YEAR-ROUND VEGETABLE PRODUCTION WITH ELIOT COLEMAN. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $39.95 $4.95
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**Indoor Plants & Greenhouses**

**6843271 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS INDOOR GARDENING.** By Kate Carter Frederick. A comprehensive guide for everything from trendy terrariums and window box edibles to classic favorites such as African violets and philodendrons. With hundreds of plants from which to choose, and dozens of quick and easy projects, you'll be able to put your personal touch on your living space. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Wiley. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$4.95

**6904246 INDOOR EDIBLE GARDEN.** By Zia Allaway. Shows you how to grow crops that look good and taste even better all in your own home. Learn how to make the most of your space and light, find out what to grow and how to care for it, and discover new ways to enjoy your unique living projects. Fully illus. in color. 221 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

$8.95

**6805701 DON'T THROW IT, GROW IT! 68 Windowsill Plants from Kitchen Scraps.** By D. Peterson & M. Selsam. Discover how easy it is to plant the pits, roots, shoots, tubers and seeds of avocados, kiwi, mango, mustard, papaya, peanuts, squash, figs, and so much more. Provides individualized instruction for each potential plant. Line drawings. 154 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

$9.95

**2800020 GREENHOUSE VEGETABLE GARDENING: Expert Advice on How to Grow Vegetables, Herbs, and Other Plants.** By Inger Palmsterna. In addition to providing a garden year-round, the greenhouse can also be a beautiful addition to your yard and can be customized to match your tastes. This colorful guide will teach you what to consider when buying, laying the foundations for, decorating, and using your greenhouse. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

$12.95

**6806056 THE UNEXPECTED HOUSEPLANT: 220 Extraordinary Choices for Every Spot in Your Home.** By Tovah Martin. Bring some excitement into the rooms of your home with lush perennials from the garden, quirky species in the kitchen, even flowers from your small trees growing beside your easy chair. So join the indoor gardening revolution, where plants and people interweave and live happily ever after. Fully illus. in color. 326 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

$17.95

**6906559 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS STEP-BY-STEP LANDSCAPING.** By D. Haupert & B. Laluy. Featuring more than 1,200 inspirational ideas and showing you how to follow each step, this new edition makes it easy for you to plan, plant, and build the landscape you’ve always wanted. 407 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$6.95

**6815179 EARTH PONDS, SECOND EDITION REVISED.** By Tim Matson. This is an essential resource for building and maintaining these important and lovely landscape features. Offers everything you need to know about planning, digging, sculpting, and maintaining your pond. Illus. 150 pages. Countryman. 10x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

$5.95

**6805809 LANDSCAPING FOR PRIVACY: Innovative Ways to Turn Your Outdoor Space into a Peaceful Retreat.** By Martha Wigrant. The area around your home is your personal space, so take it back from the noise and irritation of traffic, eyesores, and nosy neighbors. This guide brims with creative and inspiring ideas for minimizing or even eliminating the nuisances that intrude on your personal outdoor space. Fully illus. in color. 156 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$14.95

**6845910 GROVE LANDSCAPES: The Nineteenth-Century Rural Cemetery Movement.** By J.R. Cothran & E. Danylicka. This beautifully illustrated volume features more than 150 historic photographs, stereographs, postcards, engravings, maps, and original paintings of graveyards that illuminate the inspiration for rural cemeteries, their physical evolution, and the nature of the landscapes they inspired. 272 pages. USCP. 9½x12½. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.99

$14.95

**690554X BEAUTIFUL NO-MOW YARDS: 50 Amazing Lawn Alternatives.** By Evelyn J. Feinberg. Now you can liberate yourself from your lawn with eco-friendly alternatives to that demanding green turf. Trade your lawn for a lively prairie or replace it with a runoff-reducing rain garden. You'll find lots of ideas and inspiration to bring nature's beauty into your life. Well illus. in color. 252 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$17.95

**2843005 DESIGNS FOR GARDEN PATHS: 150 Designs for Walkways, Terraces and Steps.** By Heidi Howcroft. In-depth information on natural stone, timber, concrete, brick, and mosaic paving to create innumerable possibilities for the garden, also includes approximate costs, environmental impact, and maintenance tips. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$14.95

**6805992 PRACTICAL BAMBOOS: The 50 Best Plants for Screens, Containers & More.** By Paul Rattan. Recommends the 50 beginner bamboos for a wide range of purposes, sites and conditions. Bamboos are unbeatable garden plants boasting attractive culms, year-round foliage and rustling charm. They are perfect for adding style, creating an exotic feel, or screening eyesores. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

$14.95

**6864074 BUNNY WILLIAMS ON GARDEN STYLE.** With N. Drew. The world renowned interior designer introduces both novice and experienced gardeners to ways of thinking about style, the history and ornament, and the look and feel of a garden, whether it’s the placement of a wheelbarrow, or the textures of a pathway. A wonderful inspirational and practical guide to gardening. Fully illus. in color. 268 pages. Stewart, Tabori & Chang. 11x11. Paper at $50.00

$19.95

**6915087 FIRST GARDEN: A Landscape Primer for New Home Owners.** By Judith Adam. A primer on transforming the empty yard of a newly built home into a welcoming, appealing space. Adam covers the basic elements of landscape design and garden creation; planning for scale and balance, color selection and architectural features. Recommended plants are suitable for all North American climates. Fully illus. in color. 120 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2791773 LANDSCAPING WITH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES.** By Fred Hagg. Completely updated edition of the year-round edible garden, with step by step instructions, information on natural stone, timber, concrete, brick, and mosaic paving to suit every budget.

$14.95

**6828884 MARThA'S FLOWERS: A Practical Guide to Growing, Gathering, and Embracing Garden Flowers.** By Martha Stewart with K. Davis. This is the essential resource from Martha Stewart, with expert advice and practical lessons on gardening and arranging spectacular blooms. Learn how and when to plant, nurture, and at a perfect time, cut and arrange from your garden. A must-have guide for enthusiasts of all skill levels. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Clarkson Potter. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00

$9.95

**6823393 DESIGNING WITH PALMS.** By Jason Dewees. This comprehensive guide reveals the many ways palms can transform courtyards, gardens, and landscapes. Detailing the most important species and highlighted by stunning photos, this volume imparts vital advice on making the most of these plants. 368 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00

$37.95

**6812864 NEW LANDSCAPING IDEAS THAT WORK.** By Julie Moir Messervy. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 9x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$18.95


$17.95

**Trees, Shrubs & Plants**

**5933528 MUSHROOMING WITHOUT FEAR: The Beginner’s Guide to Collecting Safe and Delicious Mushrooms.** By Alexander Schwab. A slim, handy manual that focuses on the tastiest and most common mushrooms and reveals the many ways they can be a delight to cook and share. From the common field mushroom to the pretty purple amethyst deceiver, you’ll know exactly what to pick and what to avoid. Well illus. in color. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

LIMITED QUANTITY 2574713 MUSHROOMING WITH CONFIDENCE: A Guide to Collecting Edible and Tasty Mushrooms. By Alexander Schwab. A slim, handy manual that focuses on the tastiest and most common mushrooms and reveals the many ways they can be a delight to cook and share. From the common field mushroom to the pretty purple amethyst deceiver, you’ll know exactly what to pick and what to avoid. Well illus. in color. 174 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$5.95
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- **6629962 HAWTHORN: The Tree That Has Nourished, Healed, and Inspired Through the Ages.** By Bill Vaughn. One of humankind’s oldest companion trees, the hawthorn tree permeates the history and imagination of cultures throughout the Northern Hemisphere. This engaging study examines the surprisingly far-reaching impact of this tree on the course of human history. 258 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00  
  - $9.95

- **2849933 INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS.** By Charles Darwin. Published in 1875, in this classic work on insectivorous/carnivorous plants, Darwin explains by a combination of detailed observations how these fascinating plants capture their prey, digest it, and gain benefit from it. 462 pages.  
  - $8.95

**6833713 SEEDS: Time Capsules of Life.** By R. Kesseler & W. Stuppy. Presents a fascinating natural history of seeds, illustrated with close-up photographs and scanning electron micrographs. These intricate images afford an unprecedented view into a most astonishing microcosm, where even the tiniest examples are exquisitely beautiful. Earth Aware. 9x6¼. Pub. at $23.95  
  - $8.95

**2864042 APPLE, Pears & Plums.** By Roger Yeşilgin. Profling more than 100 varieties of apples, this small and elegant revised guide incorporates fifteen newly popular apples including Honeycrisp and Pink Lady. Also included are recipes for Apple Leather, Apple Brandy, Apple Pie and more. Illus. in color. 288 pages. Countryman. Pub. at $19.95  
  - $13.95

**278053X TREE, REVISED EDITION: A Life Story.** By O. Suzuki & W. Grady. Follow the story of a single tree–from the moment the seed is released from its cone until, more than five hundred years later, it lies on the forest floor as a nurse-log–giving life to ferns, mosses, and hemlocks. Illus., 184 pages. Greystone. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  
  - $12.95

**2782758 THE HIDDEN LIFE OF TREES: The Illustrated Edition.** By Peter Wohlleben. This gorgeously illustrated volume displays trees in all their glory and variety. Through rich text highlighting the interconnections of forest ecosystems, this volume offers fascinating insights about the fungal communication highway known as the “wood wide web.” 166 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8¼x10¾. Pub. at $21.95  
  - $16.95

- **7663544 THE WILD WISDOM OF WEEDS: 13 Essential Plants for Human Survival.** By Katrina Blair. The global “survivalトレフォグト penetration fortrees, the hawthorn tree is bound up in the history and imagination of cultures throughout the Northern Hemisphere. This engaging study examines the surprisingly far-reaching impact of this tree on the course of human history. 258 pages. Yale. Pub. at $30.00  
  - $9.95

- **7663544 THE WILD WISDOM OF WEEDS: 13 Essential Plants for Human Survival.** By Katrina Blair. The global “survival 트리에 대한 이해와 입증, 특별히는 숲에서의 생명과 사기사기의 역할, 그리고 다양한 생물의 생태학적 관계를 통한 이해 사례를 통과한 통신망의 통신 구조다. 이 책은 상용적으로 사용되는 조류와 식물의 다양성에 대한 경량하고 알리미什한 저자인 여성들이 진정한 희망을 찾는데 도움이 됩니다. 308 pages. Chelsea Green. Pub. at $35.00  
  - $26.95

- **6886469 A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO RECOGNIZING TREES OF THE NORTHEAST.** By Mark Mikolas. Well illus. in color. 205 pages. Countryman, Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  
  - $9.95

  - $18.95

**6651617 APPLES OF NORTH AMERICA: 192 Exceptional Varieties for Gardeners, Growers, and Cooks.** By Tom Buntin. Color photos. 300 pages. Timber. 8x10¼. Pub at $29.95  
  - $18.95

**3741533 HAND-BUILT OUTDOOR FURNITURE: 20 Step-by-Step Projects Anyone Can Build.** By Katja Jackson. Create gorgeous, contemporary furniture for your outdoor space. With minimal investment, standard tools, and readily available materials from your local lumberyard, you can design your yard with 20 one of a kind projects that are better than anything you can buy. Complete with detailed step-by-step instructions. Illus. in color. 264 pages. Timber. Pub. at $19.95  
  - $10.95

**2840944 OUTDOOR PAINT TECHNIQUES & FAUX FINISHES, REVISED EDITION.** By M. Niven & L. Hennings. This guide will inspire you to use colors, textures, and effects to create ideal decorative finishes for exterior walls, floors, and woodland. With practical advice on stucco treatment, faux limes, limewashing, verdigris, moss effects, and more. Includes detailed instructions and step by step photographs. 160 pages. Creative Homeowner. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  
  - $14.95

**2792502 CREATING PONDS, BROOKS, AND POOLS: Water in the Garden.** By Ulrich Timm. Stunningly presents the variety of possibilities for using water in the garden with plans and layout information on watering systems, shore formation, attractive planting, and fish. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub at $29.95  
  - $14.95

**6638991 JUNK BEAUTIFUL, OUTDOOR EDITION.** By Sue Whitney with K. Melamed. Demonstrates how to transform patios, outdoor kitchens, pools and garden retreats—even the front door—from ho-hum to how-dee with trademark junk market flair. Demonstrates how to transform patios, outdoor kitchens, pools and garden retreats—even the front door—from ho-hum to how-dee with trademark junk market flair. Features more than twenty new projects and countless trade secrets. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Taunton. 9x10¼. Pub. at $24.95  
  - $17.95

  - $11.95

  - $13.95

**6805728 HANDMADE GARDEN PROJECTS.** By Lorene Edwards Forkner. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Taunton. Pub. at $19.95  
  - $11.95

---

**Garden Features & Furniture**

- **6812546 ESSENTIAL NATIVE TREES AND SHRUBS FOR THE EASTERN UNITED STATES: The Guide to Creating a Sustainable Landscape.** By T. Dove & G. Woolridge. Designed for easy plant selection, this comprehensive guide is a valuable resource for gardeners, landscape architects, and other designers interested in creating sustainable and attractive landscapes. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Imaginel. 8¼x10¼. Pub at $35.00  
  - $26.95

- **6812546 ESSENTIAL NATIVE TREES AND SHRUBS FOR THE EASTERN UNITED STATES: The Guide to Creating a Sustainable Landscape.** By T. Dove & G. Woolridge. Designed for easy plant selection, this comprehensive guide is a valuable resource for gardeners, landscape architects, and other designers interested in creating sustainable and attractive landscapes. Fully illus. in color. 312 pages. Imaginel. 8¼x10¼. Pub at $35.00  
  - $26.95

---
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